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Abstract

Sound plays an important role in eating and drinking experiences, as highlighted through the term “gustosonic experiences”. “Gustosonic” refers to multisensory interactions between sound and the act of eating/drinking. With the advancement of interactive technology, there is growing research on the topic of multisensory interactions in human-computer interaction (HCI). However, the use of interactive technology to support gustosonic experiences has been mostly underexplored in HCI. To contribute to this exploration, this research aims to understand the design of playful gustosonic experiences; this has resulted in three playful gustosonic systems. Firstly, an augmented ice cream cone called “iScream!” allows players to generate four playful sounds through eating ice cream. Secondly, “WeScream!” allows two players to compose rhythmical sounds through eating ice cream together. Thirdly, “Sonic Straws” allows players to experience personalised sounds via drinking beverages through straws. Qualitative studies have examined the experiences of using these gustosonic systems, resulting in a novel design framework that articulates four key qualities of playful gustosonic experiences (exploitation of eating sounds at the initial moment, self-expression via eating actions in the moment, relatedness of eating together at a shared moment and reflection on everyday eating activities beyond the moment). Taken together, this work advances interaction design theory by introducing the concept of playful gustosonic experiences, contributing to the enrichment of eating and drinking experiences through playful design and ultimately furthering how we eat in the future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis explores the design of playful gustosonic experiences. In this chapter, I briefly introduce the research motivation and articulate the contributions.

1.1 Human-food interaction

Human-food interaction (HFI) has emerged as an area of interest within the human-computer interaction (HCI) community where researchers explore the role of technology in supporting food-related practices (Choi et al., 2014; Khot et al., 2019b; Obrist et al., 2018). For example, research has produced robotic systems to support efficient harvesting practices (Hayashi et al., 2002; Van Henten et al., 2003), smart kitchens have been developed to support food preparation and cooking processes (Blasco et al., 2014; Hashimoto et al., 2008), and self-tracking technologies have been used to track food nutrition for health eating (Graham and Jeffery, 2012; Hanson-Smith et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2017). Taken together, interactive technology around food-related practices is gradually shaping our ways of engaging with food.

Eating and drinking can afford rich multisensory experiences in our everyday lives (Spence, 2017b). Given the ubiquitous nature of technology and advances in sensing technology, researchers and HCI practitioners have recently begun investigating the use of technology to influence our multisensory interactions with food in order to enrich eating and drinking experiences (Obrist et al., 2017; Velasco et al., 2018). For example, a pseudo-gustatory simulation system allows the user to taste various food flavours by interactively projecting changing LED colours onto beverages (Narumi et al., 2010). Another example is an augmented reality (AR) food system that modifies the flavor of a real cookie by overlaying visual elements and digital olfactory information onto the
cookie (Narumi et al., 2011b). Moreover, a galvanic tongue-stimulation technology was developed to influence taste sensations (Aoyama et al., 2017). Although these works have informed more research on multisensory interactions and the exploration of multisensory experiences, they seem to be system-centric and mainly focus on the technical implementation to mimic human senses, for example, utilising air pumps and scented filters combined with a head-mounted interface to generate retrospective olfactory stimuli to produce the scent of the cookies (Narumi et al., 2011a). On the other hand, existing works also have been designed for instrumental purposes, for example, promoting healthy eating or providing nutrition knowledge, such as sensors used in a kitchen to detect what the users were doing, then providing feedback about the nutrition value of the ingredients being used during cooking (Chi et al., 2008). However, when it comes to the design of interactive technology for food experiences, technology should affect not only how people eat and drink, but also their interactions within the eating and drinking context (Spence and Piqueras-Fiszman, 2013). Grimes and Harper (2008) underlined this by proposing that technology in food-related practices should embrace the “pleasurable aspects of eating experiences and eating as a social experience”. Moreover, Khot et al. (2019b) asked for more work in the HFI field to support the experiential aspects of eating rather than a focus on technology that supports instrumental purposes for individuals, while Altarriba Bertran et al. (2019a) advocated for designing more technology-mediated eating experiences rather than engaging a techno-solutionist approach in HFI. In response to these calls, this thesis study focuses on desirable experiential qualities for interactive food systems, going beyond prior works that simply see food as calorie intake. Moreover, this study appreciates eating as cultural experiences and engages with its pleasurable characteristics, contributing to our understanding of the design of technology-mediated eating experiences through augmented multisensory interactions.

1.2 Experiencing eating as play

Most of us probably remember times when our parents told us: “Do not play with your food!” People generally do not play with food as this is considered a waste of food and a bad habit. However, playing constitutes a great part of our childhood and even adult life. Playing lies in our human nature, as it is one of the ways to explore our relationships with objects and the environment, and to express ourselves (Gillin, 1951). According to Bogost (2016), people can play with their food in high gastronomy, where the play takes place only in the mouth of the eater. This is because the material properties of food hold many sensory qualities to play with and explore, for example, its dynamically changed texture, its potentially changed state, its taste, its smell, and the sounds it
makes (Spence, 2017b). Besides the fact that food affords rich sensory experiences, its cultural, social, ethical and personal aspects also make food an intriguing material for play. However, there is no clear definition of play or playfulness in the context of eating/drinking. Therefore, I propose that playful eating is an attitude similar to “paidia” (Caillois, 2001) as something not serious, where people pursue the mundane activity of eating with pleasure.

When it comes to understanding playful eating, playfulness is an attitude towards things, people and situations (Sicart, 2014; Salen et al., 2004). Gillin (1951) stated that play is an activity allowing the players to be free from the boundaries of ordinary life. The activity of playing itself is the goal. Based on Huizinga’s theory, Caillois (2001) distinguished two play principles: paidia and ludus. He described paidia as a kind of uncontrolled fantasy that can be designed; in other words, play is free from rules. Similarly, Suits (1984) emphasised the importance of the “lusory attitude”, which refers to the players’ intrinsic motivations to engage with a playful activity (a game) when it comes to play, while being also drawn upon in relation to eating/drinking experiences; for example, people eat to avoid starvation but eating also makes people feel good (Fox, 2003). Moreover, Rozin (1999) argued for three different kinds of pleasure: sensory pleasure, aesthetic pleasure and accomplishment pleasure. I note that these kinds of pleasure can be valuable in understanding playful food experiences. For example, sensory inputs in physically localised plays critical roles in sensory pleasure, as we can experience the pleasure of food in our mouth. Aesthetic pleasures are abstract but linked to sensory inputs, while accomplishment pleasures can be derived from achieving something of value via skilful actions. Therefore, I argue that we can develop such pleasures through experiencing eating as play.

Several works in HCI have recently emerged that investigate playful interactions with food and focus on play’s desirable experiential qualities in eating situations rather than focusing on pure entertainment. For example, Altarriba Bertran et al. (2019b) suggested extending playfulness to the practice of chefs and food designers to facilitate the playful aspects of eating experiences, enriching both food and associated interactions. Chisik et al. (2018) proposed “gastroludology” in eating and drinking, advocating the creation of new ways to facilitate meaningful play with food that enrich our everyday eating activities. Later, Mueller et al. (2020b) proposed intermediate-level design knowledge that suggests designing interactive technology to support eating as a form of play because food comes so close to our bodies. As such, the merging of eating and technology offers a unique opportunity to experience eating as play. Inspired by these works, this thesis study focuses on designing playful eating experiences through integrating technology into food and beverage experiences.
1.3 Gustosonic experiences

Researchers appeared to pay more attention to certain senses than others while investigating the multisensory experience in HFI; for example, there are many HFI projects focusing on the visual sense (Carvalho and Spence, 2019; Oberfeld et al., 2009; Shankar et al., 2010), the haptic sense (Biggs et al., 2016; Gemici and Saxena, 2014; Iwata et al., 2004; Tu et al., 2015) or the taste sense (Ranasinghe et al., 2011, 2017b; Zoran and Cohen, 2018). To complement these, I focus on the auditory sense, which has been described as an overlooked sense when it comes to experiencing food (Velasco et al., 2016). Research on the relationship between sound and eating has emerged in recent years, especially in the fields of experimental psychology and food science. For example, we can perceive the freshness of potato chips by the quality of the “crunch” sound and hence, if we hear crunchier sounds, chips are perceived to be fresher and more palatable (Zampini and Spence, 2004). Previous studies have also shown that background noise can influence the perception of taste; for example, the sweetness can be suppressed by loud noise (Spence et al., 2019c) while the umami taste can be enhanced with a loud background noise (Ninomiya, 2015). Moreover, emotional sonic sensation transference from music to taste can enhance the desirable taste qualities and overall multisensory food experience (Cespedes-Guevara and Eerola, 2018; Koneční, 2008; Reybrouck and Eerola, 2017). Furthermore, sound can influence our eating behaviours; for example, fast-paced background music can increase people’s eating speed and facilitate taking more bites (Milliman, 1986). Building on these insights, the hospitality industry has used sound as an “extra ingredient” to facilitate rich eating experiences. For example, the dish “Sound of the Sea” (The Fat Duck, 2021) encourages diners to listen to the sound of sea waves through headphones while they eat a seafood dish. These interesting links between eating and listening within a combined multisensory experience are defined as “gustosonic experiences” (VanCour and Barnett, 2017).

Although the above works suggest that sound has great potential to contribute to enrichment of eating/drinking experiences, they focus more on measurable sound stimuli and basic taste experiences in a specific experimental setting, rather than on interactive qualities of eating experiences that might apply as people perceive those stimuli in the real world. As such, this thesis argues that there is an opportunity to explore gustosonic experiences by embracing interactive technology that affords various ways to facilitate playful interactions with food. In the next section, I propose the thesis statement and research objectives, as well as presenting an overview of how I address my research question through the exploration of three case studies.
1.4 Thesis statement

This thesis investigates the design space at the intersection of food, play and sound, as shown in Figure 1.1. Therefore, I aim to answer the following research question in this thesis:

**How do we design playful gustosonic experiences?**

To answer this question, I have followed a research through design (RtD) approach (Zimmerman et al., 2007) by designing and studying three playful gustosonic prototypes that aim to facilitate playful eating experiences through augmented sonic interactions. These prototypes offered me opportunities to study and reflect on the associated player experiences. For each prototype, I conducted a study to investigate how the players experienced the system. Through reflecting on the design process and iterative analysis of all the findings of the three case studies, I created a design framework for designing playful gustosonic experiences to guide future designs.
Based on this empirical work the framework evolved, comprising ultimately four categories: temporality, experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences, exemplars related to the playful gustosonic experiences, and design features of playful gustosonic experiences. According to the definition of the temporal dimension of UX by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 9241-210) (de Normalisation, 2010), the temporal dimension of UX is described in three phases: anticipated use, during use and after use. The temporality can help in development of UX by emphasising the different qualities of UX over time. I aligned dynamic features of the playful gustosonic experiences with four experiential qualities: exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment, self-expression via eating sounds in the moment, relatedness of eating together at the shared moment and reflections on everyday eating activities beyond the moment. Figure 1.2 presents the design framework visualised in a 5*4 diagram that can serve as a design tool for interaction designers and HCI practitioners when aiming to design future playful gustosonic experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporality</th>
<th>Initial moment</th>
<th>In the moment</th>
<th>Shared moment</th>
<th>Beyond the moment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiential quality</strong></td>
<td>Exploration of eating sounds</td>
<td>Self-expression via eating actions</td>
<td>Relatedness of eating together</td>
<td>Reflections on everyday eating activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design examples</strong></td>
<td>iScream! WeScream! Sonic Straws</td>
<td>iScream! WeScream! Sonic Straws</td>
<td>WeScream! Sonic Straws</td>
<td>Sonic Straws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design features</strong></td>
<td>Incongruence of sounds can elicit curiosity</td>
<td>Ambiguous interface can direct attention back to eating/drinking actions</td>
<td>Independent devices with an interdependent sound system can prompt new ways of eating/drinking together</td>
<td>Personalisation can give space for reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ephemeral nature of food can facilitate sound exploration</td>
<td>Leasiness of control can facilitate musical self-expression</td>
<td>Amplified sounds can surprise bystanders through an eating/drinking spectacle</td>
<td>Integration of a gustosonic experience into everyday eating/drinking activities can be a source of happiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.2: The design framework of playful gustosonic experiences
1.5 Research objectives

In order to answer the research question, I have engaged with the following three research objectives:

Objective 1: Understand the relationship between sound and eating experiences in supporting playful gustosonic experiences.

The first objective investigates existing challenges and opportunities associated with sound in relation to eating/drinking experiences and technology-supported eating experiences by identifying previous works in the fields of HFI, experimental psychology in food, and games and play around eating. This investigation revealed a knowledge gap in understanding how to design playful gustosonic experiences, in particular supporting playful eating experiences through augmented sonic interactions.

Objective 2: Explore the design space of playful gustosonic experiences.

This thesis investigates three playful gustosonic prototypes and the player experiences associated with each prototype by conducting a study. In Chapters 4 to 7, I describe these three prototypes. I also detail their themes and practical design tactics around the design space of playful gustosonic experiences.

Objective 3: Create a theoretical design framework.

Through achieving the above objectives, the outcomes from the three case studies resulted in a theoretical design framework for playful gustosonic experiences. Leaning on prior works on related theories, the framework is derived from an iterative analysis of all findings from the three case studies and the design process of each prototype. Taken together, this has ultimately resulted in the design framework, which aims to guide the design of future playful gustosonic experiences.

1.6 Research scope

I understand the research question of this thesis as exploratory and it could be answered from different perspectives. To better address the research objectives list above and offer a concrete contribution, I have limited the scope of the thesis study to the following aspects:

1. This work investigates the design of playful gustosonic experiences and focuses on the experiential perspective of designing interactive technology within a combined multisensory experience. This work does not focus on facilitating healthy eating goals such
as eating more nutritious food or losing weight, even though this research has potential benefits around healthy eating and could support dietary education efforts. In particular, I believe that this work could inspire interaction designers to create gustosonic systems with instrumental purposes, as it highlights the benefits of considering the hedonic aspects of eating experiences.

2. To study playful gustosonic experiences, I have investigated two types of food material: ice cream and beverages (I focus on soft drinks or soda and in particular water). Firstly, I note that existing studies in psychology report that eating ice cream is a pleasurable experience satisfying both psychological and physiological needs that more “everyday” foods may not necessarily meet (Linley et al., 2013), all while providing people with positive emotions from moderate consumption (Macht et al., 2005). Although the general belief is that ice cream is an unhealthy food (Burger and Stice, 2012), I note that ice cream can be used as an effective vehicle to deliver nutrition to older people because of the dynamic texture and melting, creamy mouthfeel (Spence et al., 2019b). Moreover, eating ice cream can also be associated with positive social activity (Hurling et al., 2015). Secondly, I note that players have various preferences on drinking in everyday life. I have not limited (but suggested) the type of beverages in my case study. The reason for this decision was to make a concrete contribution to understanding the playful personalised gustosonic experiences, for example, how players associated sounds with the tastes of beverages.

3. In the three case studies, I did not study the prototypes in any specific contexts; for example, a playful gustosonic system could be designed for a food court or a bar.

4. This work investigates the intersection of play, food and sound. Although sound plays a crucial role in understanding the design of playful gustosonic experiences, I have not focused on a sound design perspective, which often measures mechanical waves, vibrations and other sonic parameters.

5. All the designed prototypes utilised capacitance-sensing technology. I acknowledge that other sensing technology could be used (for example, resistance data can also be used to sense eating). However, I found that capacitance sensing can offer reliable data (in particular in comparison to resistance data) when it comes to sensing eating/drinking actions.

1.7 Case studies

To answer my research question, I have conducted three case studies to explore the design space of playful gustosonic experiences and generate the design framework for guiding
future work. In each case study, I designed a prototype that supported one type of playful gustosonic experience: eating-based playful gustosonic experience, social eating-based playful gustosonic experience and drinking-based playful gustosonic experience. To understand the user experience (UX) of each prototype, I invited participants to experience my first prototype in a lab and my second and third prototypes in the wild. I used semi-structured interviews to collect qualitative data and used a thematic analysis approach to analyse the UX. In this section, I briefly describe each case study and the final design framework.

1.7.1 Case study 1: iScream!

The first investigation is a design prototype called iScream! (Figure 1.3) that dynamically generates four randomly playful sounds (a roaring, crunchy, giggling, and burping sound) in real time when the player eats plain off-the-shelf ice cream. iScream! detects the player’s eating actions through capacitive sensing. The sensing data generated is then mapped to different playful sounds. I selected four different sounds based on the four dimensions of playfulness proposed by Boberg et al. (2015), to explore fantasy facilitation, food congruence, anthropomorphism and bodily response. When the player performs a licking-on and licking-off actions, the system randomly triggers one playful sound from the four sounds. If the player keeps licking or biting the ice cream without stopping, the sound continuously plays in a loop. The process stops when the ice cream is not in contact with the tongue anymore. To understand the UX of iScream!, I conducted a lab-based study with 32 participants. The study resulted in two design themes derived from six findings each. These details how players explored different sonic interaction possibilities with their eating actions while the sounds in turn modified those
eating actions. The iScream! case study served as an initial exploration of the design of playful gustosonic experiences. Although the first case study demonstrates that designing interactive technology with an edible interface can facilitate playful gustosonic experiences, I found that there was still limited knowledge of the design of technology that supports the social aspects of playful gustosonic experiences. Therefore, in the second study, I designed a playful social gustosonic system by extending the design of iScream! to support two players composing rhythmic sounds via eating ice cream together.

1.7.2 Case study 2: WeScream!

Eating together is an important social activity that supports positive interactions (Fischler, 2011). Interactive technology affects not only how people eat, but also the social interaction within the eating context (Niewiadomski et al., 2019; Spence et al., 2019a). My second case study is a design prototype called WeScream! (Figure 1.4). It extends the design of iScream! to two players. The system consists of two capacitive-sensing cones. WeScream! allows participants to interact with rhythmic sounds produced by the act of eating ice cream together. Each player holds one designed cone to create a musical phrase via licking or biting into ice cream. To understand the UX, five pairs of participants were invited to experience the system in an in-the-wild study (Rogers, 2011) for one week. The results show that the system facilitated playful experiences of “hard fun” through eating together, increased participants’ awareness of relatedness,
and drew shared attention to the ice cream’s taste via increased face-to-face interactions. The results for the iScream! and WeScream! suggested that digitally generated sounds can affect in-the-moment eating experiences via eating ice cream individually or with others. However, eating ice cream is an occasional activity in everyday life, as ice cream is considered a pleasurable treat (Hurling et al., 2015; Linley et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2019b). In contrast, drinking, especially drinking water, is a pervasive activity that people repeat multiple times a day. To complement the above findings beyond an individual eating/drinking event, I therefore decided to expand my understanding of how to enrich playful gustosonic experiences by looking into everyday habitual drinking.

1.7.3 Case study 3: Sonic Straws

Sonic Straws (Figure 1.5) is a design prototype where the player can experience playful personalised gustosonic experiences through drinking beverages (in particular water) via straws. The system allows the player to use personalised sound clips to generate melodies by drinking beverages via two straws simultaneously. The player can move their mouth between the two straws to create a connected melody sequence. I investigated the player experience of Sonic Straws with 8 participants via an in-the-wild study (Rogers, 2011). The study results show that the Sonic Straws system supported self-expression via playful drinking actions, facilitated pleasurable social drinking moments, and promoted reflection on participants’ everyday drinking activity. With the case study, I identified three design themes and proposed three design tactics for designing playful personalised
gustosonic experiences with beverages. This study helped me to gain a more complete understanding of playful gustosonic experiences and aided in moving towards the design framework for playful gustosonic experiences.

### 1.7.4 The design framework for playful gustosonic experiences

Through an iterative approach in analysing the findings of the three case studies, my craft knowledge gained from the design processes for three playful gustosonic systems and examining prior works in related fields, I have generated a design framework that is visualized through a 5*4 diagram for designing playful gustosonic experiences (Figure 1.2). The framework consists of four categories: temporality, experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences, design examples related to the playful gustosonic experiences and design features of playful gustosonic experiences. Temporality refers to the user’s process of experiencing playful gustosonic experiences through four different time spans: the initial moment, in the moment, the shared moment and beyond the moment. The experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences can be used to explain the four core interactions that players appreciate in each time span: exploration of eating sounds, self-expression via eating actions, relatedness of eating together, and reflections on everyday eating activities. Finally, I also present design features and implementation suggestions that might support each corresponding experiential quality. This design framework can serve as a design tool for interaction designers when aiming to design future playful gustosonic experiences. However, I do not suggest that this framework is a strict design instruction set for the design of playful gustosonic experiences. Rather, I see this framework as intermediate-level design knowledge (Höök and Löwgren, 2012) between theories and design practices which offers a design space to support designing future multisensory food experiences through playful designs. Therefore, I believe this framework can not only help researchers describe what they might observe through a vocabulary when designing various gustosonic experiences, but also guide designers when making design choices through the design features of playful gustosonic experiences in their practice.

### 1.8 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. This research contributes to design knowledge by providing details of the implementation of, and insights gained from, the design and evaluation of three playful gustosonic systems.
2. The case studies have resulted in the articulation of four key experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences based on the reporting of the resulting user experiences while offering design themes to analyze, and design tactics to create, various playful gustosonic experiences.

3. This research presents a design framework for playful gustosonic experiences. This framework is the first theoretical conceptualisation of how to design playful gustosonic experiences and, along with the practical examples and design features for interaction designers, it can be used to develop their own playful gustosonic experiences.

Overall, the results from the case studies brings practical design guidance that aims to help game designers to create playful experience around food, people from the hospitality industry and food designers who are interested in incorporating interactive technology into their practice to create novel eating/drinking experiences, and interaction designers to design playful interactions in everyday eating contexts. Moreover, the framework for playful gustosonic experiences offers HCI practitioners a structured conceptual understanding of how playful gustosonic experiences can support positive multisensory interactions with food, which may expand the future of multisensory integration experiences.

1.9 Thesis structure

The thesis is organised into the following chapters:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduces an overview of the research, motivation, and thesis statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Presents the literature review as the background and relevant design examples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Describes the research methods used during the research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>Details case studies 1, 2, and 3 respectively; each chapter describes the development and the results of the associated case study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Introduces the design framework for playful gustosonic experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Concludes with a summary of the thesis and presents an articulation of limitations as well as future research directions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, I provide an overview of the related works around sound in relation to eating/drinking experiences, technology-supported eating/drinking experiences, playful eating/drinking experiences in HCI, embodied sonic interaction design in HCI and existing theoretical frameworks. I articulate what I have learned from these that helped me to (at least partially) answer my research question. I start with the understanding of the relationship between sound and eating/drinking experiences in the field of experimental psychology, as this has inspired my work. Finally, I conclude with the research opportunities that playful gustosonic experiences offer.

2.1 Sound in relation to eating/drinking experiences

Research on the relationship between sound and eating has emerged in recent years. Prior works in psychology on food and eating experiences have demonstrated that sound plays a critical role when it comes to eating because our perception of food and eating behaviors are profoundly affected by sound (Spence, 2015a, 2016, 2017b). People can perceive food texture through the intrinsic sounds of food. For example, lettuce and chips are described as crispy, whereas peanuts and almonds are described as crunchy (Spence, 2015a; Spence et al., 2019c). Zampini and Spence (2004) conducted a famous experiment called “sonic chips”. The results demonstrated that by merely changing the frequency of a chip’s sound during biting action, people’s perceptions of the crispness and freshness of the chips could be modified. Even if the actual food texture was soft, people could perceive food as crunchy through crunchy chewing sounds (Elder and Mohr, 2016).
Extrinsic sounds related to food and eating (such as background music, environmental sounds and noise) also have a significant influence over our food perception (Spence et al., 2019c). Music and soundscapes can influence an eater’s mood when consuming food and this has been understood to affect to some extent also taste perception (Spence and Wang, 2015a). For example, North (2012) demonstrated that when playing music that was powerful and heavy, red wine could be perceived as tasting more powerful and heavy than with no background music.

Meanwhile, research has investigated through many experiments that the sonic properties of music can systematically alter our perception of taste. For example, Crisinel et al. (2012) demonstrated that the perception of the sweetness of cinder toffee was increased with high-pitched sounds, whereas the perception of bitterness was increased with low-pitched sounds. Similarly, Spence and Wang (2015a) showed that the sweetness was increased with sounds that were high-pitched or with music that was legato in articulation. Perception of sourness was increased with very high-pitched sounds and fast tempo, while perception of bitterness was increased with sounds that were lower in pitch and more brassy (Crisinel et al., 2012). Ninomiya (2015) concluded that umami is like a bass note in music. Spence and Wang (2015a) stated that the volume of sounds could match the intensity of sweetness or sourness of wine. Crisinel et al. (2013) demonstrated that participants matched sweet tastes to a piano and woodwind instrument, while bitter tastes were matched with brassy instruments. Watson and Gunther (2017) reported that people perceived bitterness associated with a trombone rather than the sound of a clarinet. Mesz et al. (2011) showed that musicians could improvise consistent musical patterns for basic tastes (sweet, bitter, sour and salty). For instance, improvisations of sweetness were consonant, slow and soft, bitter improvisations were low-pitched and legato, sour improvisations were high-pitched and dissonant, and salty improvisations were staccato. Furthermore, Spence et al. (2014) showed that congruence between the sounds and wine could influence tasting experiences. Spence and Wang (2015a) asked participants to taste two different glasses of wine, and for each wine they presented the same pairs of adjectives (such as young/old, day/night, etc.). The participants were then asked to choose one adjective of the pair that best matched the wine. The results revealed that participants chose adjectives significantly more often to match higher-level descriptive characteristics of the wine (Spence and Wang, 2015b).

Music has been reported to affect pleasure and emotions while also affecting the perception of taste. For example, Kantono et al. (2016a,b) demonstrated that listening to liked music could evoke the sweetness and mildness of ice cream, while disliked music evoked the perception of bitterness and vanilla flavour. Ziv (2018) showed that cookies tasted better with pleasant background music compared to unpleasant music. Moreover, Carvalho et al. (2016) reported that people rated the flavour of beer as tasting sweeter
when listening to music associated with positive emotions, while the same beer was rated as bitter and having a higher alcohol content when listening to music associated with negative emotions.

Overall, these works suggest that sounds can affect taste and hence has great potential to contribute to our eating/drinking experiences. However, these works have focused more on measurable sound stimuli than on the eating/drinking interactions that might occur when people perceive those stimuli. From these works, I learned that there is a missed opportunity where sounds can be used as a design resource when it comes to designing eating interactions.

2.2 Technology-supported eating/drinking experiences

In the field of HCI, prior works have explored using interactive technology to support eating/drinking experiences in many different ways. I distinguish between the use of interactive technology in eating/drinking for instrumental purposes (e.g. healthy eating, diet education) and for experiential purposes (e.g. entertainment, pleasurable experiences).

2.2.1 Learning from an instrumental perspective of technology-supported eating/drinking

Existing works in the field of HCI focus more on building system-centric eating/drinking systems with interactive technology or supporting healthy eating behaviours. For example, Narumi et al. (2011b) designed “pseudo-gustatory” and “Meta Cookie” systems that allow users to change the food colour, texture, and size while eating in AR. Hashimoto et al. (2006) proposed a virtual drinking system called “Straw-like User Interface” that allows the user to experience virtual drinking via replicating pre-recorded sounds of drinking through a straw. Kadomura et al. (2014) designed “EducaTableware”, which includes two digital cutlery pieces, a fork and a cup that can emit sounds during eating and drinking. The system has been used to guide children to consume more vegetables and educate children with healthier eating habits through sound. Similarly, Ishikawa et al. (2017) designed “TamaPeeler”, a cooking tool that detects the act of peeling vegetables and makes various peeling sounds in response to peeling actions. This system has been used to motivate children to touch food directly and raise their interests in dietary education. Moreover, Ranasinghe et al. (2017b) designed “Vocktail”, an interactive drinking system that utilises electrical simulation to augment the existing flavours of beverages. “FunRasa” produces artificial taste sensations through a
3D-printed straw and a control module that overlays colours on a beverage and stimulates the tongue using electrical stimulation via the straw (Ranasinghe et al., 2014). The “Affective Tumbler” conveys thermal sensations to the nasal area to stimulate the skin’s temperature response during drinking; users can experience pleasant or unpleasant feelings from the change in skin temperature attributed to the beverage (Suzuki et al., 2014). Furthermore, “Virtual Lemonade” teleports a soft drink via replicating its colour and pH value remotely using plain water (Ranasinghe et al., 2017a). These works show that various technologies have been explored in facilitating eating/drinking experiences for individuals. However, these works have focused mainly on the technical implementation perspective and study in the lab, and there is limited knowledge around how to design for and study the UX in the real world.

As eating/drinking is an important social activity that facilitates positive interaction (Fischler, 2011; Spence, 2017b), HCI research has explored how interactive technology can enrich the social eating experience. For example, Barden et al. (2012) developed a distributed dinner system to facilitate experience of a sense of “togetherness” and “playfulness”. Similarly, Wei et al. (2011b) developed “Co-Dine”, a connected dining table to enable social eating experiences for remote family members. Nawahdah and Inoue (2013) designed “Kizuna”, a tele-dining system to enrich diners’ social interaction and increase “enjoyment” between a local and a remote person through eating. Moreover, Leong et al. (2019) designed a dynamic table centrepiece called “Social Bowl” that promotes positive social dynamics and encourages social exchange while eating together.

Overall, these prior works highlight the potential in designing interactive technology to enrich the eating/drinking experience. However, these works focus more on a system-centric design that uses technical implementation in supporting the instrumental aspects of eating/drinking interactions or aims to augment specific sensations of taste. Therefore, in the next section I describe how I also looked into designing technology-supported eating experiences from an experiential perspective to learn from how to facilitate desirable experiential qualities while designing technology for eating/drinking.

### 2.2.2 Learning from an experiential perspective on technology-supported eating/drinking

Following Grimes and Harper (2008), who have argued for designing more “celebratory technologies” that celebrate the positive and pleasurable aspects of interactions with food, the experiential perspective on designing interactive technology in supporting eating experiences has gained growing interests in the field of HCI. For example, Khot et al. (2017) introduced a 3D-printed chocolate eating experience, where 3D-printed chocolate
is used as a reward to facilitate reflection on people’s physical activity. Wei et al. (2011a) designed “FoodGenie”, which the user can use to customise messages and patterns in digital material and transform this information into food simultaneously. Ferdous et al. (2016b, 2017) created “TableTalk” and “Chorus”, which transform personal screens into a shared communal display on the dining table to enrich social eating for co-located diners. Nabil et al. (2018) developed “ActuEating”, a shape-changing interface that changes shape and colour in response to diners’ actions in order to enrich the social eating experience. Furthermore, Choe (2019) investigated a Korean livestream phenomenon called “Mukbang” where a host eats alone while interacting with viewers over the internet. Anjani et al. (2020) explored technology-supported eating with others for remote social eating through synchronised Mukbang streaming. These works have shown that interactive technology can be used to facilitate positive aspects of interactions with food beyond instrumental purposes (e.g. increasing nutrition intake, correcting eating habits). Therefore, with this thesis I aim to design interactive technologies with food so as to design more “celebratory technologies” (Grimes and Harper, 2008) and facilitate more experiential qualities of eating interactions, in particular playful eating experiences.

2.3 Playful eating/drinking experiences in HCI

I have noted that designing playful interactions with food is not new and the play-focused HCI community and some art performances have especially contributed to this knowledge. For example, Murer et al. (2013) designed a novel lollipop system called LOLLio that can dynamically change the flavours of a lollipop while the player eats the lollipop in real time. Arnold et al. (2018) developed a virtual reality (VR) game called “You Better Eat to Survive” that utilises the chewing food noises as a game controller to enrich a VR game experience. Polotti et al. (2008) designed a sonically augmented dining table called ”Gamelunch” that allows people to experience continuous sound feedback while having lunch; the dining table stimulates new ways of manipulating the cutlery and challenges the interaction with cutlery in an expressive manner. The artist Baltz (2021) designed “Lickestra”, which is a musical art performance where performers improvise various baselines and tones through actions of licking ice cream. Moreover, Khot et al. (2015) designed a playful drinking system using colourful sports drinks as palatable visualisations of physical activity to not only to replenish but also entertain people after exercise. A public drinking facility called “Drink Up Fountain” (Lieberman, 2021) can talk to the user when they are drinking water. When the user’s lips touch the water, the fountain emits vocal sounds and tries to converse with the person in a playful manner. Furthermore, Koizumi et al. (2011) introduced “Chewing Jockey,” a playful headset that detects jaw movement and plays back pre-recorded food sounds while the
user eats. This work suggested that playing back sounds created by virtual creatures’
screaming could provide users with a playful eating experience when they are chewing
gummy sweets. I learned from these works that food materials have been involved
in various playful interactive eating/drinking systems that support novel interactive
eating/drinking experiences.

Prior works have also focused on designing playful eating experiences in social situations.
For example, Mehta et al. (2018) designed an augmented eating system called “Arm-A-
Dine” that uses wearable robotic arms attached to players’ bodies to playfully engage
co-diners with the food and each other. Arza et al. (2018) designed an AR game called
“Feed the Food Monsters!” that motivates proper chewing technique in a social dining
context. The game detects chewing actions through electromyography sensors attached
at the jawline and the captured data is converted into virtual food which feeds virtual
monsters, then this interaction is mapped onto the co-player’s body. An interactive art
project is “Pixelate” (Kumar, 2021), inspired by the digital game ”Guitar Hero”, where
players compete to consume the most fruit in the correct order within one minute. The
focus here is not on eating itself, but rather as a way to encourage people to eat more
healthy foods through social play. Moreover, Mitchell et al. (2015) designed “Keep Up
With Me”, an augmented dining table which draws on the synchronisation that can
often occurs between diners through raising and lowering the bowls of two diners in
synchrony. Khot et al. (2019a) presented a speculative robotic design called ”FoBo”
that acts and behaves like a human as a dining companion in solo-dining contexts.

From these works, I learned that interactive technology can indeed enrich playful eating
experiences in both individual and social situations. Although existing work like “Chew-
ing Jockey” (Koizumi et al., 2011) has already investigated playfulness associated with
sound-related eating experiences, “Chewing Jockey” is a technical investigation into the
detection of jaw movement through a photo reflector attached to the human face, where
the system plays sounds through headphones while the user chews food. The premise
of “Chewing Jockey” is that playing fantasy sounds while chewing gummy sweets could
provide users with playful eating experiences. Therefore, there is still a need to comple-
ment these prior technical and artistic works with a set of structured design articulations
of how to use sounds as a design resource for playful eating experiences.

2.4 Embodied sonic interaction design in HCI

The use of sound has a long history in the field of HCI. According to Rocchesso et al.
(2008), sound can be considered an “active medium that enables novel phenomenological
and social experience with and through interactive technology” when the authors investigated sound as a means for designing interactions between humans, digital technology and the contexts. Through analysing the ways people perceive sounds and interact with sounds, prior works studying sonic interactions have focused on linking sounds with the possibilities of interactions and how sound knowledge contributes to designing such interactive systems, for example, the application of sonic interaction ranges from auditory and tangible interfaces (Boem, 2014; Lemaitre et al., 2009; Schiettecatte and Vanderdonckt, 2008), game design (Alves and Roque, 2011; Ekman et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2007), medical research and rehabilitation (Houben et al., 2020; Istrate et al., 2006; Rassinoux et al., 1995) and interactive sonification (Barrass, 2016; Hermann et al., 2011; Roddy and Furlong, 2015). Based on the theory of embodied interaction design, Franinović and Salter (2013) proposed that embodied actions and perceptions plays core roles in sonic interaction design, namely, “how action can be guided by sound in a concrete, lived manner”. Therefore, prior works have investigated the relationship between actions or types of interactions and sounds in understanding embodied sonic interaction. For example, Ishii (2004) designed the “MusicBottles” interface, which allows users to open bottles to release the sounds of specific instruments. The user can experience the bottle interface as an instrument, facilitating enjoyment while engaging with the interface. This study showed how sound can create novel interactions with everyday objects. Houben et al. (2020) designed “Vita”, a pillow-liked soft interface for people with advanced dementia. These patients have access to everyday sounds through interacting with the soft interface, while the everyday sounds can facilitate playfulness and meaningful engagement by evoking past memories and emotions. Heshmat et al. (2020) designed an asynchronous storytelling system that allows family members to share activities over a distance in different time zones. The system consists of three different devices that contain different sound content. The study showed that recorded voices and soundscapes played in homes can create strong emotional reactions so as to support social interactions and connect people. These explorations highlighted that the affective dimension of sounds can be used to encourage certain forms of interaction and afford new forms of interpersonal interaction.

Overall, inspired by these works, I believe that sound can be a meaningful design resource in facilitating positive interaction and I focus on the context of eating/drinking.

2.5 Learning from existing theoretical frameworks

In the field of HCI, frameworks offer a better understanding in terms of systems, related theories, and the UX of using a system, and usually include a set of design guidelines
or design strategies that were typically derived from empirical studies (Hornecker, 2010; Mueller and Isbister, 2014; Mueller et al., 2021). The contribution of this thesis is in a form of a theoretical design framework. To generate this design framework, I have learned from related design frameworks that motivated me to focus on the related play theories as a theoretical foundation during the design process.

2.5.1 Technology as experience

As technology has become more integrated into our everyday lives, McCarthy and Wright (2004) draw on pragmatist philosophy, which stresses the emotional, subjective and transformational aspect of experiences to argue for “four threads” of experiences when designing technology for contexts outside the workplace. The sensual thread is that a UX can link to sensory engagement. The emotional thread is about a positive or negative emotion related to the experience. The compositional thread is the relationship between the parts and the overall experience. The spatio-temporal thread is concerned with how the experience relates to the user’s past, future, and present, and the location where the experience takes place. In addition to these four threads, the authors also proposed six aspects that support a discussion regarding seeing UX through a temporal lens. The six aspects of a UX with technology are described as: anticipating (e.g. expectations of users before using a system), connecting (immediate responses to the system), interpreting (making sense of the experience in a more conscious way), reflecting (reflection on the experience in retrospect), appropriating (reusing the system or not), and recounting (storytelling the experience to others). This work highlights that the design of interactive technology should focus more on experiential qualities rather than the functionality. This inspired me, and I also took from this that the temporal aspects are very important; hence I have utilised temporal perspectives in my framework, which I will explain in detail in Chapter 7.

2.5.2 The temporality of the user experience

UX is always characterised by its dynamic and variability of experience, which means UX is not a fixed phenomenon but changes over time for users (Law et al., 2009). Prior work in HCI has already proposed that a temporal perspective on UX plays an important role in understanding technology design because time is seen as a connection between technology and science, offering an understanding of phenomena and supporting the creation of devices to support them (Rapp et al., 2021). For example, Karapanos et al. (2009) presented a theoretical model called temporality of experience that describes four phases of UX: anticipation, orientation, incorporation and identification. The authors
also emphasised six design qualities of UX depending on the stage to help in evaluation of a design over time. Similarly, Pohlmeyer et al. (2009) introduced an approach called ContinUE that presents four experiential episodes spanning an overall UX lifecycle. This model proposes: the anticipated experience, user experience, reflective experience and retrospective experience. Moreover, the temporal dimension of the experience defined by the International Organization for Standardisation (ISO 9241-210) (de Normalisation, 2010) describes three phases: anticipated use, during use and after use. Although these works broadened my understanding of the temporal aspects of UX, they do not focus on explicit design possibilities for the creation of food-related technology.

### 2.5.3 Technology for play

Researchers and designers in the HCI community in games and play have presented several design frameworks for designing technology for diverse play (e.g. social play, wearable play, bodily play, etc). For example, Márquez Segura et al. (2013) identified a design space for body games and suggested considering technology affordances as an important design resource for social play design. Altarriba Bertran et al. (2020) proposed the bridging concept of “Technology for Situated and Emergent Play” that argues for designing technology to support playful engagement that emerges from everyday activities outside leisure and enrich the social and emotional values of these activities. Moreover, Buruk et al. (2019) proposed a design framework to illustrate the possibilities for the future of wearable devices for playful interaction design. Rogers and Muller (2006) proposed a conceptual framework based on sensor-based interactions to help designers and researchers develop novel playful UX. Furthermore, Mueller et al. (2020a) presented the design concept of “bodily integrated play” that illustrates how bodily integrated technology can facilitate playful experiences and proposed a set of design tactics for designing bodily integrated play. These works show how a design framework along with design tactics can assist researchers when designing different technologies for play. These works motivated me to consider designing technology for food play during the design process and inspired me to consider both individual and social aspects of play designs.

### 2.5.4 Four product pleasures

The four product pleasures framework was proposed by Jordan (2000) who argued that the qualities of an interactive product should go beyond usability and functionally. Inspired by the anthropologist Lionel (2017), the author claimed that there are four types of pleasures that can be found in all cultures. Jordan translated this argument into a
design framework for designing a product. The framework consists of four pleasure perspectives: physio-pleasure, psycho-pleasure, socio-pleasure, and ideo-pleasure. Physio-pleasure refers to the ability of a product to evoke physical pleasure derived from the sensation. Psycho-pleasure describes the ability of a product to provide an emotional experience as a reward, such as experiencing flow or fulfillment. Socio-pleasure is about the ability of a product to evoke pleasure by supporting social experiences. Ideo-pleasure argues that a product can be associated with users’ beliefs, values and ideals. Although the author suggested that this framework can be used as a guideline at different stages of the development of a product, the framework lacks specific empirical design knowledge for designing product pleasures. From this work, I have learned that the empirical design knowledge should not be overlooked while designing pleasurable experiences, in particular, playful eating/drinking experiences with technology.

2.5.5 Playful experience framework (PLEX)

Playfulness has been regarded as a part of pleasurable experiences in interaction with a product (Arrasvuori et al., 2011). Based on the understanding of pleasurable experiences, game experience, emotions, and elements of play, Arrasvuori et al. (2011) proposed the playful experiences (PLEX) framework, which consists of 22 playful experience categories for designing interactive products to be used in a playful manner. For example, the experience of exploration refers to the investigation of an object or situation when designing a product to perform an action in a surprising way. According to the authors, the PLEX framework can either identify different aspects of playful experiences associated with Jordan’s four pleasures respectively or advance designers’ understanding of user interactions at a different timescale. For example, when designing for the playful experience of completion, which refers to finishing a major task, the experience of completion occurs when the user is close to an earlier tension associated with feelings of achievement and designers could draw attention to the episodic experiencing of playfulness. Although this framework does not guide designers in designing playfulness in food-related technologies, prior work has investigated designing playfulness in helping chefs to extend play in gastronomy (Wilde and Bertran, 2019). This work shows how 22 types of playful experiences from the PLEX framework afford a broad range of emotional experiences associated with meals and highlights playfulness as a desirable quality of eating experiences when embracing technologies into the context of cooking. As such, the design framework of this thesis draws from the PLEX framework as it illustrates what types of playful experience can be elicited while designing playfulness in interactions with food-related technology and extends this prior work from cooking to eating.
2.5.6 Crossmodal correspondence and sonic seasoning

The term “crossmodal correspondence” refers to non-arbitrary associations between two different sensory modalities (Spence, 2011). For example, people can match high-pitched sounds to smaller, brighter objects placed at higher locations in space and low-pitched sounds to larger, darker rounder objects at lower locations (Spence, 2011). Prior studies in cognitive neuroscience have demonstrated that crossmodal correspondence between different sensory modalities can enhance people’s multisensory perception and influence behaviours as people tend to share systematic associations between features, attributes or dimensions of experience across the senses (Spence, 2011). Therefore, there are a few works from which I have learned that have focused on crossmodal correspondence between auditory and gustatory senses in understanding how sounds can influence eating/drinking experiences. For example, Spence (2021) reviewed a set of empirical studies on links between various types of sound and coffee-drinking experiences to propose the emerging concept of sonic seasoning. Sonic Seasoning (Reinoso-Carvalho et al., 2020) refers to music or soundscapes that are selected or deliberately produced to trigger specific effects on multisensory tasting experiences. Building on the framework of cross-modal correspondences (Spence, 2011), the authors summarised that coffee-drinking experiences can be affected by musical parameters (e.g. notes, pitch, timbre, etc.), carefully orchestrated pieces of music, stylistic music (e.g. classical music, jazz), and music’s emotional features as sonic sensation transference (Spence, 2021; Reinoso-Carvalho et al., 2020; Spence, 2015b). This framework therefore inspired me to consider the types of sounds in designing the playful gustosonic experiences.

Overall, these frameworks provided insights into my own design framework for playful gustosonic experiences, as they served as examples of how designers generate design knowledge from their findings from studies and offer pragmatic design guidelines for future designers to follow in creating their own novel systems.

2.6 Research opportunity and research question

In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the theories and practical design works that I have learned from for this thesis study. This prior work has shown that there is only limited design knowledge around understanding how to design playful multisensory eating experiences over time. Figure 2.1 shows the intersections of the key research gaps in the literature. My exploration of prior work highlights the specific gap in understanding how sounds in relation to eating experience could be considered a design opportunity
to create playful eating experiences through designing interactive technology with food. As such, the research question of this thesis is:

**How do we design playful gustosonic experiences?**

Overall, in this thesis I address this gap in design knowledge from both a practical and a theoretical view. From a practical view, this thesis considers designing interactive technology with a food focus for a more experiential purpose, facilitating more pleasurable experiences with food via sound interactions. From a theoretical view, current design frameworks have rarely explored designing playfulness in gustosonic experiences, since these frameworks have been generated by designing technologies for diverse play rather than considering how to embed technologies into food materials. As such, there is a need to conduct empirical work to understand how to design playful gustosonic experiences. I will introduce the research methods I have used to address my research question in the next chapter.
Chapter 3

Research Methods

This thesis steps towards an understanding of the design of playful gustosonic experiences through the design and evaluation of three design prototypes that serve as research vehicles. In this chapter, I present the research methods that I have used in the process of answering my research question.

Ethics approval

All of the case studies in this thesis received ethics approval. My studies of “iScream!” and “WeScream!” received ethics approval from the College of Design of Social Context at RMIT University under the reference number of: CHEAN A 21633-07/18. The study of “Sonic Straws” received ethics approval from the Human Research Ethics Committee of Monash University under the reference number 24232.

3.1 Research through Design

Current studies on food/taste experiences or multisensory eating/drinking experiences often require a precise computer-controlled sensory stimulus delivery device and/or are constrained to a laboratory or desktop setting (Klemen and Chambers, 2012). To understand UX or user behavioural changes, these studies mostly rely on “century-old measurement of user behaviour – accuracy task and latency variables” (Razavi et al., 2020). However, food is not only a source of nutrition for survival and an element of sensory cues for multisensory experiences, but it also serves as a vehicle for enriching our emotional and social experiences in mundane life. Therefore, it is necessary to deploy additional research approaches to study food-related technology experiences. I hope that my approach can help move HFI research beyond laboratory studies into more naturalistic settings.
To answer my research question, I have learned design theories from the field of HCI (Brumby et al., 2016; Rogers, 2012) and followed the Research through Design (RtD) approach (Gaver, 2012; Koskinen et al., 2011) where I designed three gustosonic prototypes in order to understand playful gustosonic experiences. RtD is a reflective approach where new knowledge occurs through prototyping to examine the process, invention, relevance and extensibility of a design (Zimmerman et al., 2007). This approach is popular in the field of HCI because it allows designers and researchers to understand the user’s interaction with design artefacts throughout the research and encourages them to “research for the future” (Zimmerman et al., 2010). RtD is a rigorous process of deriving and translating findings into actionable concepts that inform design or generate implications for design iterations. With this approach, the design artefacts of interaction research can “transform the world from its current state to a preferred state”. In RtD, the designed artefacts play an important role in understanding why and how the user interacts with the prototypes towards understanding how to design artefacts for the future state (Gaver, 2012). This process ensures that the development of the prototype will be progressively tested and refined over multiple iterations based on feedback from users. The designers, therefore, are not necessarily interested in developing a fully developed system with certain cultural impacts or meeting a specification, but reframe the problem continually and are concerned with why and how the user interacts with the design artefacts (Koskinen et al., 2011). Furthermore, iterative prototyping as a method for research provides opportunities to compare the various prototypes, compare user behaviours between each prototype and connect theories to design work. This process of reflection-on-making can provide insight into more complete understanding, reflection and generation of higher level design strategies for future interdisciplinary discussions. As such, Cross (1982) stressed that designers could consider the question: “How would you design an [ X ]?”. Inspired by this statement, in this thesis I extend this statement with my own research question: “How do we design the playful gustosonic experiences?”

To answer this research questions, I have used the RtD approach to investigate the design of playful gustosonic experiences. I designed three playful gustosonic prototypes that embed interactive technologies with food materials. The designed artefacts were iteratively developed based on the players’ feedback. With this approach, I gained design knowledge from making and evaluating the use of each prototype in order to generate theoretical contributions in the form of a design framework.
3.2 Qualitative study methods used

The main focus of this thesis is to generate a design framework for playful gustosonic experiences that guides designers towards understanding playful gustosonic experiences and creating the future playful designs. Therefore, a qualitative approach (Corbin and Strauss, 2014; Sharp, 2003) was well suited to understand the qualities of playful gustosonic experiences, because this approach can be used to address exploratory and open-ended questions such as understanding the users’ behaviours and needs, and studying and analysing the prototypes (Wrigley et al., 2010). Moreover, subjective or open-ended data can be collected in the qualitative research; while following RtD, studies remain open to provide investigators with opportunities to receive unexpected but valuable design insights (Blandford, 2013). Furthermore, a qualitative approach can be involved throughout the design process (Creswell and Creswell, 2017) from interviewing users to understand how they currently engage with the prototype to co-designing prototypes with domain experts and to studying and analysing the designed prototypes.

In this thesis, the case studies of the three prototypes focused on experiential aspects, in particular playful experiences. The data in qualitative research can serve to observe and recreate experiential patterns towards creating design themes, which can contribute to further iterations and strengthen investigations (Creswell and Creswell, 2017; Koskinen et al., 2011). As such, I have adopted qualitative methods to collect and analyse data to understand the UX of the three systems. To develop design themes, I used semi-structured interviews (Drever, 1995) as the data-collection method to gather the data about the UX in each case. To iterate the design artefacts, I conducted group discussion with domain experts as the data-collection method to gather a set of design considerations and design thinking during the design process of each case study throughout this thesis.

3.2.1 Data collection: Group discussion

The co-creation method is a way to get feedback on design ideas and bring people more deeply into the design process because it allows people to communicate and cooperate across different disciplines and diverse fields (Sanders and Stappers, 2008). This method can change the roles of those involved in the design process, for example, the roles of the user, the researcher and the designer. In a classical user-centered design process, the researcher brings knowledge from theories and develops knowledge from user interviews (IDEO, 2015). The designer then translates this knowledge from a report and adds an understanding of technology to generate concepts and ideas (Sanders and Stappers, 2008). However, in co-creation the designer and the researcher can be the same person, as
they are given the position of being an expert on their experiences. Their expertise and
design skills play critical roles in generating knowledge, iterating ideas and developing
concepts throughout the design process. Therefore, a co-creation approach can help to
improve the efficiency of the design process and promote a thorough design solution for
designing prototypes (Sanders and Stappers, 2008).

I followed this approach at the early stages of designing the three prototypes. I conducted
four group discussions for each of the three case studies. The group discussion sessions
included seven experts with diverse academic backgrounds: four interaction designers
(from general HCI, with two of them also from HFI); one product designer; and two
sound designers. For instance, the interaction designers provided insights into how to
improve the UX while designing the artefacts of the three systems. The sound designers
helped with the development of sound systems for each case study. By drawing from
their expertise to discuss and derive ideas, this approach offered me the opportunity
not only to get feedback about the design concept from diverse perspectives, but also to
capture a set of design considerations to inform the iterations of the prototypes.

3.2.2 Data collection: Pilot studies

The aim of a pilot study is to validate the proposed study procedure, the questions for
the interview and the prototype before the real study (Sharp, 2003). A pilot study can
help to identify potential issues in advance so that they can be corrected before launching
the main study. I conducted a pilot study to finalise the gustosonic system in the case
study 2 and case study 3. This approach allowed me to validate that the technical
aspects of the two gustosonic systems were working as intended and to understand how
users would set up and interact with the prototypes before conducting the in-the-wild
(Rogers, 2011) studies.

3.2.3 Data collection: Semi-structured interviews

Interviews can provide researchers with insights and extend the understanding of the UX
with a given system (Koskinen et al., 2011; Sharp, 2003). During interviews, participants
describe their experiences with the system in the study and share some stories around
the system (Blandford et al., 2016). This interview data can help designers to reflect on
various aspects of the system and offers deeper insights into the UX (Hassenzahl and
Tractinsky, 2006). These valuable insights can further inform the higher level design
knowledge as themes later in the process. In this thesis, I have used semi-structured
interviews (Blandford, 2013) to gather participants’ responses to the three prototypes.
During the semi-structured interviews, I asked participants both open and closed questions. I followed a structured script with a set of questions to guide the interviews, then following up with participants on relevant information during the conversation. The interview questions focused on the participants’ expectations, experiences, motivations, feedback on the prototype and use contexts. All the semi-structured interviews were audio-recorded.

3.2.4 Data analysis: Inductive thematic analysis

The method of data analysis I followed in each case was inductive thematic analysis (Braun et al., 2008). The process of thematic analysis transforms collected data into meaningful interpretations related to the system, context, and interactions under investigation (Vaismoradi et al., 2016). The qualitative data analysis usually includes different iterations of the data to discover themes, linking them together to form coherent themes and finally link different themes together to form a coherent story (Braun et al., 2008). A theme is a label that notes something important about the data in relation to the research question. Therefore, thematic analysis offers a theoretically flexible approach to analysing qualitative data allowing the derived themes to be grounded in the data and ensuring that important themes are not missed.

In this thesis, the qualitative data collected in all three case studies was analysed by at least one other researcher and me. After the interviews, I first transcribed the interview data from audio-recordings to text using the NVivo software (NVivo, 2021). Next, the other researcher and I read the transcripts three times to become familiar with the data and then coded the data independently. Then, the codes were discussed and compared until the other researcher and I reached agreement. These codes were then iteratively clustered into higher level themes.

3.3 Study designs

The study designs for each case study are presented in the following sections.

3.3.1 Participant recruitment

In this thesis study, the recruitment method for all my studies followed a combination of the snowballing method and convenience sampling (Biernacki and Waldorf, 1981). I recruited 32 participants to experience “iScream!”, 10 participants who knew each other before the study to experience “WeScream!”, and 8 participants who knew each other
before the study to experience “Sonic Straws”. Prior work in HCI has suggested that
the number of participants can be as few as one (Liu et al., 2018) occasionally and
more commonly around 10-20 (Blandford, 2013; Drever, 1995) in qualitative studies.
Therefore, I believe that the numbers of participants are appropriate in my three case
studies as long as enough qualitative data has been collected in the interviews. In
my three case studies, I began recruiting participants within my personal network and
the lab’s social network (e.g., Google group). I also put posters around the campus
to recruit voluntary participants. Based on the snowballing method (Biernacki and
Waldorf, 1981), I asked participants whether they could recommend this study to other
potential participants.

3.3.2 Case study 1: iScream!

I conducted a lab-based study for case study 1, “iScream!” . A study in a laboratory can
provide researchers with the opportunity to focus on a specific variable in a controllable
environment (Koskinen et al., 2011). This approach can help to make detailed and
accurate observations in early stages of an investigation useful for future inspirations
(Koskinen et al., 2011). In my work, I experimented with this approach in the ”iScream!”
study by developing a lab-based study with 32 participants where I used a within-
subject design (Charness et al., 2012), each participant experiencing all the playful
sounds in a randomized manner. This approach helped me to understand the technical
aspects of the playful gustosonic system and how participants used the prototype in
a specific environment. The full details on this study will be presented in Chapter 4.
However, the study design for the ”iScream!” lacked opportunities to understand how
participants would use, adopt and even abandon this novel technology in a real-world
context. Therefore, I decided to conduct field studies to understand the UX with the
other two case studies.

3.3.3 Case study 2: WeScream!

A field study is a method of investigating the use of a system in a real-world situation
with real users in their everyday lives (Rogers et al., 2013). This approach can help
researchers to understand the UX in a natural setting, rather than bringing the system
to users in an artificial environment. A field study therefore allows researchers to focus
on the design in the context of use and collect rich data that informs future designs
(Rogers, 2011). The second case study was built on the prior case study by using the
same food material. To support multiple devices working simultaneously, I improved
the technical connectivity for a cone-to-cone communication. Hence, I conducted an
in-the-wild study to understand the UX of the system. The aim of this study was to understand how the playful social gustosonic system would be used in the real world compared to a lab study. The full details on this investigation will be presented in Chapter 5.

3.3.4 Case study 3: Sonic Straws

“Sonic Straws” (see Chapter 6) allowed the players to experience personalised playful gustosonic experiences using personalised sounds via drinking beverages through straws. As drinking activities play a crucial role in people’s daily routines, I also conducted an in-the-wild study to understand the UX by deploying the system to the users’ homes. The aim of this study was to gather a more comprehensive understanding of the UX of this playful gustosonic system in everyday life. I also presented new design tactics related to a beverage-based playful gustosonic experience.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the methods that I have used to investigate my three case studies. Following an RtD approach, I designed three prototypes. I conducted a lab-based study for the first case study. Then I conducted field studies to understand the UX in real-world situations in cast study 2 and case study 3. I used semi-structured interviews to collect qualitative data on the participants’ experiences and employed an inductive thematic analysis approach to analyse the collected data.

In the next three chapters, I present the case studies (Chapters 4 to 6), detailing the implementation of the designs in order to answer my research question.
Chapter 4

Case Study 1: iScream!

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes my first case study, which aimed to contribute to my initial understanding of the design of playful gustosonic experiences through a system called iScream!. I designed and studied iScream!, a novel gustosonic system that generates four playful sounds while the user is eating regular ice cream (Figure 4.1). I began with investigation using ice cream because it aligned well with my focus on playfulness, as studies have shown that consuming ice cream can trigger positive emotions (Kantono et al., 2016a; Spence et al., 2019b) and increase the experiences of happiness and well-being (Hurling et al., 2015; Linley et al., 2013). The iScream! system uses capacitive-sensing technology to detect users’ eating actions. The system’s ice cream cone generates playful sounds based on eating actions. The player is free to perform any eating actions, for instance, biting or licking the ice cream, which results in a variation in sounds. In this case study, I explored my main research question through investigating the sub-research question: How do we design playful gustosonic systems that use interactive sounds to enrich eating experiences?

In the rest of this chapter I detail the playful gustosonic system used in this exploration. To understand the UX of iScream!, I deployed iScream with 32 participants. The results are two themes derived from six findings each. These detail how players explored different auditory interaction possibilities with their eating actions while the sounds in turn modified those eating actions.
4.2 iScream!

iScream! stands for “ice cream screams”. The iScream! system dynamically generates digital sounds when the player eats ice cream. I 3D-printed a plastic ice cream cone which hosts the hardware (Figure 4.2). The ice cream is connected to a microcontroller board (WeMos ESP-32) via a concealed piece of removable food-safe aluminium foil that makes contact with the ice cream. The microcontroller sends the capacitive data wirelessly to the custom-made Touch Designer program (Derivative.ca, 2018) via Open Sound Control (OSC), which then generates the sounds played back through speakers. The sensed capacitance value varies depending on the amount of ice cream in the 3D-printed cone.
4.2.1 Technical explorations of iScream!

Several approaches to sensing eating actions exist in the literature. For example, “EducaTableware” (Kadomura et al., 2014) includes a sensing fork with an integrated three-electrode conductive probe that detects between two tines of the fork and a wired fork grip with an additional electrode. It can only support a fork-type device because of the probe-sensing technology. Another approach is “DinnerWare” (Coelho, 2009), which utilises food’s electric resistance to switch on LEDs when a user touches the food through the wired fork. These approaches require wired utensils that may not integrate easily with daily eating scenarios. To address this, I designed a wireless ice cream cone that uses Wi-Fi as I found Bluetooth signals to be less reliable because they are subject to a wide variety of interference (Figure 4.3). Both resistance and capacitance can sense food as food has the attribute of conductivity. However, I found that capacitance offers more reliable data than resistance while eating food without utensils (Wang et al., 2018).
4.2.2 Rationale for sound interaction

iScream! senses data across the following stages: before ice cream is being eaten, when ice cream is licked and when a portion of the ice cream is being consumed. The detected food capacitance value is then mapped to generate sounds. I normalised the capacitance value within the interval 0.0 to 1.0 in Touch Designer (Figure 4.4). A sound is triggered when the capacitance value is above a 0.65 threshold. This threshold value was identified after 20 trials with different eating patterns during design prototyping. Then I worked with sound designers from our university to set up a sound library of 10 variations on each sound. I began by selecting 60-second sound clips that were edited in the Audacity software (Audacity, 2021), breaking each one of them down into 10 smaller clips. I found that the action of biting or licking ice cream is normally around 0.5 to 0.9
seconds long. First, I used 1-second clips in the initial investigation; the result showed that users needed more time to react to what they heard. After two more rounds of iterations, each clip was shortened to 3 seconds with a 1-second fade-out. When the player performs a licking-on and licking-off action, the system randomly triggers one of the edited variations of the current sound-bank (Figure 4.5). If the player keeps biting or licking the ice cream without stopping, the sound continuously plays in a loop. The process stops after the ice cream is completely eaten.

Figure 4.4: The sound system of iScream! in Touch Designer.

Figure 4.5: The sound interactions of iScream!
4.2.3 Rationale for choice of food material

Studies in psychology show that everyday eating activities, in particular consuming specific “mood food”, can provide an everyday source of happiness for most people (Linley et al., 2013). For example, researchers compared the effects of ice cream consumption on mood with the moods resulting from consuming yogurt or chocolate (Walla et al., 2010). The results indicated that eating ice cream is a pleasurable experience satisfying both psychological and physiological needs that more necessary food may not necessarily meet and provides people with positive emotions from moderate consumption (Macht et al., 2005). Furthermore, the general belief is that ice cream can be used as an effective vehicle to deliver nutrition to older people because of the dynamic texture and melting creamy mouthfeel (Spence et al., 2019b). At the same time, eating ice cream may also be associated with a positive social activity (Spence et al., 2019b). These prior works motivated me to investigate the experience of eating ice cream. As such, I believe that designing a playful gustosonic system with ice cream can facilitate engagement with an everyday source of happiness.

4.3 Design process

iScream! was the result of many explorations, extensive prototyping and iterative design. I conducted three brainstorming sessions and group discussions to help refine the design choices and to gather diverse insights into how to sense eating actions and how to select the sounds. The brainstorming sessions followed a co-creation approach (Sanders and Stappers, 2008), including ten experts with diverse academic backgrounds: two industry designers, two sound designers, two game designers, one electrical engineer and three interaction designers (two from HCI and one from HFI). The aim of the first brainstorming session was to identify different possible interaction patterns and decide on the technical feasibility, that is, to identify the right hardware and tools for the system. I discussed different ways to sense eating actions (e.g., motion tracking, wearable tracking devices). Finally I settled on capacitance sensing as it seemed the least intrusive method. Two sound designers helped in creating a library of possible sounds. For the first iteration, I also selected a few food items that included carrots, apples and pears to test sensing technologies.

The focus of the second and third brainstorming sessions was on refining the selection of food items, sounds and interactions based on the PLEX framework (Lucero et al., 2013) and envisioned interaction. These brainstorming sessions involved initial playtesting, where I mapped different food items to different sounds and asked about participants’
preferences for each and why. I settled on ice cream, as it offers a more positive experience of eating than the other food items. I also reduced the sound library to 16 and further refined it to 4 based on the PLEX framework.

iScream! can be programmed to play any sound. However, I opted to play four different sounds based on four categories as this allowed me to explore a range while fitting into the time it takes to eat a regular 1-scoop ice cream portion. I was inspired by Wilde (2011), whose designerly approach underpinned the "Hipdisk", a device that allows users the playful opportunity to engage with sounds through a bodily action, not eating but hip movements. Similarly, I aimed to create an engaging playful experience. Based on my team’s collective craft knowledge of sounds, I selected a set of 16 playful sounds from an open-source sound library \(^1\). I conducted a two-hour group discussion with ten participants (7 male, 3 female) that included two sound designers, two industry designers, three senior interactions designers, one electrical engineer, and two game designers. The varied expertise allowed us to discuss not only the options for possible manipulations of digital sound but also their feasibility related to current sensing technologies. I also discussed sound variables such as duration, frequency and intensity (Roads, 2015) and thought about detailed sound qualities, such as a higher pitched giggle or a deeper chuckle. Finally I chose 10 sounds from the set of 16 playful sounds (Figure 4.6).

Then, I conducted a small study with seven users (aged between 20 and 50 years) to examine the tactile experience of holding the prototype and performing eating actions with each of the 10 sounds. Participants verified the design choices and could imagine using iScream! in scenarios such as outdoors, at a party, at home or in a restaurant. I finally narrowed down the categories of sounds related to the four dimensions of playfulness, (stimulation, pragmatic, momentary and negative experiences) as suggested by Boberg et al. (2015). After 70 trials in total, I was able to develop the final set of sounds.

\(^1\)https://soundbible.com/
believe that the resulting roaring, crunchy, giggling and burping sounds would allow me to explore fantasy facilitation, food congruence, anthropomorphisation and bodily responses (see below). I acknowledge that this list of sounds is not exhaustive and further exploration might lead to more categories; I add that different sounds within a category could also be considered and implemented with the system easily.

**Roaring sound:** The first playful sound is a roaring sound similar to that of a lion in an animated movie, which I believe enables players to transit into a fantasy world. This was inspired by the “stimulation experience” grouping of “discovery”, “exploration”, “challenge” and “expression” categories in the PLEX framework (Lucero et al., 2013). Prior work found that transiting players into a fantasy world can generate intrigue and curiosity while facilitating positive emotions (Liljedahl, 2011). I hoped players would transit into a fantasy world and feel curious about discovering new eating experiences. Furthermore, I note that a similar kind of fantasy sound is used in the ”Chewing Jockey” system (Koizumi et al., 2011), which strengthened my belief that this might be an intriguing sound category to explore.

**Crunchy sound:** With the crunchy sound, I wondered how the experience of eating ice cream would be changed if, instead of hearing the licking sound of ice cream, a congruent sound, I played a crunchy sound of eating potato chips, an incongruent sound. The crunchy sound aligned with the “pragmatic experience” grouping of the PLEX framework categories and built on prior work which used crunchy sounds that consists of “completion”, “control” and “competition” to explore digital eating interactions (Spence, 2016).

**Giggling sound:** The playful sound of giggling was inspired by the “momentary experience” grouping of playfulness, referring to the “captivation”, “humour” and “relaxation” categories of PLEX. Momentary playfulness experiences are associated with temporal pleasurable states where people laugh and release stress (Ryokai et al., 2018). Drawing inspiration from this, I chose a high-pitched giggling sound to add humour. I envisioned that such an anthropomorphised sound (i.e. the ice cream sounds like it is being tickled by the tongue) could support the playful character of the experience.

**Burping sounds:** I chose the burping sound because I also wanted to consider playfulness as a result of a negative experience (related to “suffering” in PLEX). The idea was to explore a negative bodily response sound as part of a playful eating experience. In particular, a burping sound could operate as a signal that one should stop eating (Roach, 2013). We assumed that burping sounds could create “uncomfortable interactions”, which are traditionally considered bad experiences. However, if uncomfortable interactions are carefully designed, they can offer entertainment benefits (Benford et al., 2012).
4.4 iScream! in action

In the study, iScream! was utilised to gain understanding of the use of four sound categories to support playful gustosonic experiences with ice cream. I conducted a study with 32 participants (13 male, 19 female) to experience four different categories of sounds one after the other. I used a within-subject design for the study, where each participant experienced the four different sounds from the sound categories. I randomised the sequence of sounds for each participant to minimise the learning effect.

4.4.1 Study setup

I recruited participants whose ages ranged over 18-50 years with an average age of 26±4.3 (mean±S.D.) years. All participants had lived in Australia for more than one year. 20 participants were born in China and 12 participants were born in Australia. The participants were all studied in the same city. The cultural backgrounds of the participants are based on the places where they grew up (Global, 2021). There was no financial compensation provided to participants. Before the experiment, participants were asked to complete a pre-study interview where I asked them about their age, gender, food allergies and liking for ice cream. No participants reported hearing loss, eating disorders, allergies to the ice cream’s ingredients or health problems associated with eating ice cream. I used a common off-the-shelf vanilla ice cream in the study.

In the study, participants were asked to eat using the iScream! prototype to experience the four different categories of sound. Each sound was experienced in quick succession one after the other. I set up the volume of sounds to 75dB, which is below the level of harmful noise but loud enough to be audible and a level which I hoped would create an immersive experience. I also provided the participants with the option to alter the volume level of the sound. I edited each soundtrack into 10 clips (5s/clip) and set up a random play sequence to facilitate more exploratory experiences.

4.4.2 Study procedure

In the study, I asked the participants to eat ice cream as they would normally do. Each participant started with one scoop ice cream. The participant was free to ask for a refill and they could stop eating at any time. Before I started the study, I told the participants that there were four sounds in random order. Participants could ask to change the sound at any time. The eating part of the study took 20 minutes per participant on average.
4.5 Data collection and analysis

After experiencing iScream!, players took part in a semi-structured interview that lasted between 45 minutes and 1 hour. I asked questions related to the effects of the sounds, expectations, utility and experiences of engaging with iScream!. I also gathered participants’ feedback on the overall system design, use of the 3D-printed cone and gustosonic experiences.

All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for future analysis. Three independent coders followed the process of the inductive thematic analysis (Braun et al., 2008). Each question and the associated answer represented one unit of data, resulting in 781 data units in total. I examined my interview notes to establish an initial sense of recurring themes and then inductively coded the interview data by developing labels to describe the phenomena. These labels helped to identify the most interesting features of the data unit that were then used to group them together. I iteratively clustered related labels into higher level groupings. Any difference in the results was further refined and discussed between the three coders. In the first iteration of the thematic analysis I developed 82 codes, for example, “Understanding playful experiences of food sounds”, and “Changing eating actions”. Then I discussed the 82 codes with the other two coders and re-examined them to merge similar codes together in order to reduce the complexity. Through this process I reduced the number of codes to 22. Those remaining codes were refined, re-examined and categorised into groups with the help of two senior researchers. The final outcome of this analytic process includes two overarching themes with six findings each. Overall, aspects of the design facilitated an iteration between exploration and modification, which I present in the findings section next (Figure 4.6).
4.6 Findings

In this section I present the two themes that I derived from the analysis of the interview data. The results detail how the players explored the different auditory interaction possibilities with their eating actions while the sounds in turn modified those eating actions.

4.6.1 Theme 1: Eating actions facilitated the exploration of sound

**F1: iScream! facilitated curiosity about what sounds eating would produce.** Players found the iScream! experience unusual and markedly different from the usual experience of eating ice cream. Twenty participants felt that eating ice cream in this way offered more “fun” than usual because it facilitated a sense of curiosity about how the ice cream would sound depending on the eating action. They said that the eating process was enjoyable because the sound was always changing. P5 commented:
“Normally when I eat ice cream nothing happens, I keep licking the ice cream until it finishes. Here, there was constant sound feedback, so I was curious about what I could do to control the sounds. It allowed me to focus on: ‘How can I play sounds through eating and what kind of sounds would come out?’” Similarly, P23 said: “It puts you through a thought process about what is next? Then, it aroused my curiosity, which sort of sounds would be played next? You were also having fun as sounds keep on changing. It was more like suspense or a guessing game.”

**F2: iScream! provided additional eating rewards.**
Participants enjoyed that sounds were an additional reward to eating ice cream. For example, P1 explained: “Generally, I think ice cream is a treat. Here, I got the ice cream as well as various sounds associated with it that acted as a reward to play with the ice cream. I got enjoyment from both eating and playing with it.” This was considered to contribute to the playful character of the experience, even with the burping sounds. P12 said: “I had so much fun with exploring these sounds. It was a genuine, playful eating experience, which one does not often see in food.”

**F3: iScream!’s exploration was facilitated by the mismatch between sound and eating.**
With iScream! there is a mismatch between what people expect ice cream to sound like and what it actually sounds like. Participants found that mismatch intriguing and in response explored the sounds further. For example, P11 laughed and said: “The crunchy sound is a contrast to the sound you normally expect from ice cream. Your mind and taste buds tell you that you are eating ice cream, but your ears remind you that this is not how an ice cream usually sounds.” P4 added: “This is so playful. Eating a crunchy ice cream was the most interesting experience according to me. I felt I was playing crunchy soundtracks while I was also eating soft ice cream.”

**F4: iScream!’s food transformation contributed to sound exploration.**
Four participants explicitly described how they adjusted their eating behaviours as a response to the eating sounds because of the ongoing transformation of the food, for example, the ice cream was melting. P20 said: “The ice cream was constantly changing shape as it was melting, and the sound associated with it was varying too.” P10 said with a smile: “When I first took a bite the generated sound was slightly different from the second bite, because the ice cream was melting and the shape changing over time.” Participants reported that although the messiness resulting from melting ice cream might cause negative experiences, it also facilitated playful explorations. For example, P26 said: “It gets a little messy as the ice cream melts by the time you finish the second sound. But you keep on licking not just to avoid the mess but to allow exploring the sounds.”
F5: iScream! facilitated transition into a fantasy world.
Fifteen participants enjoyed the roaring sound as it appeared to transit them into a fantasy world. The study took place during the spring/early summer season: however, the roaring sound reminded players of instances when they had eaten ice cream on a cold day. For example, P16 said: “I felt the roaring sound was soothing, but more like blowing of a wind. I felt like I was eating ice cream at a cool place or in winter. I felt cold.” P17 said: “The roaring sound took my mind away from actual eating and I was focused more on identifying what this sound might be. Is it a sound of a lion or a tiger, or is it a wind sound? I was exploring it more than the food itself because it was an exciting sound.” Participants also described other fantasy worlds the eating experience transited them into. For example, P19 said: “I liked how the ice cream added another layer to the music composition, definitely a new form of interaction. When I heard the roaring sound, it seemed like I was walking in a field hiding somewhere and observing fierce animals. I felt excited about this.” P4 also said: “When I heard the roaring sounds, I felt like I was in a zoo and a tiger was approaching towards me.” P22 added how the sound reminded her of video game experiences: “It reminded me of a time when I was playing StarCraft or Heart of the Swarm, where I was on this ice planet, and all these monsters were the creatures that lived in the snow.”

F6: iScream! offered relaxation.
Twenty participants felt hearing positive sounds (i.e. the laughing sound, crunchy sound and roaring sound) increased their perception of being more relaxed. P13 compared her previous experience of eating ice cream without sounds: “Normally, I prefer to eat ice cream in a very relaxed situation. But now it is hard to feel relaxed on a regular basis, especially from working. Eating ice cream in stores or cafes is always around noises and there is no playfulness associated with eating. With iScream! there is an inherent playfulness and experimentation associated with the sounds and this makes eating more enjoyable.” P6 added: “I think eating is relaxation and sounds like wind-blowing sounds [the roaring sounds] make me feel very relaxed. I like the sounds with some rhythm; this makes me to enjoy the imagination of eating ice cream. It is enhancing my eating experience beyond taste, by bringing in the aspect of sounds.”

4.6.2 Theme 2: Sound facilitated the modification of eating

F7: iScream!’s sounds facilitated exploring different ways of eating.
Thirty participants explored different ways of consuming the ice cream to alter the sound generated, for example, touching the ice cream with the lips, the teeth, the tongue and even the fingers. P10 said: “I wanted to see how long I could make the sounds last and hence I was putting my tongue into the ice cream even though it was cold.” Similarly,
P16 said: “I found that the roaring sound played for a longer time and I wanted to see for how long I could make it roar and see if there was a variation between the sound.” P8 commented: “Since the sound changed over time, it encouraged me to have the ice cream in my mouth for a long time, take longer licks.” P2 added: “I felt like the frequency of my eating and the soundtrack had a relative connection. When I know I can play these sounds by my mouth or maybe my body, I will try to eat faster or slower as I am curious about what kind of magical sounds can be generated by my own body.” Moreover, the giggling sound and the crunchy sound made participants feel like they would consume more ice cream, but the burping was found to be appalling when eating. P13 explained: “I do not like burps. They are disgusting. The burping sound made me feel full. However, I liked the crisp sound. I wanted to keep eating the ice cream. It was like eating chips, but actually I was chewing an ice cream.” P10 pointed out: “To be honest, I paid more attention to the sound rather than the taste. The action of holding an ice cream is natural, but ice cream making sounds was different. If any of the sounds made me uncomfortable, I wanted to stop eating.” P12 commented: “When playing with the roaring sounds, it was essential to identify and reflect on my eating style and I was able to relate the roaring to my mouth opening.”

F8: iScream! altered eating speed.
Six participants reported that their eating speeds was altered by the sounds. P30 said: “I normally eat ice cream in a relaxed, casual way, taking as much time as I can. However, the giggling sound made me eat faster.” Similarly, P7 reported: “It was interesting to change my eating speeds by playing with these sounds. I liked the funny burping sound, so I licked slower to have some fun.”

F9: iScream! increased food appetite.
All participants finished the ice cream and 25 of them asked for a refill. Ten participants said that the crunchy sounds made them feel hungrier. One possible reason could be that crunchy sounds are typically associated with crispness of food; as such, the crispy crunch as sonic stimulation could have influenced the pleasantness of the food. Ice cream is typically consumed without sonic attributes. However, iScream! can change this. P3 explained: “The crunchy sounds sounded like crispy chips, it made me suddenly hungry when I heard [it], and I wanted to eat more.” Similarly, P9 said: “I did not know sounds can affect eating before this experiment. When I heard crunchy sounds, I felt like eating more and I did.”

F10: iScream! facilitated playful experiences without visual stimulus.
iScream! did not offer any additional visual stimulus while eating. Fifteen participants mentioned that they normally ate ice cream in front of the TV, mobile phone or computer. They liked how iScream! offered them a non-screen-based interactive experience.
For example, P8 commented: “It did not offer any visual feedback, but I was listening and paying attention to what the sounds were going to change to in a while when I was eating ice cream.” P18 added: “This is like a delightful experience that does not rely on a screen for pleasure.”

**F11: iScream! shifted eating to the foreground of attention.**

Fourteen participants said that iScream! encouraged them to pay more attention to their eating. P19 said: “I normally eat ice cream while watching TV and hardly pay attention to how I eat. Here, because of the sound, the eating experience came from the background to the foreground.” P23 confirmed: “This feels so novel for me as ice cream is generally taken after your meal just as a dessert, but now I pay more attention to it through these kinds of sounds. It is not just a playful experience, it makes me more aware of my eating.” In closing, P18 said: “From now on, I will pay more attention to ice cream and my eating. Maybe the ice cream will suddenly make a sound, who knows?”

**F12: iScream! facilitated awareness of eating behaviour.**

Players reported that iScream! made them aware of their eating behaviours. For example, P11 explained: “It is interesting to think about how I eat the ice cream with these sounds. To be honest I never noticed that sounds could influence my eating behaviours.” P17 also said: “It made me realise the sounds changed my eating behaviours because I knew I was eating slower than I usually do.” P21 mentioned: “After this experiment, I might notice background sounds in those ice cream stores that might influence my eating speed or made me buy more ice creams.”

### 4.7 Design tactics

In this section, I reflect on the findings and discuss them based on my craft knowledge gained from designing iScream!. I present four design tactics aimed at providing designers with practical guidance when designing playful gustosonic experiences.

In this case, participants found iScream! very engaging and commented that the system was able to facilitate various playful experiences accompanying their own laughter. The findings appear to confirm the theory by Mueller et al. (2018) that players can experience their body as play (including eating) by shifting the focus between the body (the fleshy body as object) and the lived body (the felt body as experienced) back and forth. For example, the player first tries to put the ice cream into their mouth using their body to consume food. Then the player perceives playful sounds through their eating actions. After that the player explores sounds though eating actions and their attention shifts to their eating actions to better control the sound. Therefore, interaction designers
can learn from experiential design knowledge to facilitate an interplay between eating activities and sounds, as this appears to have potential to support experiencing eating as play.

4.7.1 Tactic 1: Support the exploration of sound through incongruent eating actions

Our brain connects information from multisensory input (Spence, 2011), while the sensory information usually corresponds to the same semantic identity (Velasco et al., 2016). In addition, relate information based on the compatibility of crossmodal correspondences. For example, people sense the sound of chewing chips and attribute it to the sound of a fast food restaurant (semantic correspondence). Moreover, when we hear the crunchy sound of chips, the sound may guide our expectations about the quality of the chips (crossmodal correspondence). Congruent experiences occur when our perception equals our expectation. If people experience something different than expected, surprise occurs. Prior work suggested that designing appropriate incongruences can evoke surprise and humour to support playful experiences (Ludden et al., 2012). In the study, before participants started eating, they saw the regular ice cream and related that to something soft and creamy (crossmodal correspondence). Then the congruence between the multisensory experiences (e.g. the taste, tactile experience, melting over time) and the expectation of ice cream is confirmed once people started eating. However, when participants perceived an incongruent sound from the ice cream that differed to what they expected, they experienced surprise, resulting in a playful eating experience.

iScream! engaged with incongruence through interactive sound in multiple ways. The most obvious one is the crunchy sound that is a mismatch with the information from the other senses when eating ice cream. However, the other sounds also engaged incongruence, in particular as evident through the transit to a fantasy world where the fantasy was incongruent with the physical world the participants experienced the food in, so the semantic correspondence was being played with. Eating seems to facilitate this engagement with a fantasy world further, as eating is associated with helping to recall past memories, which can help if the fantasy world relates to a past memory (Liljedahl, 2011). Fantasy facilitation is a common design strategy in game design to support playful experiences (Lazzaro, 2009). I therefore confirm these theories that sound can bring images about a setting, extending it to interactive food sound, and argue that sound can be used to support incongruence to facilitate a playful experience. For example, I had selected a roaring sound in iScream!; however, many participants thought of it as a cold breezing wind sound, which appeared to transit them into a fantasy world where it was cold, reminding them of past experiences where it was cold, with three participants
even mentioning the feeling of being cold. I found it intriguing that the selection of sounds could facilitate fantasy elements around food, which then in turn supported an incongruence that facilitated a playful experience.

As such, I recommend that designers could support the exploration of sound through incongruent eating actions as a way to facilitate a playful eating experience.

4.7.2 Tactic 2: Support the exploration of sound by utilising the inherent features of food

Prior work suggested that the inherent features of food (e.g. colour, scent, texture and taste (Stummerer and Hablesreiter, 2009)) can be used as design material to support playful experiences. For example, Arnold et al. (2018) designed a VR game that makes use of the inherent sound food makes when being chewed; for example chewing an apple sounds different to chewing a carrot. This was used to enhance the feedback in the game. Vienna’s musicians created a vegetable orchestra (Vegetableorchestra, 2007) that utilised the vegetables’ inherent sounds to perform contemporary music. Designers have also looked into the conductive properties of food to support play. For example, the public drinking facility called “Drink Up Fountain” (Lieberman, 2021) can talk to the user when they are drinking water. When the user’s lips touch the water, the fountain speaks and tries to converse with the person in a playful manner. Similarly, Murer et al. (2013) designed ”LOLLio”, which utilises the inherent taste of a lollipop and augments it to facilitate a playful experience. iScream! uses the inherent conductive feature of ice cream and its ongoing transformation as a result of temperature changes to support the exploration of sound through eating actions. Since ice cream melts over time – and participants consume the ice cream, so it changes in volume – there was always a differently shaped piece of food to be explored. As players were licking the ice cream, it made a sound but it also diminished, both through eating as well as melting. As the ice cream was melting, players had to consistently engage with it, which created almost a soundscape rather than individual sounds. So after each lick, the ice cream was different and hence sounded different. This seemed to facilitate exploration, which participants appreciated.

Interestingly, participants also had to accommodate the dripping of the ice cream; they had to change their way of holding the cone and use their fingers and tongue to catch any dripping ice cream. This appeared to further facilitate the exploration of sound, as participants were curious about how the ice cream would sound when touching it with their hand, when ice cream would run over their fingers and so on. This messiness
appeared to contribute to the playful character of the eating experience, confirming a prior work that linked messiness with playfulness (Khot et al., 2017).

I recommend that designers could support the exploration of sound by utilising the inherent features of food and in particular the inherent feature that food diminishes when eating as a way to facilitate playful eating experiences.

4.7.3 Tactic 3: Support self-expressive eating actions through varied sound parameters

This study indicates that the highlighting of sound parameters facilitated the modification of eating actions. The potential of these sound parameters, like sound source, pitch, rhythm and phrase structure, is already acknowledged within the practice of composing electronic music (Roads, 2015). Here I extend this to the generation of sounds as a way to support the modification of eating actions; in particular, I randomised these parameters. For example, in the study, participants played with increasing and reducing the pace of licking as well as the amount of ice cream consumption per lick in order to control the pitch of the sound. Furthermore, participants explored licking and biting each time the high-pitched giggle coincided with an eating action. Since I randomised the sound clips of each sound source as mentioned earlier, participants dynamically altered their eating speed and their way of eating. For instance, participants increased their licking frequency to trigger sounds that were different with each bite; as such, the phrase and rhythm appeared to be controlled by the participant. Interestingly, I also found that participants explored opening and closing their mouth as a way to map the source of the roaring sound. By giving participants control over these sound parameters, even if it is only perceived control as in the high-pitched giggle (the participants did not change the pitch, but the eating action made it appear as if it was controlled), designers could support the modification of eating actions. I find that providing this control to an extent where participants are able to express themselves, including the ability to produce “silly” sounds, can be an intriguing way to support playfulness as part of eating experiences.

This aligns with prior work that suggested changing sound parameters to modify eating actions; for example, see a study on music in restaurants that showed that fast-tempo music could increase the number of bites per minute by diners (Roballey et al., 1985). With this work, I highlight that changing sound parameters in interactive sounds can also be used to modify eating actions and, by supporting participants’ self-expression through the control of these parameters, designers can facilitate playful eating experiences.
As such, I recommend that designers could support the modification of eating actions through varied sound parameters. In particular, I highlight the potential of engaging with the control of these parameters (e.g. volume, pitch, timbre) in order to support self-expression as a way to facilitate playful eating experiences.

**4.7.4 Tactic 4: Support mindfulness towards eating actions through sound stimulation**

I found that the extrinsic sounds (Spence et al., 2019c) (i.e., those sounds that are not directly associated with a food or beverage) supported the modification of eating actions. The exploration of sounds appeared to shift players’ attention to their eating actions. However, since the sound was changing, the focus shifted back to control the sound with different eating actions. With the roaring sound, participants tried to lick the ice cream continuously in order to make the sound play longer; that way they thought they could identify what type of sound it was and what it reminded them of. With respect to the giggling sound, participants wanted to experiment whether their eating had any effect on the sound volume and frequency. They also increased their eating speed with an increase in the “beat” of the sound and slowed down when the sound stopped. As such, I can say that the extrinsic sound could have resulted in supporting mindfulness of eating actions. I might note that such a shifting of attention is not inherently playful; nevertheless, I believe it is supportive of any playfulness that the other strategies might facilitate.

Interestingly, this modification facilitated a shifting of attention to the food. Participants appreciated that iScream! offered them a shifting of attention towards the food, making them more aware of their eating behaviour, all while appreciating that this was achieved without any visual stimulus. This is especially noteworthy as 15 participants said that they usually ate ice cream in front of a TV, mobile phone or computer. It is commonly believed that screens distract from the experience of eating and that this has a negative impact, leading to eating disorders and obesity (Jacobi et al., 2004; McKetta and Rich, 2011).

With this in mind, I can see instances emerging of using sound-based play to support mindful eating practices. Mindful eating (Donovan, 2018) is the practice of nurturing healthy eating behaviours. Mindful eating emphasises eating without any distractions and assumes that one is eating with the intention of caring for oneself by noticing and enjoying the food. However, instilling such behaviour is challenging in practice. This study suggests that playful gustosonic experiences like iScream! have the potential to support mindful eating practices as they can facilitate a shift of attention towards
the food and make people aware of their eating behaviour, all without the negative connotations of screen use during eating. Exploring this further could be an interesting avenue for future work.

In summary, I recommend that designers could consider mindfulness towards eating actions through extrinsic sounds as a way to support a playful eating experience.

4.8 Conclusion

In this case study, I have described the design and study of iScream!, a novel playful gustosonic experience with ice cream. It works with any off-the-shelf ice cream and generates four playful sounds (roaring, giggling, burping, and crunchy sounds) based on licking actions. The user is free to perform any eating action, for example, biting or licking the ice cream, which results in a variation of sounds. A qualitative analysis of a study with 32 participants derived two overarching themes and four design tactics to analyse and design playful gustosonic experiences.

This first case study raised various questions in relation to taking the initial steps towards creating the design framework. This work highlighted the potential for playful gustosonic experiences to enrich playful and novel eating experiences. However, many works in the HCI field have shown that engaging with music and sound can offer rich social play experiences. Meanwhile, eating together is also an essential social activity of everyday life. This suggested to me that a more advanced way of designing playful gustosonic experiences to support collaborative play could be worth exploring.

In the next chapter, I will present WeScream!, which was designed for people to interact with rhythmic sounds generated through the act of eating ice cream together.
Chapter 5

Case Study 2: WeScream!

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes my second case study, WeScream!, which extends the design of my first case study in supporting a social perspective on playful gustosonic experiences. In this work, I present a playful social gustosonic system that allows users to interact with rhythmic sounds generated through the act of eating ice cream together.

Figure 5.1: Players enjoying WeScream! together.
Eating is a social activity of everyday life (Fischler, 2011) with the resulting pleasures constituting some of “life’s most enjoyable experiences” (Brillat-Savarin, 1835). Drawing on this, researchers have explored the use of eating activities as positive psychology interventions to increase everyday happiness and wellbeing (Macht et al., 2005). Prior studies have also shown that people who engage in social eating feel happier and are more satisfied with life (Fischler, 2011). I found this intriguing and noted that interactive technology is increasingly entering the eating space to facilitate social eating experiences (Niewiadomski et al., 2019; Spence et al., 2019a). The advance of technology affects not only how people eat, but also their social eating interactions. However, some research has regarded this invasion of technology into the eating space as undesirable; for example, we can see a person focusing on a smartphone in one hand while eating with a utensil in the other (Spence, 2017b). In response to this situation, many researchers have proposed that there are also a number of potentially positive opportunities offered by designing interactive technology properly; for example, see Ferdous et al. (2016a); Grimes and Harper (2008); Khot et al. (2019b). As such, the study of WeScream! allowed me to explore how a playful gustosonic system can support social eating experiences.

Prior work around the design of social play in HCI has been utilised to engage people in positive experiences related to “pleasure, social engagement and self-expression” (Isbister, 2010; Lazzaro, 2009; Mueller et al., 2017, 2019). Social play is described as an active engagement with a playful system or a game by more than person at once (Isbister, 2010); in contrast to solo play, social play can provide people with more positive affect and less tension (Gajadhar et al., 2008). When it comes to designing social play, Isbister (2010) proposed a framework that highlights designing technology that allows for cooperative play to take place among co-located players. Moreover, Segura and Isbister (2015) suggested designing for co-located social play that considers not only the technology but also the “social-spatial context for play” and “the collective experience of fun and social engagement.” Many research projects in HCI show that sounds can enrich both social and playful experiences; for example, Tolmie et al. (2013) proposed a study of Irish music sessions where musicians gather together to play in pubs. One player starts off playing a specific tune (e.g. G major and D major) with other musicians joining in the session. These sessions not only allow a number of musicians to collaborate in playing music, but also engage people in social interaction in the pub setting. I, therefore, argue that there could be a design space worth exploring around enriching social eating experiences through engaging with sound while eating together. As such, more design knowledge is needed in order to understand how to design playful gustosonic experiences to support social eating interactions in a playful manner.

Inspired by prior works, I extended the design of iScream! to WeScream! for people to eat ice cream together to generate rhythmic sounds in order to facilitate positive social
eating interactions. The name "WeScream!" was inspired by the popular 1927 song or rhyme: “I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream”. To understand the UX of WeScream!, I deployed WeScream! (Figure 5.1) to five pairs of participants in an in-the-wild study (Rogers, 2011) for one week. The results show that the playful gustosonic system facilitated playful experiences of “hard fun” through eating together, increased participants’ awareness of relatedness and drew shared attention to the ice cream’s taste via increased face-to-face interaction. In the rest of the chapter, I detailed the playful social gustosonic system.

In this case study, I answer my primary research question through investigating the sub-research question: How do we design gustosonic systems to support playful social eating experiences?

### 5.2 WeScream!

WeScream! is a two-player system offering users the opportunity to generate musical sounds while eating ice cream. Building upon the iScream! prototype, I created the wireless connectivity for cone-to-cone communication. The system comprises two capacitance-sensing cones. Each cone has a miniature speaker inside and a more powerful battery that allows for longer use. I integrated a Bluetooth speaker into the cone which enables localised sound to come from the ice cream cone (Figure 5.2). Each participant holds one cone to create a musical phrase via licking or biting on a regular off-the-shelf ice cream. To enrich the ice cream eating experience, I 3D-printed each ice cream cone using a light wood filament to mimic the look and feel of a regular ice cream waffle cone. The cone contains a microcontroller board (Huzzah32 feather) and a Bluetooth speaker board (Journey Mini Bluetooth speaker) paired with a speaker (Figure 5.3). The ice cream is connected to the microcontroller board via a concealed piece of removable food-safe aluminium foil. The microcontroller sends the capacitive data wirelessly to a Pure Data program (Puckette, 2018) which maps the normalised capacitance data to a major pentatonic musical scale; I also set up automatic calibration of the sensing data to support sensing different types of ice cream. Then the Pure Data program (Puckette, 2018) outputs musical notes to Ableton Live (Ableton, 2021) via Open Sound Control (OSC) that generates a piece of a melody played back through the Bluetooth speaker. I customised a MIDI interface in Ableton Live to control two different instruments that strongly differentiate the two cones. I set up a collaborative way to play with the sounds by adding a chords effect in one of the sound patches to place the final sound outputs on top of each other. Players can try different instruments as offered through the instrument library of Ableton Live with the system during playing.
Figure 5.2: (a) The iterative 3D-printed cone; (b) a Bluetooth speaker board paired with a speaker; (c) a light wood filament for the 3D-printed cone; (d) the WeScream! configuration.

Figure 5.3: The WeScream! system contains two capacitance-sensing cones.
5.3 Design process

In this section, I present the design process for WeScream!, the design of the sound system for eating together and the pilot study of WeScream!.

5.3.1 From iScream! to WeScream!

To design WeScream!, I conducted three group discussions following a co-creation approach (Sanders and Stappers, 2008) to help refine the design and to gather diverse insights on how two people could eat ice cream together with sound. The group discussion sessions included seven experts with diverse academic backgrounds: four interaction designers (2 from HCI and 2 from HFI), one industry designer, and two sound designers. The aim of the first group discussion session was to identify different possible social-eating interaction patterns and decide on the technical feasibility. The discussion also focused on the ways that two people eat ice cream together. The discussions suggested that people seldom share one ice cream if they are eating ice cream in a waffle cone. However, people like to eat ice cream together as a social activity, especially females (Spence et al., 2019b). Therefore, a desirable design space appeared to be the design of playful ice cream eating experiences together with sound as part of a social activity.

The focus of the second group discussion session was on designing a sound system for eating together. The idea was to build a sound system that can support two interdependent ice cream cones at the same time. Two sound designers helped me in creating a possible sound system. For the first iteration, the discussion focused on three possible sound-composing patterns that included composing two single notes with consonance and composing a major pentatonic musical scale with different instruments and overlapping composed sounds created by professional composers followed by a synesthetic approach (Merter, 2017). The last group discussion session focused on envisioning and evaluating potential interactions based on the PLEX cards (Lucero et al., 2014), for example, what forms of play can be facilitated by eating together.

5.3.2 Designing the sound system for eating together

I started by exploring the literature and took into account findings from earlier studies (Ishii, 2004; Vandevelde et al., 2014; Wu and Bryan-Kinns, 2017). As each biting or licking ice cream action is usually around 0.5 to 0.9 seconds long, the consumption of a regular 1-scoop ice cream portion is about 5 to 10 minutes on average (Wang et al., 2019). To design a playful social experience, the main challenge for the sound design of
the system was that each player’s sound should work musically with the other’s. As a result, I decided that the generated sounds should be a short musical phrase. I first set up two distinct instruments with a single note in Ableton Live for each cone (grand piano and wind instrument) to have strongly differentiable sounds. Then, I observed people’s initial experiences in a pilot study. I found that players could play a melody on top of each other based on a similar eating speed, while the sound seemed to turn into chaos if the eating speeds were very different. Nevertheless, I was encouraged to find that even generating a simple note through eating ice cream appeared to make the overall eating experience more engaging than eating ice cream in the regular way. The simplicity of a single note appeared to cause people stay engaged. However, I acknowledge that this could be because the participants were using the system for the first time. My intention was also to support repeated engagement with the system. I therefore attempted to work with richer sound elements. I mapped the normalised capacitance data to a major pentatonic musical scale to generate continuous sounds rather than a discrete sound (Figure 5.4). When the player performs a licking-on and licking-off actions, the system triggers different notes along a major pentatonic musical scale. Inspired by a piano-based gameplay (Micheloni et al., 2019), I also set up a chord effect in one of the sound patches to support a collaborative way of playing. As result, the overall melody was like a piece of high-pitched, consonant and legato sound. WeScream! offers open-ended game play. Players can freely perform any eating actions and explore how to play music or create a steady flow of sounds through eating ice cream together.

5.3.3 Pilot study

The final stage of the design process was to conduct a pilot study with users to confirm the sound system and to make sure that the technical aspects of the WeScream! system were working as intended for the in-the-wild study (Rogers, 2011). I invited three pairs to participate in a series of trials, each lasting 30 minutes including playing WeScream! with the sound system and a short exit interview. Participants could freely perform any eating action. I noted their facial expressions and eating actions. I acknowledge that ice cream is a calorie-laden food and its consumption could cause weight gain (Burger and Stice, 2012). In my study, I suggested players limit themselves to one scoop each time while eating ice cream together (Figure 5.5). The participants were free to refill the ice cream during the study. I observed that participants clearly understood my intention with the cone: “I like the feel of this cone, it looks like a real waffle cone.” I also noticed how WeScream! enriched their enjoyment: “It is cool. We can produce sounds together by eating ice cream together.” In terms of the design of two sound systems, participants commented: “The musical scale one is more interesting than the single note because it
Figure 5.4: A set of example interactions with WeScream!.

produces continuous sounds via licking once.” I also noted that participants were able to improvise music based on some rules, for example, “We decided the eating order and tried to keep the same pace of eating. It added more tension during eating.”

Figure 5.5: Players had a great time experiencing WeScream! talking and laughing.
5.4 WeScream! in action

I conducted an in-the-wild study (Rogers, 2011) with 5 pairs (3 males and 7 females in total, age 26±1.8 (mean±S.D.) years) to investigate their experiences with WeScream!. The players in each pair knew each other before the study. I told participants that they could use the system anytime they wanted for one week. Table 5.1 provides the demographic details of each pair along with their relationship and cultural backgrounds. All participants had lived in Australia for more than one year. The participants were all studied in the same city. The cultural backgrounds of the participants are based on the places where they grew up (Global, 2021). Four participants were fond of ice cream, while the others were neutral. Nine participants were non-musicians and one participant had musical training.

Table 5.1: Participants’ details along with their relationship and cultural backgrounds. (pseudonyms used).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Cultural background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Evian (M, 30)</td>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suki (F, 25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Amber (F, 24)</td>
<td>Roommates</td>
<td>Australian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emma (F, 25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Australian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Ben (M, 27)</td>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>Australian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hanna (F, 26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Skyla (F, 25)</td>
<td>Roommates</td>
<td>Singaporean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rina (F, 23)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>Richard (M, 27)</td>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoey (F, 25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I first conducted a pre-study interview where I checked whether participants were allergic to ice cream. Each pair received a kit containing two 3D-printed cones, one Wi-Fi router, several pieces of food-safe aluminum foil, and a MacBook Pro running the sound software to take home. To mimic real eating experiences, I suggested that users put an off-the-shelf plain waffle cup into the cone before placing ice cream into the device. Participants were given AUD20 to buy off-the-shelf ice cream of their choice for the study. I also provided sanitiser wipes and napkins to clean the cones and any spilled ice cream (Figure 5.6). No other financial compensation was provided. I spent around 30 minutes explaining the study procedure and performed a demonstration of how to use the system.
I also provided each participant with written instructions on how to set up the system and how to clean the cones after using it. I expected the setup and cleaning phases to take less than three minutes. I maintained contact with participants through emails and phone calls in case they needed any technical support. I asked the participants to engage with WeScream! a minimum of five times in one week simultaneously with their partner. I also suggested that players limit themselves to one scoop each time when eating ice cream together. On average, participants used the system once a day, most often after mealtimes, for approximately 10 minutes (actual eating phase).

Participant performed the following tasks while using WeScream!:

- **Setup phase.** Participants switched on the cone before using it, put a piece of food-safe aluminium foil and a plain waffle cone on the top of the device, then placed one scoop of ice cream on the top of the plain waffle cone. Figure 5.7 shows the three-step setup phase.
Figure 5.7: The preparation process: (a) disinfected cone; (b) placing the aluminum foil; (c) serving the ice cream.

- **Use phase.** Participants began by clicking a button to reset the sensing data in the Pure Data program and chose their preferred instrument in Ableton Live. The participants then ate ice cream. The program generated a piece of a melody while participants ate ice cream collaboratively.

- **Cleaning phase.** Participants disposed of the piece of aluminium foil, as it was for one-time use, and disinfected the disconnected parts of the cone with the sanitiser wipes.

### 5.5 Data collection

The main source of data was the interview conducted at the end of the study, which went for about 30 to 45 minutes. I interviewed each pair together at the same time. I used a semi-structured interview approach to leave sufficient room for topics so as to support deeper elucidation of participants’ responses and thinking processes. During each interview, I took notes and audio-recorded interviews which were later transcribed for future analysis. I listed questions related to the research aim to remain on track while leaving sufficient flexibility for discussion. The questions revolved around their motivations, expectations and experiences of using WeScream! such as: when they used the system, what kinds of instrument they picked and how this affected the experience, as well as observations or insights they had regarding their own or their partner’s eating behaviours and any interesting stories that came out of using WeScream! together. I also gathered feedback on the system’s design, collaborative interactions and usage scenarios. Additionally, I welcomed opportunities to view any photographs and recordings of their interactions with WeScream! that participants captured during the study; this additional data helped me to investigate how users reacted to and integrated WeScream! into their everyday life.
5.6 Data analysis

I utilised inductive thematic analysis (Braun et al., 2008) to analyse the collected data. The semi-structured interviews were transcribed using NVivo (NVivo, 2021). Each question and its answer by each pair of participants were put together and considered one unit of data. In total, there were 382 units of data included in the analysis. I read all units several times to create code labels. These codes helped to identify the most interesting features of the data unit in order to group them together afterwards. In the first-round iteration of the thematic analysis I developed 40 labels, for example, “Understanding the device”, “Real-time sounds”, “Collaboration” and “Eating actions”. In the second round, I re-examined the 40 labels to merge similar codes into broader labels to reduce the complexity. The remaining codes were refined and merged into previous labels with the help of two senior researchers. Finally, I decreased the number of codes to 13. The analysis resulted in three themes that unpack the overall experience: playful social gustosonic experiences supported coordinated eating actions; improvised sounds facilitated shared attention to food; and awareness of relatedness increased through experiencing WeScream!.

5.7 Findings

The analysis resulted in three themes that detail how the playful social gustosonic experience supported coordinated eating actions and improvised sounds facilitated shared attention to food and increased awareness of relatedness. I use these themes to articulate three design tactics for designers aiming to create playful social gustosonic experiences.

5.7.1 Theme 1: Playful social gustosonic experiences supported coordinated eating actions

This theme describes how playing with ice cream through sounds supported coordinated eating action. Consuming ice cream in different ways became a reward to support challenges, competition and collaboration, and variations of sound facilitated coordinated eating actions.

F1: WeScream! offered challenging yet enjoyable experiences.
Participants told me they enjoyed the fact that playing sounds and eating ice cream were not separate but connected. Participants also appreciated the distinct sounds from the two cones, allowing them to explore variations of sound through eating together such as timbre, intensity and rhythm. Although they struggled to control the sounds well at
the beginning, they discussed their experience and came up with a set of eating rules to create more pleasing compositions. Ben said: “She [Hanna] suggested we should eat slower with small portions of ice cream each time, then we can create a stable piece of melody.” All participants liked how eating ice cream allowed them to create sounds together. However, they also said that collaborative interaction with sounds through eating ice cream was difficult. Six participants found it challenging that they could not collaborate as well as they wanted to with their friends or partners. For example, Amber said: “I think I need to practise my eating skills to produce a good melody. I was hoping that I could interact with the ice cream through my hands, like playing a guitar.” Rina thought that adding an LED light as a metronome could help them produce a piece of highly rhythmic music. She said: “If there is a light in the cone as a metronome, that would be great, we can perform a better rhythmic melody.”

**F2: WeScream! supported coordinated eating actions through multiple strategies.**

Although controlling sounds well was difficult for most participants the first time, WeScream! offered an enjoyable experience when the participants overcame the difficulty. For example, Emma said: “Eating with another person and playing some sounds together was fun. This thing I haven’t experienced before.” The success of collaboration depended on the proper synchronisation of eating between the two players; as Emma explained: “In the beginning, it was frustrating to play some noise. We stopped and gazed [at] each other. I feel like we got the same ideas without any talk, then we were biting ice cream at the same time.” Amber also agreed that the playing of sounds collaboratively depended on effective communication. She said: “Eating was like playing a game, but with more fun. We also got to think about strategies, like who will be the first eater and then who will play the main sounds”. Ben and Hanna said that they tried different eating actions, such as changing their eating pace, extending their licking time and consuming larger portions of ice cream. Ben reported that he figured out how his eating pattern could generate a similar melody to what he was able to achieve before. Hanna added: “We figured out how to create legato melodies through eating with this [WeScream!]. For example, I can ‘quick lick’ two times and not release for 3 to 5 seconds, then he [Ben] should lick small portions of ice cream and lick slightly”.

**F3: Participants enjoyed a slow eating pace through competition.**

The WeScream! system drove an eating competition for three pairs of participants. Richard and Zoey competed with each other in terms of who would generate a more listenable melody through licking or biting actions. Richard said: “We found that eating pace should be very slow, to control the sounds better. On Saturday afternoon, we started with her first and she generated a piece of soft and legato melody with a grand piano instrument. Then I tried to eat slower than her to add some chords on the
top of each other. We came to appreciate playing intricate and listenable music together through eating ice cream. It was a wonderful moment. So we started laughing.” Zoey added: “It was like a competition but to compete who was the slowest.”

**F4: Participants modified sound sources to increase enjoyment.**
Participants enjoyed generating new sounds with different instruments and eating different kinds of ice cream as part of that. Evian said: “I am looking forward to playing something new each time. I feel sometimes we are playing an instrument together and sometimes we are like a band. We tried to create similar sounds like yesterday, but we cannot do that again.” Suki added: “If I had plain ice cream as usual, I would already know nothing will come through. It was exciting to try different instruments everyday while eating ice cream”. Richard and Zoey also reported that they were able to correlate sounds that they generated the previous day, which in turn encouraged them to try to create new sounds through adding sounds effects to the system.

### 5.7.2 Theme 2: Improvised sounds facilitate shared attention to food

This theme depicts how improvised sounds facilitated shared attention to food.

**F5: WeScream! prompted attention to each other’s eating behaviours.**
Players reported that WeScream! made them pay more attention to each other’s eating behaviours. For example, Suki said: “It was interesting to notice his [Evian] eating behaviours during playing. When I have dinner with friends, I never noticed others’ eating behaviours, because we are in a conversation.” Building on this, Richard said: “It made me think about how I was eating ice cream with my friends and how they thought about my eating actions. I usually eat food fast but when we eat ice cream together with sounds, I have to slow down to collaborate with my partner.” In particular, participants’ eating behaviours were influenced by their sound collaboration. For example, five participants said that they paid attention to their eating speed. They found that if they kept their eating speed as usual, they could not get a “listenable” melody. To better collaborate with their friends or partners, they therefore ate the ice cream more slowly. Evian said: “It was challenging to slow the eating pace at first, but I decided to cooperate with my partner [Suki] to have fun together rather than finishing an ice cream.” Ben also said: “I did not know how fast I eat ice cream before this study as well as how slowly my partner [Hanna] eats. But we tried to synchronise our eating pace and licking actions, creating rhythmical sounds during playing.”

**F6: Ambiguity of sounds led to focus on food.**
Six participants reported that a delay in the sound as a result of technical problems with the feedback added a welcome surprise. The WeScream! system sends sensed data from
the ice cream via Wi-Fi to a laptop, then outputs the sounds through two Bluetooth speakers simultaneously. These two signals might influence each other sometimes. This situation was perceived as a surprise, which added ambiguity to the experience. This was not negatively judged by the participants, but, rather, they described it as a space for reflection on the relationship between their eating actions and the ice cream. As a result, it appears this ambiguity brought participants’ attention back to their food. For example, Suki said: “Given the system was suddenly mute, I paid more attention to my ice cream.” Similarly, Zoey said: “When it suddenly stopped, it was like a surprise, and we intuitively began to eat again, even touched the ice cream with fingers.” Richard added: “The ambiguity of the mute time is an interesting thing. It made me think about our eating behaviours, and we gazed at each other’s ice cream.”

**F7: WeScream! facilitated reminiscing about past social experiences.**
Engaging with WeScream! appeared to facilitate participants reminiscing about their past social eating experiences. Participants said that the experience reminded them of the times when they enjoyed ice cream with friends, talking about their previous ice cream eating experiences. For example, Evian said: “The experience reminded me of gathering with my best friend to eat ice cream together in a wonderful restaurant when she went to a university last year.” Similarly, Skyla said: “I enjoyed the experience a lot, especially the bit where we were playing sounds through eating together, as it reminded me of a classical digital drum game called Rock Fever when I played it a lot with my friends in my grade nine.”

**5.7.3 Theme 3: Awareness of relatedness increased through experiencing WeScream! as an everyday source of happiness**

This theme describes how WeScream! was not just about eating a novelty ice cream but was a pleasurable experience towards an everyday source of shared happiness.

**F8: Preparing WeScream! brought participants together.**
Four participants reported how preparing the ice cream brought them together. Amber said: “We started with plain vanilla-flavoured ice cream because we thought this was a study. But after creating [a] listenable melody together, we enjoyed having ice cream together. Emma and I thought we could go shopping together to order different flavours of ice cream as rewards for the next time.” Participants also chose each other’s favourite ice cream as a gift. Suki said: “Since we found our ways to play continuous music together, we felt ‘success!’ And when I found he [Evian] brought a box of mocha-flavoured ice cream for playing next time, I felt happy and grateful and [was] looking forward to playing again.”
**F9: WeScream! increased face-to-face communication.**

WeScream! appeared to increase face-to-face communication while eating ice cream together. Four participants described explicitly that they usually sat on the couch and watched TV or played video games while eating ice cream together, at home. They said how there was rarely eye contact during eating, and the talking was mostly brief, with only a couple of words, since their attention was on the TV. However, they said that WeScream! brought their attention back to face-to-face communication. All participants reported how they enjoyed this as a result of discussing how to play sounds together and how to eat the ice cream. For example, Amber commented: “It got us talking more, in particular, face-to-face communication with each other. Although we are sharing a house, we have little conversation during mealtime in our house. We even send messages via social media to chat with each other when staying in the same house.” Emma added: “We discussed strategies face to face and reminded each other about each other’s eating order through eye contact.”

**F10: WeScream! was used for comfort and emotional support.**

Interestingly, WeScream! motived participants to gift ice cream to their partner. Zoey told me: “One day, I felt my partner was unhappy when he was back home. He said that his best friend would move abroad soon, which he felt a bit down about. I felt I could surprise him to help him reduce the bad mood. I set up the system [WeScream!] and picked up a bell instruments that sounded like giggling.” Richard was laughing and added: “That was a big surprise. She fed me ice cream, then some sounds suddenly came out. We were laughing together, and I felt better at that moment.”

**F11: WeScream! fostered intimacy in partnership.**

Although participants knew each other before the study, six participants described that playing with sounds through eating with their partners fostered intimacy. Ben narrated a scenario to us: “Sharing one ice cream with friends is a bit weird. However, we [Ben and Hanna] were spontaneously feeding each other with our ice cream during the study.” Hanna added: “We also crossed our right arms with each other to eat ice cream with sounds collaboratively.”

**F12: WeScream! facilitated reflection on social bonding.**

Two participants sent messages to me after the end of the study. Before the study, Skyla and Rina knew each other for two weeks as Rina was Skyla’s new roommate. Skyla said: “We miss the ice cream cone, it was a good icebreaker. We remembered the enjoyable eating experience with each other and how we collaborated with playing the sound through eating. Now we cook together and share meals every day at home.” For example, Rina added: “It was more fun to generate sounds collaboratively, as it involves more connections with the other person when eating together.” Participants believed
that eating with sounds could act as an icebreaker between strangers in a public place because it pushed people to interact with each other. Rina said: “I am thinking of this as a good way of interacting with others when eating alone in a food court on campus.”

5.8 Design tactics

Together with my craft knowledge gained from designing WeScream!, I present three design tactics relating to the findings. I hope these design tactics can provide designers with practical guidance when aiming to create social playful gustosonic experiences.

5.8.1 Tactic 1: Support playing with sound rather than composing music to facilitate playful social gustosonic experiences

The study indicated that the ability to play with sounds can be an important factor in a coordinated eating interaction and relates to overall playful experiences. In order to facilitate collaborative interaction, this approach allows each player to control a musical scale through licking-on and licking-off actions. My initial intention with WeScream! was to support players to compose rhythmic music. For example, the licking-on and licking-off actions would add a number of drum sounds on top of a background sound. However, due to the ephemeral nature of ice cream, as it changes its volume and texture with every bite which results in different sensing signals, I noticed that it became quite difficult to collaboratively compose music as it required eating very precisely. Prior work already highlighted that precision is an essential feature in composing rhythmic music in real time (Robson, 2002). To solve this problem, I changed the initial design of WeScream! to instead use one single note with a C major scale and a looped note repeating over time. The result was that the system offered an interesting way to play with sounds collaboratively, yet the interaction remained simple. However, participants from the pilot study reported that the collaborative interaction offered very few surprises, resulting in the outcome becoming monotonous. To address this, I altered the design again and this time mapped the normalised capacitance data to a major pentatonic musical scale with different instruments and added a chord effect in one of the sound patches to enrich social play around sounds. The study suggests that this approach was successful, with participants describing their activities as playing with sounds, rather than composing music.

As such, I recommend that designers could consider supporting playing with simple sounds with different timbres, rather than to composing music, to facilitate playful social gustosonic experiences. In particular, I highlight that designers should think about using
basic sound parameters and the control of global sound quality such as volume and pitch. Employing such an approach has the additional advantage that the basic sound palette can be easily exchanged to suit different contexts; for example, some participants might like more bass and synthesiser sounds for a more electrical music-type experience.

5.8.2 Tactic 2: Utilise ambiguity as a design resource to support savouring

Ambiguity is usually considered an undesirable quality in the field of HCI. However, Gaver et al. (2003) argued that ambiguity could be a resource for design to encourage close personal engagements with an experience. Prior work has suggested that adding an incongruous quality to an original experience could be useful in spurring people towards a particular experience (Gaver et al., 2003; Velasco et al., 2016). There were several aspects of ambiguity revealed through my study. In this study, I offered participants a "naturalistic" ice cream eating experience that integrates well with sensing technology. To design playful eating experiences and technologies, Wilde and Bertran (2019) argued that technologies should support the actual eating activity, rather than disrupting it. WeScream! stepped towards crafting ice cream eating experiences by employing embodiment in the field of multisensory perception. A 3D-printed ice cream cone was crafted with a light wood filament to mimic the look and feel of a regular ice cream waffle cone. Then, adding sounds as an incongruous quality of a naturalistic ice cream eating experience created ambiguity for participants. Participants liked the tactile experience of the 3D-printed cone because it felt like a real waffle cone. This ambiguity of relationship caused participants to pay attention to the ice cream during eating and facilitated a free-form exploration (Arrasvuori et al., 2011). Participants also reported that they became aware of a delay glitch during playing with WeScream!, but they did not know the exact cause. This imprecise sound feedback also allowed participants to reflect on each other's eating behaviours and shared attention to each other's food. The incongruous and imprecise features of the WeScream! system allowed people to experience savouring. Savouring refers to the focus of attention on the sensory input of consumption experiences (Cheung and Hanh, 2010), highlighting a “heightened awareness” that makes people “more fully conscious of the pleasurable things we see, hear, smell, touch, or taste”. With WeScream! participants became aware of changing sounds through eating ice cream together and while they started paying attention to each other's eating behaviours, they appreciated playful social eating moments despite enduring struggles in controlling sounds.

Therefore, I suggest that designers could consider ambiguity as a design resource to support savouring around social eating scenarios. Moreover, this work indicates that
ephemeral characteristics of an edible interface (Kwon et al., 2015) might be an ambiguous design resource to facilitate reflections on savouring.

5.8.3 Tactic 3: Design playful social gustosonic experiences as “hard fun”

This study identified that playful social gustosonic experiences were not just about eating a novelty ice cream together. It appeared to also become a “hard fun” experience towards a playful engagement with social eating experiences. Hard fun is defined by Lazzaro (2009) as the “rewarding process of mastering a challenge that involves the creating and testing of strategies and the application of effort.” The key to the enjoyment of “hard fun” is generating strategies and applying creativity and the development of skills. In this study, I found that participants enjoyed the challenge of creating sounds through coordinated eating. They relished putting in effort to pursue the sense of completing a piece of melody together. Participants could experience play actively through eating ice cream together. They quickly realised that their awareness of their differences in terms of eating behaviour were a valuable asset to enrich the sound-making experience. They then came up with strategies and tested them out to get more pleasure. For example, participants discussed how to create a particular piece of music by having the more skilled player (the one whose eating speed was slower) trigger the main rhythmic chords for both players. Another example is where players discussed that they would try to lick as slowly as they could to generate a better melody than the other’s, turning it into a competition. They also enjoyed the process of exploring how much better they could play with sounds through slowly licking with each repetition. The findings also suggest that players often started the experience by engaging in similar, synchronous eating actions as a way to collaborate with their partner. As such, participants explored strategies for being dependent on one another through their eating actions, challenging participants’ normal eating behaviours as a way to facilitate playful social eating experiences. Prior work already suggested that designing interdependence in cooperative play may enhance players’ perceptions of connectedness and social engagement (Harris and Hancock, 2019). With WeScream!, when participants encountered failed cooperation, the negative experience also increased focus and concentration on the ice cream and potentially enhanced eating behaviours through coordinated eating interactions.

Overall, I suggest that designers could consider designing interdependent and open-end gameplay to create competition or cooperation as hard fun supporting playful social eating experiences.
5.9 Conclusion

In this case study, I have presented WeScream!, which allows users to interact with rhythmic sounds generated through the act of eating ice cream together. WeScream! offers open-ended gameplay where players can freely perform any eating actions and shows how to play music or create a steady flow of sounds through eating ice cream together. A qualitative analysis of an in-the-wild study with five pairs of participants has allowed me to derive three themes and three design tactics to analyze and design playful social gustosonic experiences.

The second case study showed that a playful gustosonic system can facilitate positive social eating interactions to enrich social eating experiences. This study extended my understanding of how to design social gustosonic play for eating together and how to design playfulness in social eating activities. This work also highlighted the potential for playful gustosonic experiences with ice cream to facilitate an in-the-moment playful eating experience. However, ice cream is considered a pleasurable treat when consumed in moderation and is usually eaten only occasionally, so ice cream may fall short in helping me with my understanding of how to design playful gustosonic experiences, as some of these gustosonic experiences might not be “special occasions” but are, rather, concerned with frequently repeated everyday eating and drinking activities. As such, my next step was to design a playful beverage-based gustosonic system in order to understand how the design needs to change if it is concerned with frequent everyday eating (and drinking) experiences.

In the next chapter, I will present “Sonic Straws”, which allows players to experience playful personalised sounds via drinking beverages through straws.
Chapter 6

Case Study 3: Sonic Straws

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes my last case study, “Sonic Straws”, a playful beverage-based gustosonic system in the form of an augmented cup that allows users to experience playful personalised sounds via drinking beverages through straws. With Sonic Straws (Figure 6.1), players can use personalised sound clips to generate melodies through two straws at the same time.

My two previous studies demonstrate that playing with sounds while eating ice cream can contribute to the playful and social character of the experience. The results showed that digitally generated sounds can affect in-the-moment eating experiences via eating ice cream individually or with others. However, ice cream is frequently cited as an example of “mood food” (Spence, 2017a; Spence et al., 2019b) and is generally considered a pleasurable treat when consumed in moderation (Linley et al., 2013). Compared to consuming ice cream, people consume beverages, especially water, more frequently in everyday life. The WHO (Barzilay et al., 1999) states that an adequate daily water intake is about 2.2-2.4 litres (about 9-12 glasses of water) for adults in average conditions. This means drinking activities are pervasive and play a crucial role in people’s daily routines. Inspired by the findings from case study 1 and case study 2 that suggest players could find value in enjoying pleasure via a playful gustosonic experience with ice cream, I extended these prior works by expanding my understanding of how to enrich such experiences when they go beyond one drinking/eating treat. This could lead to enriched drinking experiences and facilitate pervasive play in everyday life, promoting entertainment, sociality and reflection, and could potentially even be used to guide the
design of future systems that aim to help people to drink water more proactively and frequently through play, ultimately benefiting people’s physical and mental wellbeing.

To understand the UX of Sonic Straws, I conducted an in-the-wild (Rogers, 2011) study with 8 participants using the system for a week each. The study resulted in an enhanced understanding of the UX with Sonic Straws, especially how a playful gustosonic system can facilitate pleasurable drinking experiences in everyday life, going beyond one particular eating/drinking episode as was the focus in prior work.

In this case study with Sonic Straws, I answer my primary research question by investigating the sub-research question: *How do we design playful gustosonic experiences with beverages to support playful everyday drinking activities?*

### 6.2 Sonic Straws

Sonic Straws (Figure 6.2) is a playful beverage-based gustosonic system. The Sonic Straws system dynamically generates playful digital sounds when the user drinks any beverage through one, the other or both straws. The design also allows users to play their own personalised sound clips. The system consists of a customised lid and a holder containing a microcontroller (Adafruit Circuit Playground Express (CPX)), an amplifier and a 3.7 V lithium battery attached to the bottom of a regular (food-safe) cup. I chose to use a CPX for its capacitance-sensing capabilities, onboard speaker and handling of
sounds-files replacement. To play sounds at high quality, I added an amplifier to the CPX. Sonic Straws is a portable stand-alone system. It senses capacitance data via the two straws connected to the microcontroller. The detected capacitance data is mapped in order to trigger sounds when the value goes above a threshold. The sensed capacitance value varies depending on the user’s drinking action via the straws. To further enrich playful interactions, I used two straws that can sense drinking actions simultaneously while generating different sounds as a connected sequence. Therefore, the user can move their mouth between the two straws to create a continuous melody.

6.3 Design process

I developed Sonic Straws through an iterative design process that involved sketching, group discussion, and creation of several low-fidelity prototypes. Three group discussions were conducted to help refine the prototype and to gather diverse insights into how people drink in everyday life. The group discussion sessions included seven experts with diverse academic backgrounds: four interaction designers (from general HCI, with two of them also from HFI), one industry designer and two sound designers. The first session aimed to identify and observe the actions undertaken while drinking through straws and to decide on technical feasibility. In the group discussion, the motivations for people drinking beverages together in various settings were discussed to arrive at the possible design choices. I note that sometimes people like to share a beverage with others based on companionship. Therefore, an intriguing design space appeared to be designing straw-based interactions for drinking together.
The aim of the second group discussion session was to set up a sound system for drinking beverages in everyday life. The idea was to build a sound system that can play different personalised sounds at the same time. In addition, to prolong and enrich the user’s engagement with Sonic Straws, the two sound designers helped us select possible preset sound samples based on a soundscape appraisal model (van den Bosch et al., 2017) and the PLEX framework (Lucero et al., 2013) for choosing sounds in terms of pleasantness, arousal, and playfulness. All group members discussed three possible sound interactions: using MIDI single notes with consonance inspired by playing instruments; using preset playful sound clips based on prior work (Wang et al., 2019); and using personalized everyday sound clips selected by users. The sound designers designed three possible sound systems in Max/MSP (Cycling ’74, 2021) to demonstrate different sound interactions. We also did initial playtesting, where we mapped drinking actions to each sound system. We then discussed the pros and cons of each system, and identified an initial sound configuration. Considering the repetition of sipping actions, I finally set up a sound configuration after 20 trials with different paces of drinking action during this prototyping stage.

The third group discussion session focused on designing a straw-based interface to support sustainability and ease of use. I aimed to support common forms for both the cup and the straws (e.g. size, weight, shape) to ensure their ecological and social validity. In the group discussion, all members discussed different solutions to support ease of use on sticky notes. We categorised the sticky notes and narrowed down a solution. Finally, I decided to conduct a pilot study for the intended in-the-wild (Rogers, 2011) study.

6.3.1 Designing a sound system for connected gustosonic experiences

The main challenge for the sound design was that the system should provide users with sustained playful engagement, as drinking is a pervasive and repeated activity throughout every day. I identified that each sipping action with a straw usually lasts 2 to 4 seconds. I therefore limited each sound clip to 3 seconds with a 1-second fade-out to allow players to react to what they heard during each sipping action. With Sonic Straws, I utilised playful sounds previously used (Wang et al., 2019) for the initial sound system. I found that even playing the same sound appeared to cause people to stay engaged with Sonic Straws in the pilot study. However, participants reported that after experiencing all the preset sounds, they were looking forward to richer sound feedback. I then decided that the sound system should support playing both preset sounds and personalised sounds selected by users in line with participants’ preferences. I acknowledge that users might disengage with a novel system after the initial excitement vanishes (Gaver et al., 2006). This led me to design connected gustosonic interactions to facilitate a more
sustained engagement with the system. Inspired by musical instruments, I created two straws that can sense drinking actions simultaneously while generating different sounds as a connected sequence. As such, the user can move their mouth between the two straws to make a continuous melody. To further enrich playful interaction, I also set up additional sounds for when the user is drinking through the two straws together: during the design iterations, I found that the tempo of sounds also plays a key role in linking sounds together. Based on the pace of the sipping action, I first set up the rhythm of the sounds to be 80 beats per minute (BPM). I then found that users needed a faster pace to establish a perceived link between two sounds. After three more rounds of iteration, I decided on a rhythm of 110 BPM, allowing the user to perceive a transition between two sounds without losing context. As such, the user can create connected sound interactions individually or collectively (Figure 6.3).

6.3.2 Choosing preset sounds as guidance for gustosonic experiences

Previous work suggested that giving prior information about playful interactions can be useful in customising playful experiences (Ferrara, 2012). I therefore provided preset sounds (which users could change later) selected in consultation with the two sound designers from the group discussion sessions. The preset sounds were chosen to represent a broad range of sound designs. I chose four sound sets: anthropomorphism, fantasy, old school, and nature, respectively aimed to match the four main components of pleasantness in the soundscape appraisal model (van den Bosch et al., 2017): active, interested, enjoying and relaxed. Each set consisted of two sound clips for each straw. The set for anthropomorphism consisted of human vocal sounds that playfully responded to each other. Fantasy offered metaphorical sounds based on people’s natural cognitive experiences (Back and Des, 1996), for example, a cat meowing and a bird singing. The set for old school consisted of short, legato and consonant sounds of classical instruments, for example, violin chords and cello chords. Finally, the nature set offered meditative sounds such as raindrops and forest sounds. I acknowledge that the understanding of these sounds is based on the user’s cultural conditioning and natural cognitive experience.
mapping (Dubois et al., 2006); therefore, further exploration regarding sound content might be needed.

6.3.3 Implementing the final design

I adopted the experience prototyping design method, which enables users to gain first-hand experience by engaging with prototypes (Buchanau and Suri, 2000). Two researchers on this project used the Wizard of Oz technique (Dahlbäck et al., 1993) to play back the preset sounds using a normal coffee cup as a low-fidelity prototype in the first group discussion session. Based on the initial experience with the low-fidelity prototype, I then identified the following four design challenges for the final design of Sonic Straws:

- The design should prevent the electronics, including the battery, coming in contact with liquid.
- The form factor should resemble a standard sustainable cup.
- The cup should be easy to refill; moreover, users should be able to exchange the straws easily.
- All material in contact with the beverage should be food-safe.

For the implementation, I explored various forms of Sonic Straws. My initial idea was to place the microcontroller and speaker into a lid structure (Figure 6.4). However, during trials I found that this form evoked surprise and interfered with the sounds being heard. My second design was inspired by a regular smoothie cup. I embedded a replaceable cup inside a 3D-printed cup-shaped cover (Figure 6.5); however, I considered the size and weight of the second design to be too bulky and heavy, and it also caused a sensing issue while filling the cup.

Inspired by the “Affective Tumbler” (Suzuki et al., 2014), which consists of a holder containing a microcontroller attached to a paper cup for drinking beverages, I decided on individual components for my system. I designed a container for the electronics, complemented by a replaceable paper cup that sits on top of the holder secured with velcro and a customised lid with two holes including removable copper conductive tape for sensing via the straws (Figure 6.6).
Figure 6.4: (a) The first concept design of Sonic Straws; (b) a microcontroller was placed into a bottom structure; (c) the appearance of the initial Sonic Straws.

Figure 6.5: (a) The second concept design of Sonic Straws; (b) a replaceable cup was covered with a customized cover; (c) a 3D-printed Sonic Straws cup cover.

Figure 6.6: (a) A customised lid with two holes; (b) the electronics in the bottom container; (c) the Sonic Straws system with all components.
6.3.4 Pilot study

I conducted a pilot study to make sure that the technical aspects of the Sonic Straws system were working as intended for the in-the-wild (Rogers, 2011) study. I invited two participants to participate in a series of trials, each lasting 30 minutes, including an exit interview. I recorded how they set up the system and changed sounds, and their drinking actions. The participants were free to use the system any way they liked during the study. The participants seemed to understand my intention with the physical design—“I like this stand-alone device and it looks like a normal cup when I am drinking”—and enjoyed the personalisation option: “I have some funny sounds that I collected before. I can use these personalised sounds with this system. These sounds link my past memories, this is beautiful.” In terms of the design with two straws, one of the participants commented: “It is quite interesting with two straws. I can use them at the same time individually and I also can share drinks with my partner.” I also noted that participants were able to improvise music via interacting with two straws. For example, one of the participants said: “I chose bass drum and snare sound for each straw and a hi-hit [to] trigger both straws together. Then I found a sequence with [a] different pace of sipping action with two straws. It was like playing a drum while drinking beverages.”

Figure 6.7: Participants in the same household experienced Sonic Straws in an indoor setting (left and middle photos taken by a friend at a party, selfies on the right taken by participants).

6.4 Sonic Straws in action

To understand the user experience, I conducted an in-the-wild study (Rogers, 2011) with 8 participants (4 males and 4 females in total, age 26±2.7 (mean±S.D.) years) to understand the UX with Sonic Straws (Figure 6.7). The study took place in four households with two participants in each. I decided to engage more than one person from the same household in order to understand the social dynamics regarding the use of Sonic Straws. I told participants that they could use the system any time they wanted, in any way they wanted, over a period of one week. No compensation was provided. Table 6.1 provides participants’ details for each household along with their relationships.
and cultural backgrounds. All participants had lived in Australia for more than one year. The participants were all studied in the same city. The cultural backgrounds of the participants are based on the places where they grew up (Global, 2021). None of them reported problems with hearing or drinking disorders. None of them had musical training.

Table 6.1: Participants’ details along with their relationship and cultural backgrounds. (pseudonyms used).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Cultural background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Keith (M, 23)</td>
<td>Roommates</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark (M, 24)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Rina (F, 24)</td>
<td>Roommates</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aiko (F, 26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Jeannie (F, 26)</td>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethan (M, 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Australian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Roger (M, 28)</td>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoe (F, 26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I provided off-the-shelf disposable cups, straws and lids. Although the system can support reusable materials, I opted for single-use components for hygiene reasons. Each pair received a package (Figure 6.8) containing a packet of straws, a packet of disposable paper cups with lids, two Sonic Straw containers with the electronics, an adhesive-backed conductive tape, two power banks and a MacBook Pro laptop for converting sound formats and storing sound data (all participants were comfortable with using laptops, including converting sound formats).
Figure 6.8: Each pair of participants received a kit containing two Sonic Straws systems.

After participants received the package, I spent around 30 minutes explaining the study procedure and performed a demonstration of how to use the system via videoconferencing. I also provided each participant with written instructions on how to set up the system and how to replace the cups and straws. I maintained contact with participants through emails and phone calls in case they needed technical support. I also asked the participants to engage with Sonic Straws at least once per day, either individually or with their partner.

Participants performed the following tasks while using Sonic Straws:

- **Setup phase.** After selecting personalised sound files, participants encoded them into the WAV format via Audacity (Audacity, 2021). I also supported the format conversion process by providing instructions and offered help, but participants did not report challenges in this regard. After conversion, participants connected the system to the laptop and uploaded their sounds. Then participants attached the conductive tape to the straws and the microcontroller (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9: The setup phase of the Sonic Straws system.
• **Use phase.** Participants began by switching on the power and clicking a button on the microcontroller to start the system. Participants could also adjust the volume via a small knob we included in the system’s container. Then participants were free to drink at any time, any way they liked, using any beverage. Participants were encouraged to log any information they thought might be relevant to the analysis of the experience, such as: what kinds of beverages they drank, what kinds of sounds they used, why they chose that sound set and how they felt at the time, as well as any reflections on using Sonic Straws.

• **Replacement phase.** Participants were free to dispose of the cup, lid and straws, and replace them as needed.

### 6.5 Data collection and analysis

The main source of data was the interviews conducted at the end of the study, which lasted about 30 to 45 minutes per pair of participants. I used a semi-structured interview approach to leave sufficient room for other topics in order to support deeper elucidation of participants’ responses and thinking processes. During each interview, I took notes and recorded the audio, which was later transcribed. I asked questions related to the research aims to remain on track while leaving sufficient flexibility. The questions revolved around participants’ motivations, expectations and experiences of using Sonic Straws, such as: when they used the system, what kinds of beverages they used, what types of sounds they used, and how the sound affected their drinking experiences, as well as observations or insights they had regarding their own or their partner’s drinking experiences and any interesting stories that came out of using the Sonic Straws system. Additionally, I welcomed opportunities to view any photographs or recordings of their experiences with Sonic Straws that participants captured during the study; this additional data helped to understand how the users reacted to and integrated Sonic Straws into their everyday drinking activities. The interviews were transcribed using NVivo (NVivo, 2021) and I utilised an inductive thematic analysis (Braun et al., 2008) to analyse the data. Each question and its answer by each pair of participants were put together and considered one unit of data. In total, there were 332 units of data included in the analysis. Two of the researchers including me read the transcripts three times to become familiar with the data and then coded the data independently. These codes helped to identify the most interesting features of the data units in order to group them together. In the first-round iteration of the thematic analysis, 37 labels were developed, for example, “Understanding the device,” “Harmonious melody,” “Type of drinking,” “Collective interactions,” “Sensation of taste” and “Drinking actions”. In the second round, two
of the researchers discussed and re-examined the codes to merge similar ones into 22 labels to reduce complexity. These labels were then iteratively clustered into higher level themes with the help of two senior researchers in order to unpack the overall experiences.

6.6 Findings

I present my analysis of the interviews that resulted in the three themes: self-expression via playful drinking actions, pleasurable social drinking moments and reflection on participants’ everyday drinking activity.

6.6.1 Theme 1: Self-expression via playful drinking actions

This theme depicts how participants: enjoyed aligning personalised sounds with the taste of the beverage; extended playful drinking experiences through personalised sounds; were rewarded with different sounds with each sip; engaged in self-expression through turning sipping into music-making; turned drinking into a form of sound’s narrative potential; and enjoyed how the sounds could turn drinking into a relaxation opportunity.

F1: Participant enjoyed aligning personalised sounds with the taste of the beverage. All participants appreciated that they could use their own sounds for self-expression. They aimed to select sounds that matched their emotions or past personal experiences and tried to align them with the taste of the beverage. For example, Aiko said: “I used sounds associated with my mood. And I would also think about the flavour of beverages for a few minutes before I used it. Then I would be focusing on whether the sound suited that flavor of beverage. Sometimes I drank milk bubble tea with a pleasant sound and I preferred to drink green tea with a forest sound.” Moreover, Aiko reflected on her experiences during the study: “Sometimes I can hear background music or ambient noise while eating outside, but I do not pay attention to the content of these sounds. When it [Sonic Straws] generated sounds during drinking, I would get excited but also wondered, what is the next sound? Or what if there is no sound for the next sip?” Similarly, Rina said: “I enjoyed pleasant sounds when I used it; in particular I enjoyed bubbling sounds with sparkling water and soft drinks.”

F2: Participants extended playful drinking experiences through personalised sounds.
All participants felt that Sonic Straws was intriguing and exciting. For example, Jeannie emphasised how she was impressed by the sonic feature of Sonic Straws, especially in
comparison with typical experiences of drinking water: “I have a lot of cups, I bought them because of aesthetics or as a souvenir, but Sonic Straws stood out from other cups because of its playful and sonic features. I could design sounds for my favourite beverages.” Similarly, Mark said: “This [Sonic Straws] is a new thing for me. It is interesting and lovely. I haven’t seen this sort of thing before.” Jeannie also designed her sounds according to the weather forecast while drinking tap water. She said: “When I used it over time [during the study], it made me think about other ways to design sounds. I often forgot to read the weather forecast, but I think that is important for daily routine. So I started by looking for the weather forecast in my location. I first selected sounds that could represent the weather for each day, like thunderstorm sounds, wind sounds and rainy sounds.” Jeannie also described how she used Sonic Straws in particular ways: “Sometimes, I used one straw to represent daytime and the other for the night. If the weather suddenly changed, I would change the soundtracks. I also set up a sound that represented the weather for yesterday when I was drinking via two straws together. On the last day I used Sonic Straws, I reviewed all sounds on the laptop. It was fascinating to experience the sounds changing day by day while drinking.”

F3: Participants were rewarded with different sounds with each sip.
Six participants described how they explore the four preset sounds sets by moving their mouth between the two straws. For example, Mark said: “When I drank with one straw the generated sound was slightly different from the second drink, then I moved my mouth to the other straw. Each sound was different. Later I quickly moved my mouth between two straws and the connection was interesting. It was like two animals could talk with each other. It provoked my imagination with a story while playing with two sounds.” Aiko added: “I tried all the preset sounds with two straws, but when I drank with two straws together, the sound was totally different. It was like a reward for exploration.”

F4: Participants engaged in self-expression through turning sipping into music-making.
Two households reported that the different sonic interaction possibilities allowed them to experience drinking as improvising music, which facilitated self-expression. For example, Keith said: “At first, I was excited to show my improvised sounds to my roommate. I tried different instrument sounds and various actions of drinking in order to present a piece of listenable melody. You know, the sound was like chaos at the beginning. After trials, I found my way to perform better. I moved my mouth between two straws and counted beats.” Mark added: “Yeah, he did a really good job. You know, he is like a one-man band.”
F5: Participants turned drinking into a form of sound’s narrative potential. 
Two participants reported that they preferred to use human vocal sounds because these could turn into a story through drinking. For example, Mark said: “When you gave us this system, I tried all your preset sounds first. Those sounds were pleasant. But I found that I liked slow-paced human vocals so much [more with] the system. Later, I used similar vowel sounds and my favorite cartoon character’s vocal sounds. It was like creatures were whispering to me while I was drinking!” Keith added: “I used two coherent vocal sounds for each straw. When I moved my mouth between the two straws, it sounded like echoes when you are shouting in the mountains.”

F6: Participants enjoyed how the sounds could turn drinking into a relaxation opportunity.
Four participants felt hearing nature sounds increased their perception of being more relaxed while drinking. Jeannie compared her experience of drinking without sound: “Normally I drink beverages in a very relaxed situation or for releasing stress. With Sonic Straws, I mostly liked the forest sounds. Although the sound was episodic, this made drinking beverages more enjoyable.” Zoe added: “I think drinking is relaxation and sounds like rainy sounds make me feel very relaxed. I liked the slow sounds; they made me enjoy drinking a lot and calm down.”

6.6.2 Theme 2: Pleasurable social drinking moments
This theme depicts a further six findings on how participants’ use of Sonic Straws influenced the way they drank beverages together: participants enjoyed coordinating drinking actions via playing with sound together; and inferred their partner’s emotions based on sound selection; Sonic Straws’s sounds facilitated social play over beverages; facilitated sharing beverages experiences; made participants curious about their partner’s taste in beverages; and created opportunities for conversation.

F7: Participants enjoyed coordinating drinking actions via playing with sound together.
Sonic Straws appeared to facilitate coordinated drinking actions while participants played sounds together. Participants said that playing sounds with Sonic Straws together was challenging, yet enjoyable. To make a harmonious melody, the success of collaboration depended on the proper drinking actions, such as the drinking pace, release time and consumed volume of beverage with each sip. For example, Roger said: “We shared one cup of Coke while using it [Sonic Straws]. We found that coordinated actions were crucial for playing with shared beverages together. You could prevent one
person consuming a lot.” Zoe laughed and added: “He sipped a lot each time. In the end the system only played his sounds.” Interestingly, Keith and Mark said that they tried to use two Sonic Straws together for making music via drinking water. They found a drinking pattern for generating a melody. Keith said: “We figured out how to collaborate with each other to generate melodies with this [Sonic Straws]. For example, we chose instrument sounds from the system. I could sip one of my straws first and not release for five seconds, then he [Mark] could sip one straw twice and quickly move to the other straw for one sip.”

F8: Participants inferred their partner’s emotions based on sound selection. Two participants reported that their partner’s sound selection drew their attention to their partner’s emotions. For example, Rina said that the sounds selected by Aiko drew her attention to Aiko’s emotions: “I knew she selected sounds based on her mood. Those sounds made me realise how her mood changed. Sometimes the sounds were pleasant, like a bird sound or a cat sound. But I heard her favourite idol’s voice a lot in one day. I think she was excited at that time.” Similarly, Roger said: “Her [Zoe] selected sounds attracted my attention to her emotional state. I knew she preferred to use nature sounds while drinking water. When I heard different sounds one night, I asked her if there was anything making her happy.”

F9: Sonic Straws’s sounds facilitated social play over beverages. Participants used the sounds to play games together, with some of them using the beverages as game rewards. For example, Keith said: “I was looking forward to hearing the sounds he [Mark] used every night. He used some cartoon characters’ voices. It was cool. I could guess which character it was.” Mark added: “It was like a puzzle game. We then talked around characters and related stories based on sounds.” Similarly, Rina and Aiko designed a game with Sonic Straws before sharing beverages. Rina said: “I used Sonic Straws to share beverages with her [Aiko]. I only set up one straw to generate sound before sharing. Then I asked her to guess which straw should be used for creating sounds. If she chose right, she could drink first and consume more beverage.”

F10: Sonic Straws’s sounds facilitated sharing beverages experiences. Six participants appreciated that Sonic Straws allowed them to share beverages while playing with sounds together. For example, Zoe said: “It [Sonic Straws] created opportunities for my partner [Roger] and me to interact with each other more. He used to spend most of his time on PlayStation or TV when we were staying in the living room. But when I used Sonic Straws, we didn’t have to talk much, we would play with sounds together and share drinks.” Similarly, Rina and Aiko reported: “We placed the Sonic Straws on our dining table. We enjoyed playing with sounds together and shared our favourite beverages after dinner.”
F11: Sonic Straws’s sounds made participants curious about their partner’s taste in beverages.
Two participants pointed out that the sounds drew their attention to their partner’s drinks. For example, Roger said that the drinking sound made him curious about his partner’s taste in beverages simply through hearing the sound: “It’s quite fascinating. The generated sounds also attracted my attention to what kind of beverage she drank. Those sounds made me feel that the beverage tasted special.” Similarly, Ethan said: “The sounds attracted my attention to her [Jeannie’s] drinking actions when she was drinking with that cup [Sonic Straws]. Then I asked her what kind of beverage she was drinking for fun.”

F12: Sonic Straws’s sounds created opportunities for conversation.
All participants appreciated that Sonic Straws sounds created opportunities for conversation. For example, Zoe said: “While Roger used it one night, I had a Skype call with my mum. My mum also paid attention to it [Sonic Straws] because of the sounds generated by drinking water. Then all of us started a conversation naturally around it.” Participants mentioned that the sounds helped them to bring their attention back to the social aspects of dining together. For example, Aiko said: “When we ate together, we used to spend time on our phones. But when I drank water with it [Sonic Straws] at the dining table, the sounds could bring our attention back. Then we started a conversation naturally.”

6.6.3 Theme 3: Reflections on participants’ everyday drinking activity
This theme depicts the final six findings about how participants talked about Sonic Straws facilitating reflection in different ways. Participants had different interpretations while engaging with Sonic Straws in everyday life; Sonic Straws motivated participants to drink more frequently and proactively; Sonic Straws brought more awareness to everyday drinking activities; and facilitated reminiscence through personalised sounds; Sonic Straws’s sounds where part of the gift-giving when making a drink for someone; inspired a desire for further personalisation; and led to reflections on voice-based smart agents at home.

F13: Sonic Straws motivated participants to drink more frequently and proactively.
Six participants reported that the playful gustosonic interactions motivated them to drink more frequently and proactively. They used the Sonic Straws system instead of their original cups for drinking during the study. Aiko said: “I used this cup [Sonic Straws] over time during the study. I drank more frequently than usual because of the
sounds and I wondered how the sounds would sound differently each time while sipping beverages.” Similarly, Zoe said: “I drank proactively with it when staying at home. It made me to enjoy drinking water by bringing in the aspect of sounds.”

**F14: Sonic Straws brought more awareness to everyday drinking activities.**
The Sonic Straws system brought participants more awareness of their everyday drinking activities. For most participants, the study was an effective ingredient in their daily routines while staying at home. Ethan described how the Sonic Straws system triggered a reflection on drinking interventions: “I know these sounds can not only be a playful resource but also affect the method of drinking in everyday life; for example, following a kind of musical rhythm, people can drink more slowly and stay mindful of getting hydrated.” Similarly, Rina said that the system helped her to reflect on how she drank during the day: “Although this kind of experience is episodic, this [Sonic Straw] was more for fun, for mood. I liked undertaking this playful drinking activity because playing with sounds made me happy.” Interestingly, participants mentioned how the Sonic Straws system became a part of daily life: “I found it was easy to use. When I was familiar with the sound system, I could use the drinking cup as usual while drinking water. When I wanted to have some fun while drinking, I would also easily turn it on or turn it off.”

**F15: Sonic Straws facilitated reminiscence through personalised sounds.**
Participants reported that engaging with Sonic Straws facilitated reminiscence regarding their past drinking experiences. For example, Jeannie said: “When I heard rainy sounds while drinking tea, it evoked my memories: because of a thunderstorm, we [she and Ethan] had to stay at a small tea shop and had afternoon tea there when we travelled to Kyoto two years ago.” Ethan added: “Yeah, I could still remember the taste of oolong tea and the rainy sounds hitting the roof.” By using sounds from her dog, Rina reported that the drinking actions supported her in reminiscing about her dog: “I think this [Sonic Straws] could be my companion. I used puppy sounds as I missed my puppy dog so much. It was like she was staying with me.”

**F16: Sonic Straws’s sounds were part of the gift-giving when making a drink for someone.**
Four participants performed the act of giving particular sounds to others. Rina narrated a scenario to us: “One day, I felt my roommate [Aiko] was frustrated. She told me she was struggling with her homework. She seemed a bit tired and down. That night, I secretly changed her sounds on the Sonic Straws. I felt I could give her a surprise.” Aiko added: “It was so specific and a big surprise when I used it the next day. She used a cute cheering sound. It’s kind of like she was telling me: ‘You can do it!’ I felt much better at that moment.” Similarly, Ethan told us: “I was a bit busy with my work at
home. I had not tried the sounds as much as I wanted to, yet I enjoyed the sounds Jeannie selected for me. It was like a gift; you did not know when the sounds would be changing."

**F17: Sonic Straws inspired a desire for further personalisation.**

Interestingly, I found that Sonic Straws inspired a desire for further personalisation beyond the sound. For example, Rina drew some doodles on the outside of the cup that she believed matched the sounds she had selected: “I found that I could do more around the cup. I sketched two doodles on the surface of the cup when I heard those sounds. I used a cat meowing and a puppy barking, then I drew a kitty and a puppy to complete the story.” Aiko said: “I wanted to explore more of Sonic Straws rather than just playing with sound, so I played with those straws a little bit. I used different lengths of straw and designed a connected straw.”

**F18: Sonic Straws led to reflection on smart voice-based agents at home.**

Two participants reported that sensing errors with Sonic Straws promoted reflection on smart voice-based agents. In the system, the capacitance sensing can be influenced by strong electrical signals from devices such as a laptop, mobile phone or TV. Participants reported that resulting sensing errors added personality to the cup. This was not negatively judged by the participants but, rather, described as a space for reflection on smart voice-based agents at home. Zoe explained: “Once, I forgot to reset the system after I refilled the water one night. I put it near my laptop on the desk, then I went back to work. After a while, it [Sonic Straws] started ‘yelling’; that was surprising me. Then Roger walked through and looked at it, and then said: ‘Stop yelling, stop yelling’.” Roger laughed and added: “It was like a companion but also had its personality.”

### 6.7 Design tactics

Grounded in the user accounts and my critical reflection on my design choices, I now present three design tactics in relation to my results. These tactics could guide other designers when aiming to create future playful beverage-based gustosonic experiences.

#### 6.7.1 Tactic 1: Utilise playful and personalized sounds to move players from drinking surprises to self-expression via drinking

The Sonic Straws’s sound system allowed the participants to use personalised sounds, which appeared to support their self-expression via playful drinking actions; this was greatly enjoyed. Prior work indicated that supporting personalization can facilitate self-expression and contribute to a positive experience with technology (Sung et al., 2009);
this seemed to be confirmed through this study. During the initial interactions with Sonic Straws, the players engaged predominantly with the preset sounds, which offered surprises and in consequence stimulated curiosity. This curiosity appeared to motivate players to explore the system through normal drinking actions, e.g. sipping via one of the straws. The generated sound as a result of the drinking actions then gradually let players become aware of how to play sounds via drinking. As such, the experience began with initial "regular" drinking that resulted in playful sounds that facilitated a lusory attitude in the player. This attitude, which can serve as a vehicle for play according to Suits (1984), was important to fuel the next moment of the experience. As the Sonic Straws system allowed to go further than only playing one playful sound, players experienced connected sonic interactions through two straws that could trigger sounds from a preset sound set: each preset sound source could either connect with each other or respond to each other. This appeared to facilitate the next step, where the lusory attitude seemed to motivate players to explore the system further: they began playing with the two straws and further explored what would happen if they modified their drinking actions. For example, players aimed to perform a harmonious melody by changing sipping paces, mediating the amount of beverage consumption by changing duration, adjusting the releasing time while sipping, moving the mouth between two straws, etc. In other words, the preset sounds that facilitated a lusory attitude led participants to explore how they could modify their drinking actions. I note that the playful experience framework (Lucero et al., 2013) stress how important "exploration" is as part of play, however, the author describe it as "investigating an object or situation", here I extend this prior work by adding that exploration can also investigate not only an object or situation, but the mechanics of an existing everyday activity, i.e. drinking. As such, I argue that play was further facilitated through sounds that reframed drinking actions as playful exploration.

After becoming more familiar with the system, players also appeared to explore the potential of the system for play further by setting up various sounds of their own. They selected these sounds based on the different everyday contexts the beverages are consumed in, including considering their emotions, past personal experiences, and their own and their partner’s drink and sound preferences. As such, players aimed to map their personal drinking styles with their personal tastes, where taste was referring to both sound and beverage preferences. As such, the aforementioned exploration around drinking actions was extended to personal sounds that participants used to express themselves: through the mapping between the sounds they played and the beverages they chose. Such self-expression has been previously described as another key element of playful experiences, articulated as "manifesting oneself creatively" (Lucero et al., 2014). However, in the context of pervasive play (Montola et al., 2009), this mostly occurs
through games that are placed within everyday life, but still occur independently. Here, I extend this prior work by highlighting that systems can facilitate playful experiences by supporting players to express themselves through the ability to generate novel personalized mappings between digital play elements and everyday actions. Supporting such self-expression through personalization has been previously highlighted as being useful as it can facilitate a spontaneous re-appropriation loop in a variety of new contexts (Ostuzzi et al., 2017). This in line with the previous design tactics (in Chapter 4) that varied sounds can support different self-expression through eating actions as a way to facilitate playful experiences. As such, I recommend for designers to consider playful and personalized sounds to move players from drinking surprises to self-expression via drinking.

6.7.2 Tactic 2: Expand the social “magic circle” of play through amplified playful sounds as a way to facilitate experiencing drinking as social play

Sonic Straws supported positive social interactions through amplified playful sounds. When participants drank beverages using Sonic Straws, the sound was heard by others more vividly and loudly than a usual drinking noise. This served as a facilitator for social interaction, that is, the augmented sounds made others aware that someone was drinking, making people curious what they were drinking and facilitated inviting others to join in and sharing of beverages. Moreover, Sonic Straws facilitated laughter around (mis-)coordination when aiming to achieve harmonious sounds, and supported discussion among additional household members through the use of sounds. We note that one’s perception of sounds usually depends on the perception of acoustic phenomena through a cognitive process (Dubois et al., 2006), where the interpretation of sounds can be influenced by physical, behavioural and psychological factors in different locations. Therefore, when deploying Sonic Straws in a social setting where the sound generated through user’s self-expression can be heard and interpreted by other household members in the collocated environment, the other householders might have different interpretations of the sound. This might cause additional verbal communication and promote social connection. Interestingly, although our participants might have had different interpretations, Sonic Straws appeared to increase the participants’ awareness of their partner’s moods and motivated them to care for each other. According to Montola et al. (2009), pervasive play can blur the line between the magic circle of play and everyday life by expanding social boundaries of traditional digital games through pervasive computing. Here, I extend this theory by demonstrating that the social “magic circle” of play can be expanded by this playful beverage-based gustosonic system that amplifies
playful sounds compared to original drinking, where participants can choose beverages and playful sounds combinations that facilitate various interactions with others. This in line with a prior design tactic in Chapter 5 that designing playful social gustosonic experiences can enrich social play through eating together.

As such, I recommend that designers could consider that the amplified playful sounds can expand the social magic circle of play while facilitating playful social experiences around drinking through experiencing drinking as social play.

6.7.3 Tactic 3: Integrate sounds as an opportunity to reframe drinking actions as play to facilitate reflection on everyday drinking activities

I argue that Sonic Straws became integrated with the players’ everyday life, mainly due to the pervasive nature of drinking activities, which in turn facilitated reflection on their everyday drinking activities. Drinking is an essential daily activity for everyone regardless of age, gender, race and cultural background (Campbell, 2004). This stands in contrast to many other pervasive play experiences that are often specific to a particular context or targeted at a particular user group, possibly pervading everyday life (McGonigal, 2003; Montola et al., 2009) but not integrating with it. In contrast, Sonic Straws through the pleasure associated with its augmented multisensory experience appeared to integrate with everyday life and this in turn seemed to reframe everyday drinking activity as play (Huerga et al., 2016). Every time the user drank a beverage with Sonic Straws, the user engaged with the playful system, giving rise to the opportunity to naturally trigger explorations of the system and reflection on everyday drinking experiences. Such an integrated experience is in line with the prior theory of unselfconscious interaction (Wakkary et al., 2016), which describes “a form of interaction facilitated by ongoing and incremental intersection with interaction design artifacts that over time and even unknowingly lead to improvements in everyday settings.” This prior research has mostly focused on instrumental improvements (Kim et al., 2016). With my work, I extend this theory by highlighting the potential to also facilitate experiential improvements. Similarly, Sonic Straws also speaks to prior research around interaction design for reflection that suggests the integration of reflection facilitators with everyday life in order to better support everyday self-reflection (Mols et al., 2016a). As reflection always needs time (Fleck and Fitzpatrick, 2010), I argue that integrating opportunities for reflection through gustosonic experiences offers an opportunity to encourage reflections in an unobtrusive way (Mols et al., 2016b). Therefore, I argue that a playful beverage-based gustosonic system can reframe drinking actions as play by allowing participants to engage with drinking activities through play design, rather than through the creation
of a completely new game. Taken together, the findings above revealed the potential for designing playful gustosonic systems around everyday practices that can facilitate reflection on such everyday practices. I therefore recommend that designers could consider integrating sounds as an opportunity to reframe drinking actions as play to facilitate reflection on everyday drinking activities.

6.8 Conclusion

In this case study I have introduced Sonic Straws, a playful beverage-based gustosonic system in the form of an augmented cup that allows users to experience playful personalised sounds via drinking beverages through straws. With Sonic Straws, players can use personalised sound clips to generate melodies through two straws at the same time. I conducted an in-the-wild study with 8 participants for one week to understand how users experienced the beverage-based playful gustosonic system. The results suggest that the system supported self-expression via playful drinking actions, facilitated pleasurable social drinking moments and promoted reflections on participants’ everyday drinking activities.

This third case study reveals that integration of the playful gustosonic system with everyday drinking activities can reframe everyday eating/drinking activities as a type of pervasive play and promote reflection on everyday drinking experiences. This case study led me towards a more comprehensive and deeper understanding of the design of playful gustosonic experiences.

In the next chapter, I will present a framework for designing playful gustosonic experiences based on the results from the three case studies.
Chapter 7

The Design Framework

In this chapter, I present the conceptual design framework for playful gustosonic experiences visualised in a 5*4 diagram (Figure 7.1). The first row of the diagram presents the four time spans of a playful gustosonic experience. The second row of the diagram presents the four key experiential qualities in relation to each time span. The third row presents the design examples that highlight the experiential quality. The last row presents the design features of each experiential quality that can guide designers when designing future playful gustosonic experiences. In the following section, I introduce the framework in detail.

7.1 Towards designing a playful gustosonic experiences framework

The framework has been created based on the practical knowledge I gained through the design process, and implementation and analysis of the three case studies that I have described in previous chapters. The main method used to create this framework was to iteratively analyse the qualitative findings from the three case studies. As qualitative research is a core approach to understanding technology as experience (McCarthy and Wright, 2004), a deeper understanding of the quality of playful gustosonic experiences has played a crucial role in developing the design framework. This is because qualitative research involves the collection of subjective or open-ended data that can develop a set of common and recurring themes. These themes can facilitate unexpected but valuable design opportunities and potential theoretical advancements (Creswell and Creswell, 2017; Dalsgaard and Dindler, 2014). As such, I have utilised an iterative analysing
Figure 7.1: The design framework for playful gustosonic experiences.

approach (Ryan and Bernard, 2003) towards an understanding of the findings that I have obtained from the three case studies: iScream!, WeScream! and Sonic Straws.

The design framework consists of four categories: temporality, experiential qualities, design examples and design features of playful gustosonic experiences. Temporality refers to the user’s process of experiencing playful gustosonic experiences through four different time spans, I call them: initial moment, in the moment, shared moment and beyond the moment. The experiential qualities are used to describe different core qualities that players might appreciate in each time span: the exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment, the self-expression via eating actions in the moment, the relatedness of eating together at a shared moment and reflection on everyday eating activities beyond
To guide HCI practitioners in creating future playful gustosonic experiences, eight design features are illustrated for the experiential qualities of the playful gustosonic experiences:

- Incongruence of sounds can elicit curiosity
- Ephemeral nature of food can facilitate sound exploration
- Ambiguous interface can direct attention back to eating/drinking actions
- Looseness of control can facilitates musical self-expression
- Independent devices with an interdependent sound system can prompt new ways of eating/drinking together
- Amplified sounds can surprise bystanders through an eating/drinking spectacle
- Personalisation can give space for reflection
- Integration of a gustosonic experience into everyday eating/drinking activities can be a source of happiness

These design features are based on my design knowledge from the implementations and analyses of the three case studies; hence they represent a suggested way forward for practitioners such as game designers, food designers and people from the hospitality industry and interaction designers interested in designing playful gustosonic experiences. These design features do not guarantee success, but should rather be seen as a useful way to begin an investigation, as they have been useful in my work. As such, the design framework has descriptive power (through the experiential qualities, i.e. they can help researchers describe what they might observe through providing a vocabulary) and prescriptive power (through the design features, i.e. they can guide designers when making design choices in their practice).

### 7.2 Design process

To generate the framework, I revisited all the findings from the three case studies, iScream!, WeScream! and Sonic Straws. I gathered together the 42 findings from the three case studies and conducted a thematic analysis. I iteratively clustered these into higher level groupings based on how the participants experienced the playful gustosonic systems differently. Finally, I generated the four key experiential qualities of playful
gustosonic experiences. Table 7.1 shows each finding as it relates to each experiential quality of playful gustosonic experiences.

**Table 7.1:** The 42 findings from the three case studies and their relationships with the four experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Experiential qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! facilitated curiosity about what sounds eating would produce.</td>
<td>Exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! provided additional eating rewards.</td>
<td>Exploration, reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream!'s exploration was facilitated by the mismatch between sound and eating.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream!'s food transformation contributed to sound exploration.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! facilitated transition into a fantasy world.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! offered relaxation.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream!'s sounds facilitated exploring different ways of eating.</td>
<td>Exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! altered eating speed.</td>
<td>Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! increased food appetite.</td>
<td>Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! facilitated playful experience without visual stimulus.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream!</td>
<td>iScream! shifted eating to the foreground of attention.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Themes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScream! facilitated awareness of eating behaviour.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! offered challenging yet enjoyable experiences.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! supported coordinated eating actions through multiple</td>
<td>Exploration, expression,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants enjoyed a slow eating pace through competition.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants modified sound sources to increase enjoyment.</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! prompted attention to each other’s eating behaviours.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity of sounds led to a focus on the food.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! facilitated reminiscing about past social experiences.</td>
<td>Relatedness, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing WeScream! brought participants together.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! increased face-to-face communication.</td>
<td>Relatedness, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! was used for comfort and emotional support.</td>
<td>Relatedness, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! fostered intimacy in partnerships.</td>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeScream! facilitated reflection on social bonding.</td>
<td>Relatedness, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws</td>
<td>Participant enjoyed aligning personalised sounds with the taste of the beverage.</td>
<td>Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants extended playful drinking experiences through personalised sounds.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants were rewarded with different sounds with each sip.</td>
<td>Exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants engaged in self-expression through turning sipping into music-making.</td>
<td>Exploration, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants turned drinking into a form of sound’s narrative potential.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants enjoyed how the sounds could turn drinking into a relaxation opportunity.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants enjoyed coordinating drinking actions via playing with sound together.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants inferred their partner’s emotions based on sound selection.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness, reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonic Straws’s sounds facilitated social play over beverages.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonic Straws’s sounds facilitated sharing beverages experiences.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness, reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws’s sounds made participants curious about their partner’s taste in beverages.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws’s sounds created opportunities for conversation.</td>
<td>Expression, relatedness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws motivated participants to drink more frequently and proactively.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws brought more awareness to everyday drinking activities.</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws facilitated reminiscence through personalised sounds.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws’s sounds were part of the gift-giving when making a drink for someone.</td>
<td>Relatedness, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws inspired a desire for further personalisation.</td>
<td>Expression, reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Straws led to reflection on smart voice-based agents at home.</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To finalise the framework, I conducted multiple group discussions with colleagues to refine the categories and the visualisation form of the framework in order to represent its information in a clear way. One of the initial designs of the framework included the four key experiential qualities as four points positioned in a triangle-shaped structure. I marked an interaction loop with related design features between each experiential quality. Then I conducted an in-lab evaluation of the framework with five experts (two senior interaction design researchers, two interaction designers in HCI, one interaction designer...
in HFI). Although all experts highlighted that the experiential qualities were very descriptive, they believed that the visualisation of the framework was complex for designers to understand (see Figure 7.2). This feedback motivated me to refine the framework. To achieve this, I revised the framework using a 5*4 diagram that carries descriptive text, drawing inspiration from existing literature within HCI (Altarriba Bertran et al., 2020; Derix and Leong, 2019) that uses such a diagram to make a set of design articulations accessible to designers. The revised design framework has four categories presented in the diagram, which I hope that designers can readily use during their design process (Figure 7.1).

![Figure 7.2: Initial version of the design framework for playful gustosonic experiences](image)

### 7.3 Four key experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences

In this section, I provide more details on each experiential quality. Grounded on the theoretical foundation (detailed in Chapter 2) that highlights the importance of temporality in designing UX (McCarthy and Wright, 2004), researchers can identify the differences between initial and prolonged experiences in the ways users undergo overall experiences. Therefore, to understand playful gustosonic experiences in depth, I turn to understanding the temporality of playful gustosonic experiences.
In my three case studies, I used off-the-shelf food materials. The players could consume the food/beverages without any technology distractions like having to wear an AR headset (as previously proposed; Arnold et al., 2018), or attach a sensor to the face (as previously proposed; Koizumi et al., 2011), or take out their smart phone (as previously proposed; Juarascio et al., 2015). Therefore, the players could experience a playful gustosonic experience while eating/drinking. This is in line with a previous study (Wang et al., 2020), where sounds have appeared to have the greatest influence on the eating experience when it was played during eating (in contrast to before or after eating); this is because temporal congruence between sound and eating/drinking plays a key role in multisensory integration (Spence, 2011). As such, I argue that the temporality of the food being consumed plays an important role in understanding (and hence designing) playful gustosonic experiences.

HCI researchers have already paid attention to the temporality of UX, as UX is often characterised as “subjective, context-dependent and, most importantly, dynamic” (Odom et al., 2018). According to Roto (2011), UX-related technologies can be studied through different temporal lenses: anticipated UX (before first use), momentary UX (visceral response to use), episodic UX (reflection on an experience) and cumulative UX (usage over multiple times). Similarly, Karapanos et al. (2009) proposed a theoretical model that describes the user’s process of using new technology shifting through three stages: orientation, incorporation and identification. The orientation stage refers to a user’s initial experiences when encountering new features of the technology. In the incorporation stage, the new technology has become meaningful in the user’s everyday life and the user increasingly reflects on ways of using the technology in diverse contexts. In the identification stage, this new technology is connected to the user’s desired self-identity. Inspired by these theoretical works, I argue that playful gustosonic experiences can be approached through four experiential qualities based on temporality: exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment, self-expression via eating actions in the moment, relatedness of eating together at a shared moment and reflection on everyday eating activities beyond the moment. I discuss each experiential quality in the following subsections.

### 7.3.1 Exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment

The first experiential quality, exploration of eating sounds, was informed by the PLEX framework (Lucero et al., 2013), where exploration refers to the conscious investigation of an environment, object, or situation. In this thesis study, the digital sounds in a playful gustosonic system play a crucial role in adding a component to be explored while eating/drinking. I found that players questioned the taste of food/beverages while playing
with sounds and the rationale behind generating sounds through eating/drinking. This experiential quality is in line with the definition of exploration in the PLEX framework. Based on the findings from all three case studies, I propose that exploration is derived from initial interactions with a gustosonic system. In all case studies, players mentioned that the gustosonic experience was different from the usual eating or drinking experience because the gustosonic system appeared to facilitate a sense of curiosity about how the sound would change next depending on the act of eating/drinking. With gustosonic systems, there is always potential for incongruence between people’s expectations of what food should sound like and what they hear when experiencing the gustosonic system. According to the study of crossmodal interaction in cognitive neuroscience, people can establish congruence between their senses automatically (Spence, 2011). For example, people can associate eating ice cream with licking sounds derived from mastication before eating ice cream. When consuming the ice cream, people will compare the in the moment experience, which may involve taste, smell and sound derived from mastication of ice cream, to the expectation built before the eating ice cream. In my case studies, people experienced incongruence between the expected sound of eating regular ice cream and what they heard. All players found this incongruence intriguing. This motivated them to explore the gustosonic system further. In response, this exploration can therefore function as a link to the next experiential quality, self-expression via eating actions in the moment, which I explain next.

7.3.2 Self-expression via eating actions in the moment

The second experiential quality, self-expression via eating actions, is grounded in the prior work of Mitchell et al. (1934), who described play as self-expression. In this thesis study, the experience of self-expression is derived from eating/drinking facilitated by playing with sound. According to the PLEX framework (Lucero et al., 2013), the experience of self-expression is derived from manifesting oneself creatively and it can facilitate individuals to identify themselves through designing, constructing, modifying and personalising. Through engaging with playful gustosonic systems, players can express themselves via modifying eating/drinking actions spontaneously and with personalised sounds proactively. In all case studies, the participants played with different paces of eating/drinking actions as well as consuming different amounts of food/beverages in order to musically express themselves via eating/drinking actions in the moment. Therefore, this self-expression via eating actions can be seen as a new form of play (Mueller et al., 2020b).

The term “in the moment” is deliberately used to stress being in the present time, as advocated in the practice of immersion in pervasive play (Jegers, 2007), because
participants were focusing on what they were hearing (and eating/drinking) right at that moment, not dwelling on what sounds (and foods) they had missed in the past, as they would never be able to bring those back. I also find that the ephemeral nature of the taste sensation is nicely underlined by the fleeting nature of the sound; hence the stress on “in the moment”. For example, in the iScream! study, once players found out that when they ate a bite of ice cream they generated a different sound each time, that allowed them to receive pleasure from identifying a specific eating pattern to play with different sounds. In WeScream! the player pairs enjoyed the challenges of creating a harmonious piece of melody through coordinated eating actions. During eating, they came up with multiple strategies to differentiate their eating actions, for example, by the more skilled player triggering rhythmic chords or licking ice cream as slowly as they could to generate a better and clearer melody. Through varying their eating actions, players were able to compose a unique melody through playing with food at the same time. Moreover, in Sonic Straws the players were able to personalise digital sounds for the gustosonic system. This supported their self-expression and differentiation from others in certain settings, for example, allowing them to show off to their friends or support each other for comfort.

7.3.3 Relatedness of eating together at a shared moment

The third experiential quality, the relatedness of eating together, comes from commensality, which refers to “the positive social interaction that is associated with people eating together” (Fischler, 2011). Relatedness has been defined as creating a sense of relationship, friendship, or intimacy with someone (Lucero et al., 2014). In general, the experience of relatedness emerges from social interaction (Hicks and King, 2009). In this thesis, the digital sounds appear to have served as a vehicle to support positive social interaction while eating together. In the studies of WeScream! and Sonic Straws, players reported that engaging with the playful gustosonic system with their partner could facilitate positive social interaction via eating together at a shared moment, for example, provoking conversation, increasing face-to-face communication, fostering intimacy in the partnership, sharing beverages with their partner or surprising a bystander via an eating/drinking spectacle. Therefore, the term “shared moment” highlights that the players could experience “being in the same time” while eating/drinking to facilitate a sense of relatedness of eating together. In the study of WeScream! the players composed rhythmic melodies while eating ice cream together. The players mentioned that the challenges of creating enjoyable melodies through coordinated eating actions promoted attention to each other’s eating behaviour and facilitated face-to-face communication while eating together. In Sonic Straws, the players shared beverages with their
partner through playing with sound together which fostered intimacy or interacted with a bystander through generating playful sounds.

I note that people’s interpretation of sounds is subjective (Dubois et al., 2006) and this interpretation can be influenced by physical, behavioural and psychological factors in different contexts (Yu and Kang, 2010). When the player generates sounds via eating/drinking, the sounds can be heard (often louder than the original sounds that food would make) and interpreted by bystanders or their partner in the co-located environment (facilitated by the fact that the sounds are incongruent, i.e. unexpected by others in regards to the food/drink they are coming from) and the bystanders or partner might have different understanding of the sounds and the eating/drinking spectacle. This different understanding might lead to verbal interaction and increase social connection. In other words, engaging with a playful gustosonic system can establish an environment that offers rich opportunities to facilitate social interaction, for example, provoking conversation, facilitating collaborative play or fostering commensality. In summary, players can experience the relatedness of eating together at a shared moment.

### 7.3.4 Reflections on everyday eating activities beyond the moment

The final experiential quality of playful gustosonic experiences is concerned with reflection. The term “reflection” has been defined as “recollecting a series of previous experiences, events, stories, etc., and putting them together in such a way as to come to a better understanding or to gain some sort of insight” (Baumer, 2015). Reflection is grounded in the method of “making strange” or defamiliarisation, which is an artistic strategy originally introduced by Gunn (1984). He proposed a method of “defamiliarisation to ‘make objects unfamiliar’ to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged.” In HCI, Gaver et al. (1999) employed defamiliarisation to design probes that facilitated participants to reflect on their everyday life. Moreover, Bell et al. (2005) employed the making strange method for understanding the design of domestic technologies through making everyday items strange to facilitate reflection. In this thesis study, the use of playful sounds with food made habitual eating/drinking activities strange.

In this thesis study, the experiential quality of reflection was mainly derived from the case study of Sonic Straws. With Sonic Straws, I found that the system served as a facilitator of self-reflection in everyday life as players reported on their reflection experiences (Mols et al., 2016a). For example, some players regarded Sonic Straws as a utility system that made drinking playful as well, so they mentioned that the system motivated reflection on their everyday water intake. Others saw Sonic Straws as a novel
playful instrument for self-expression while drinking, so they personalised the playful sounds based on certain factors such as their emotions or personal past experiences. This in turn motivated some players to reflect on corresponding situations where they had heard sounds that were associated with drinking experiences. Intriguingly, with iScream! and WeScream! players also had reflection: with iScream! some players enjoyed playful sounds as an additional hedonic reward for eating, while with WeScream! some players relished putting in effort to pursue a sense of completing a harmonious melody through eating together. Through understanding these reflection experiences above, the term “beyond the moment” is used to emphasise that the player not only reflects on the current eating/drinking action, but also reassesses previous activities, thoughts and feelings regarding habitual behaviours (e.g. eating/drinking activities) in everyday life.

In the next section, I describe the set of design features of playful gustosonic systems and how they have been derived from my three case studies.

7.4 Design features of playful gustosonic experiences

In the previous section, I have presented the four key experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences. These four experiential qualities could help designers to consider each time span of playful gustosonic experiences and therefore be a starting point for understanding the features of playful gustosonic systems. In this section, I present eight design features in the form of actionable implementation suggestions that could guide the design of future playful gustosonic experiences.

7.4.1 Design features for exploration of eating sounds at an initial moment

Through the iterative analysis of the findings from the three case studies, I found that the experiential quality of the exploration of eating sounds has emerged in all three case studies. In this sections, I introduce two design features each with three examples (from iScream!, WeScream!, and Sonic Straws) that serve to explain this quality. The design features are: the incongruence of sounds can elicit curiosity and the ephemeral nature of food can facilitate sound exploration.
7.4.1.1 Incongruence of sounds can elicit curiosity

The first design feature is concerned with the incongruence of sounds in facilitating the exploration of eating/drinking sounds at the initial moment. Prior works in neuroscience have proposed that people can perceive the world through different sensorial modalities (such as sight, sound, touch, smell, taste) because our brains can connect information from multisensory inputs, while the sensory information usually corresponds to the same identity (Spence, 2011; Velasco et al., 2016). People deal with this sensory information based on the compatibility of crossmodal correspondences, as they can build congruence between two senses automatically (Spence, 2011; Wang et al., 2020). For example, we can hear the sound of sea waves and associate this with the features of the sea such as blue colour, seafood and saltiness (semantic correspondence; Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008). We can also perceive the crunchy sounds of chips and in response the sounds may create a specific expectation such as the quality of the chips (crossmodal correspondence; Spence, 2011). Congruent experiences occur when our perception matches our expectation (Spence, 2011). However, a feeling of incongruence can occur when people perceive mismatched sensory experiences. In the field of HCI, researchers have exploited the benefits of incongruence for enriched experiences. For example, Finnegan et al. (2016) demonstrated that using an incongruent audio-visual display could improve the perception of distance in virtual environments. Ludden and Schifferstein (2007) showed that designing appropriate incongruence can evoke surprise and humour to support hedonic experiences. As such, I believe that incongruence can be a desirable design resource for playful multisensory interactions.

In all my three case studies, players who had a normal understanding of food/beverages could relate to some features related to food/beverages; for example, ice creams can be related to the features of being soft and having a creamy mouthfeel before eating. People’s understanding of crossmodal correspondences can build a feeling of congruence between multisensory experiences of ice cream and expectations of ice cream before engaging with the playful gustosonic system. However, when players perceive an incongruent sound that differs to what they originally expected, they can experience surprise, resulting in curiosity what caused this incongruence. The players then explore the rationale for the generated sounds or repeat the sounds to explore further etc., this in turn inviting the player to further exploration. This curiosity fuels the exploration of eating sounds, the aforementioned design quality. As such, designers could consider incongruence as a key design feature to support the design of playful gustosonic experiences. Also, designers should stay aware that utilising a licking sound or augmented food sounds that match the food (e.g. licking ice cream sounds as known from licking ice cream) could facilitate instrumental gustosonic experiences. This in line with prior
work that aimed to enrich the multisensory tasting experience (Spence, 2021). As such, designers could consider using congruent sounds for instrumental gustosonic experiences and incongruent sounds for play.

### 7.4.1.2 Ephemeral nature of food can facilitate sound exploration

An ephemeral user interface refers to an interface element that incorporates materials that can evoke a rich multisensory perception which lasts for a limited time only (Kwon et al., 2015). The two features of ephemeral user interfaces are their time-based nature and the multisensorial qualities of the material used for interaction. In my work, I utilised regular ice cream as an edible interface combined with capacitance-sensing technology. In iScream! and WeScream!, when participants ate the ice cream there was always a differently shaped piece of food left to be explored as a result. As players were licking the ice cream, it made a sound but the ice cream also diminished. While the ice cream was melting, players had to lick quickly before the ice cream fell off the cone, which facilitated exploration of the interplay between what became a soundscape and the food. With Sonic Straws, participants consumed different amounts of water each time and the episodic sipping experience was changed via the exploration of the sounds. With WeScream! participants said that because the ice cream melted over time, they had to engage with the ice cream consistently to identify the eating patterns for composing sounds, which in turn increased the excitement of eating together. Interestingly, this finding confirms a prior theory that an edible interface can offer intriguing embodied interactions while enriching social enjoyment (Maynes-Aminzade, 2005). Moreover, the ephemeral nature of an edible interface can be exploited to benefit playful eating interactions by encouraging self-guided exploration. For example, Wei et al. (2011a) with their interactive system Foodie found that players could actively participate in exploring food creation through an interactive 3D food-printing system. However, designers could also consider the quantity of food used and issues related to overconsumption of food while designing an edible interface. Prior work has highlighted the limitations of an edible interface; for example, Maynes-Aminzade (2005) found that players tended to engage in less interaction with food if they felt full. Therefore, designers should carefully choose food materials and limit them to suitable quantities. Nevertheless, the ephemeral nature of food can be a key design consideration to facilitate the exploration of eating sounds.
7.4.2 Design features for self-expression via eating actions in the moment

The experiential quality of self-expression via eating action has also emerged from all three case studies. I here introduce two design features each with three examples (from iScream!, WeScream! and Sonic Straws) that serve to explain this quality: an ambiguous interface can direct attentions back to eating/drinking actions and looseness of control can support musical self-expression.

7.4.2.1 Ambiguous interface can direct attention back to eating/drinking actions

Gaver et al. (2003) proposed that “ambiguity can be a useful resource for design to encourage close personal engagement with systems”. In my three case studies, the ambiguity came from two aspects: ambiguity in the sound’s feedback and ambiguity in the artefact’s appearance. These two aspects of ambiguity appeared to motivate players to become aware of their eating/drinking actions through playing with sounds while eating/drinking.

**Ambiguity in the sound’s feedback**

One interpretation of a piece of sound is often subjective because our perception of sounds depends on the perception of acoustic phenomena through cognitive processes (Dubois et al., 2006). In the case study of iScream! I found the players had different interpretations of the sounds while eating ice cream. For example, when one player heard a monster’s roaring sounds, the player described the roaring sound as a “wind sound” as well as “feeling cold” while eating ice cream. Moreover, in all the three case studies some players reported that they became aware of a sound delay glitch in the generated sounds but they did not know the exact cause. This appears to have motivated the players to focus on eating/drinking actions rather than just playing with sounds, balancing the distractions from pure entertainment and from food. As such, the sound’s feedback in the playful gustosonic system created ambiguity of (sound) information to offer players new ways of interacting with food.

**Ambiguity in the artefact’s appearance**

In the three case studies, the artefact’s appearance created ambiguity through the relationship between the expectation of how the food was meant to sound and the sound that was actually heard, causing players to pay attention to the food during eating. For example, for iScream! and WeScream! I 3D-printed a cone with a light wood filament to
mimic the look and feel of a regular ice cream waffle cone. Adding playful sounds as an incongruous quality to a naturalistic ice cream eating experience generated ambiguity for the players. Players reported that they appreciated the tactile experience of the 3D-printed cone because it felt like a real waffle cone. By mimicking the regular look and feel of an ice cream cone, the iScream! and WeScream! systems not only allowed people to intuitively eat the ice cream, but also drew players’ attention back to the food via sound. Moreover, with Sonic Straws the artefact’s appearance created an ambiguity of context, allowing the players to use the system in a more flexible way. For example, some of the players used the system as a playful instrument to surprise any bystanders or partners. Some regarded the system as a playful drinking device for reflecting on everyday drinking activities.

7.4.2.2 Looseness of control can facilitate musical self-expression

According to Benford et al. (2020), looseness of control in an interaction describes a relationship between the performances of the human and of the technology. From the technology perspective, looseness of control refers to an imprecise recognition of the user’s actions such as sensor noise, unpredictable data mappings, etc. In contrast to looseness, tightness is regarded as a crucial factor in designing interactive systems, which means precise and direct control of the technology. However, prior works have suggested that looseness of control can be a desirable quality for musical self-expression, in particular, in improvisation for musicians (Benford et al., 2020). In response, in my work I have found that a degree of looseness of control from technology perspective can facilitate musical self-expression in different ways. In the three case studies I utilised capacitance-sensing technology to sense the food material being consumed by the player. When the player’s mouth made contact with the food, the sensed capacitive data was mapped to trigger sounds in the sound system. Although the sensor could detect the data rather accurately and precisely, the designed sound system in each case supported different degrees of looseness of control. The control of the sounds in iScream! was mostly tight because the sensed data was mapped as a simple trigger to play one of four selected playful sounds. When the player took a bite of the ice cream, a complete 3-second sound clip was played. However, the sensitivity of the capacitance-sensing technology offered a degree of looseness. If the player ate too fast and the eating interval between each bite was shorter than 3 seconds, the sound system would produce a mismatching mapping between sounds and eating actions. Therefore, the player could actively modify their eating action for playing with the sounds. In WeScream! the looseness of control was the result of the mapping of the sensed capacitance data to a major pentatonic musical scale in the sound system. As the sound system could generate different timbres (i.e.
different instruments) along with a major pentatonic musical scale, the players could hear varied sounds per bite when performing licking-on and licking-off actions. This enabled the players to either improvise sounds while eating together (looser control) or generate eating strategies to better play a continuous melody together (tighter control). Moreover, utilising multiple capacitance-sensing capabilities of the advanced sensing microcontroller supported two straws working simultaneously in Sonic Straws. The player could either create playful personalised sounds with one single straw or generate a connected sound sequence via moving their mouth between the two straws. As such, the system was designed to offer both tight control and loose control. Looseness of control may also arise from the user. In my work, the three playful gustosonic systems offered players the opportunity to experience eating/drinking as play. Players could play loosely with sound by eating the food slowly and mindfully. As a result, the players could obtain better musical self-expression experiences via eating/drinking actions.

Overall, designers could consider the basic sound parameters (i.e. pitch, duration, timbre, loudness, position in space) when designing the aspect of control in a sound system. For example, designers could utilise the rhythm of sound to offer a tighter control of players’ eating pace. Prior work already showed the effect of music tempo on eating duration (Wang et al., 2020): a slower tempo could increase the eating duration. Future work could use a slower tempo of sounds to facilitate eating slowly, which could be a design strategy for mindful eating experiences (Donovan, 2018). Additionally, designers could consider the ephemeral nature of food materials for a mindful eating context. For example, eating ice cream slowly may be less desirable because it will melt.

### 7.4.3 Design features for relatedness of eating together at a shared moment

In this section, I introduce two design features focusing on mainly two examples (WeScream! and Sonic Straws) to illustrate the experiential quality of the relatedness of eating together at a shared moment. The two design features are: independent devices but interdependent sound systems can prompt new ways of eating/drinking together and amplified sounds can surprise bystanders through an eating/drinking spectacle.

#### 7.4.3.1 Independent devices with an interdependent sound systems can prompt new ways of eating/drinking together

In the case studies of WeScream! and Sonic Straws, players mentioned that they enjoyed engaging with the playful gustosonic system while eating/drinking together. It appears this was the case because the playful social gustosonic systems (WeScream! and
Sonic Straws) facilitated positive social eating interaction via the interdependent sound system through the independent devices. For example, with WeScream! I found that people seldom shared one ice cream scoop if they were eating from a waffle cone. However, people like to eat ice cream together as a social activity (Spence et al., 2019b). Inspired by this seemingly cultural eating norm, I designed WeScream! to consist of two independent cones, as well as offering cone-to-cone communication through a wireless connection. An interdependent sound system was designed to support a collaborative way to play with sounds. Therefore, players were able to experiment with various ways to engaging with the system in order to increase social interactions while eating together. For example, players could have more face-to-face communication around how to create social gameplay with the system. They even came up with strategies to generate a piece of legato melody by having the more “skilled” player trigger the main rhythmic chords for both players. Moreover, the players paid attention to each other’s eating actions through the challenges of playful collaborative eating. This resulted in the players spontaneously performing symmetrical eating actions in order to build an enjoyable melody via eating together. In the case study of Sonic Straws, I found that the two independent straws but interdependent sound system supported collaborative playful drinking experiences by sharing the beverages with others. For example, players mentioned that they shared beverages through playing connected sound sequences (i.e. how two sounds could respond to each other). This confirms prior work that suggested interdependence in cooperative play can enhance social engagement between players (Harris and Hancock, 2019; Isbister et al., 2017). Therefore, independent devices but interdependent sound systems can prompt new ways of eating/drinking together to facilitate the relatedness of eating/drinking together.

7.4.3.2 Amplified playful sounds can surprise bystanders through an eating/drinking spectacle

In the three systems, the playful sounds accompanying the eating were louder than the regular eating sounds. This was the result of the laptop’s amplifier with the corresponding speaker in iScream! and the in-built amplifier and speaker in WeScream! and Sonic Straws. In WeScream! and Sonic Straws, I found the amplified playful sounds appeared to surprise bystanders, facilitating positive interpersonal interactions while people were eating/drinking in a co-location. For example, in the case study of WeScream! players mentioned that the system acted as an icebreaker through the amplified sounds as they attracted the attention of others. The bystanders heard the amplified sounds from the eating spectacle, which evoked curiosity, resulting in them asking questions and ultimately joining in eating together. Similarly, in the case study of Sonic Straws, the
amplified sounds surprised bystanders even from remote locations (e.g., one bystander watched a Sonic Straws interaction via a videoconference). This created an opportunity for conversation between bystanders and the player, facilitating more social communications. This is in line with prior work that has shown some people enjoy engaging with audio-visual eating experiences through watching a livestream where a host eats food (e.g. fried chicken wings) with amplified chewing sounds (Anjani et al., 2020; Choe, 2019). These chewing sounds are known as autonomous sensory meridian response elements (Barratt and Davis, 2015) that can evoke pleasurable experiences akin to the flow state (Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). Therefore, I believe that these sounds can play an important role in facilitating positive social eating/drinking experiences. Although the amplified playful sounds can surprise bystanders from afar, I point to the need for the amplified playful sound volume to be below the level of harmful noise.

Overall, I believe that amplified sound has the potential to engage others through its physical reach, inviting bystanders who hear the sound into the experience. This can facilitate social interaction among the people in the same location, inviting them to eat/drink together, thereby contributing to commensality.

7.4.4 Design features for reflection on eating activities beyond the moment

The experiential quality of reflection on eating activities has primarily emerged in the case study of Sonic Straws. I here illustrate two design features to explain the quality: personalisation can give space for reflection and integration of a gustosonic experience into everyday eating/drinking activities can be a source of happiness.

7.4.4.1 Personalisation can give space for reflection

I find that supporting personalisation in gustosonic system design can contribute to reflection. Reflection can help players gain a deeper understanding of their eating/drinking activities in everyday life. According to Fleck and Fitzpatrick (2010), there are five levels of reflection from the lowest R0 to the highest R4. I use these to characterise the different levels of reflection I encountered in my work. In the three case studies, players reported different levels of reflection: these different levels were particularly pertinent in Sonic Straws. This is because I utilised personalisation as a design resource and so I believe that participants were able to customise their playful gustosonic experiences. I explain this now.
The first level of reflection is R0, which refers to a description of events without instruction (Fleck and Fitzpatrick, 2010). In Sonic Straws, this level of reflection came from the fact that players knew they could directly sip the straws to drink water. They could also directly show to others that they could generate playful sounds by drinking via the straws.

The second level of reflection is R1. This refers to reflective description, which means a description including justification or reasons for action or interpretation but in a descriptive way (Fleck and Fitzpatrick, 2010). In Sonic Straws, players described that they were trying to understand why the sounds played back while they were sipping the straws.

The third level of reflection is R2. This refers to a dialogic reflection, which means looking for relationships between pieces of experience or knowledge, evidence of cycles of interpreting and questioning, and consideration of different explanations, hypotheses and other points of view (Fleck and Fitzpatrick, 2010). In Sonic Straws, participants explored the gustosonic system via modifying their drinking patterns. For example, participants tried to perform a beautiful melody by changing sipping pace, mediating the volumes of beverage consumption each time, adjusting the release time while sipping, moving the mouth between two straws, etc. In their reflections on it, they looked for the relationships between these actions and the sounds, and considered different explanations of how their actions resulted in the different sounds they heard or speculated on how the sensor detected their drinking, etc.

The fourth level of reflection is R3: transformative reflection. This refers to revisiting an event with the intent to reorganise it or do something differently (Fleck and Fitzpatrick, 2010). With Sonic Straws, players used their own sound and taste preferences (they could select their own sound files and beverages of choice, although it is acknowledged that water was recommended). This appeared to support the desired self-identity in certain settings, as players utilised sounds to create games that used the beverages as game rewards, sharing intimate information (the taste of the beverage) with their partner through playing the personalised sounds together and using the beverage accompanied by surprising but gentle sounds for comfort. The resulting social interactions were derived from the their reflection on different interpretations around the system. This speaks nicely to the fourth level of reflection, which refers to revisiting an event with the intention to reorganise it or do something differently.

The last level of reflection (R4) is critical reflection, where social and ethical issues are taken into consideration (Fleck and Fitzpatrick, 2010). In the case study of Sonic Straws, I found that players mentioned that drinking accompanied by playful sounds made them reflect on their everyday drinking activities. For example, the players realised
that playful sounds could not only be a playful resource, but also affect their drinking activity in everyday life. They enjoyed playful drinking activities accompanied by playful sounds in order to motivate them to drink more frequently and proactively.

7.4.4.2 Integration of a gustosonic experience into everyday eating/drinking activities can be a source of happiness

“Happiness is a consequence of engaging in meaningful activities” (Hassenzahl et al., 2013). According to the authors of this statement, happiness can be facilitated by enriching people’s everyday lives with positive experiences through artefact-mediated activities. In my work, I argue that integrating a gustosonic experience into everyday eating activities can offer players positive affect and meaning in order to facilitate happiness. In the three case studies, players reported that they enjoyed the eating/drinking experiences beyond satiation with the food/beverages as they also experienced pleasure associated with playing with sounds. Reframing existing experiences or familiar activities is an efficient way to gain better experiential qualities, in particular when it comes to designing for play (Gaver et al., 1999; Huerga et al., 2016). Through this approach, the novel technological artefact can become more meaningful and experiential, and provide happiness (Hassenzahl et al., 2013). In particular, with Sonic Straws every time the player drank a beverage they could engage with the system, giving rise to the opportunity to naturally experience drinking as play. This study result suggests that the playful drinking experiences emerged not only from a single sip or an episodic drinking experience (e.g. sipping one cup of a beverage) but also from the trajectory of drinking (Benford et al., 2009) through engaging with the playful gustosonic system repeatedly (i.e. the player engaged with Sonic Straws to drink water multiple times over the course of the day). Through engaging with this trajectory, the player could accumulate pleasurable drinking/eating experiences and reflect on their drinking activities through play in everyday life. Moreover, such an integrated experience is in line with the prior theory of unselfconscious interaction (Wakkary et al., 2016), which describes “a form of interaction facilitated by ongoing and incremental intersection with interaction design artifacts that over time and even unknowingly lead to improvements in everyday settings.” Sonic Straws appears to confirm this theory by highlighting the potential to facilitate pleasurable effects and experiential improvements. Prior work also suggests that integration of reflection facilitators into everyday life can support self-reflection (Mols et al., 2016a). As such, integrating a playful gustosonic experience into everyday eating/drinking activities offers an opportunity to encourage reflection in an unobtrusive way that can ultimately facilitate happiness.
7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have presented a design framework for playful gustosonic experiences informed by three case studies. I used an iterative approach to identify four key experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences: exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment, self-expression via eating actions in the moment, the relatedness of eating together at the shared moment and reflections on everyday eating activities beyond the moment. I revisited the design tactics that were presented through the case studies in order to present eight design features that aim to guide HCI practitioners in the design of future playful gustosonic experiences.

In the next chapter, I will conclude the thesis, discuss limitations and offer ideas for future work.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter summarises the research project, presents the limitations of the work, and proposes future work around designing playful gustosonic experiences. It finishes with a personal conclusion.

8.1 Summary of the research project and scope

Through this thesis study, I have aimed to answer the research question:

How do we design playful gustosonic experiences?

This research project has employed an RtD (Zimmerman et al., 2007) approach to explore the design of playful gustosonic experiences. Gustosonic experiences refer to multisensorial interactions between sounds and the act of eating/drinking (VanCour and Barnett, 2017). Existing studies in the field of experimental psychology highlight that sound plays an important role in our perception of food and drinks. Sounds as a design element also offers meaningful engagement and enjoyment in the field of HCI (see, Ishii, 2004; Kaltenbrunner et al., 2006). However, there is a lack of understanding of how to design interactive technology with sounds to facilitate pleasurable eating/drinking experiences. To begin exploring this, I designed and developed three case studies regarding playful gustosonic experiences. I conducted semi-structured interviews to understand the UX of the playful gustosonic systems. Through grounding the findings of the case studies and my reflections on the design process and design choices, I gained a better understanding of the design of playful gustosonic experiences and generated an initial design framework for playful gustosonic experiences.
All three case studies have contributed to answering my research question and generating the design framework. The first case study, iScream! (Chapter 4), used capacitance sensing to detect eating actions and, based on these eating actions, played four different sounds in real time when participants were licking or biting ice cream. The results from the study were two higher level themes derived from twelve findings which detail how players explored different playful auditory interaction possibilities with their eating actions while the sounds in turn modified those eating actions. Although this case study offered insights towards a design framework for playful gustosonic experiences, it did not provide knowledge about the social aspects of playful gustosonic experiences. This motivated me towards the second case study because engaging with sounds and food can involve social considerations.

Eating together is an important social activity that supports positive interactions (Fischler, 2011). As interactive technology is becoming increasingly common in our lives, interactive technology affects not only how people eat, but also their social interactions within the eating context (Spence et al., 2019a; Niewiadomski et al., 2019). To investigate this, I conducted the second case study, ”WeScream!” (Chapter 5). This study extended the design of iScream! to two players. WeScream! went beyond specific pre-selected sounds by allowing players to interact with computer-generated rhythmical sounds produced by eating ice cream collaboratively. The results suggested that the system facilitated playful experiences of “hard fun” through eating together, increased participants’ awareness of relatedness and drew shared attention to the ice cream’s taste via increased face-to-face interactions.

The results from case study 1 and case study 2 suggested that digitally generated sounds could affect in-the-moment eating experiences via eating ice cream individually or with others. However, ice cream is usually eaten only occasionally and considered a pleasurable treat (Hurling et al., 2015; Linley et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2019b), so I wondered whether the insights gained could also apply to more everyday eating/drinking experiences. Therefore, through case study three, I investigated playful gustosonic experiences beyond one eating/drinking episode, that is, more general everyday eating/drinking activities. Case study three, “Sonic Straws” (Chapter 6), allows players to experience playful personalised sounds via drinking through two straws at the same time. The results suggested that the system supported self-expression via playful drinking actions, facilitated pleasurable social drinking moments and promoted reflections on participants’ everyday drinking activities.

Through the findings of the three case studies, coupled with my craft knowledge gained from the design process and related works, I generated a design framework visualised via a 5*4 diagram for designing playful gustosonic experiences. As part of this, I also
proposed four key experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences: exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment, self-expression via eating actions in the moment, relatedness of eating together at the shared moment and reflections on everyday eating activity beyond the moment.

I hope that this design framework can serve as a design toolkit for designers and HCI practitioners when aiming to designing future playful gustosonic experiences.

8.2 Research contributions

I have made the following contribution with this work:

Artefact contributions

I have designed three playful gustosonic systems: “iScream!”, “WeScream!” and “Sonic Straws”. These artefacts are playful augmented eating systems combining food materials and digital sounds, supporting playful gustosonic experiences while eating/drinking. The technical details of the implementations could inspire designers to consider designing computational food experiences with interactive technology and practitioners in the hospitality industry to incorporate interactive technology into their practice.

Empirical contributions

This work contributes to empirical knowledge by introducing the UX of the three gustosonic systems. A lab-based study and two in-the-wild studies were conducted to examine the UX. The findings on the UX of three prototypes not only demonstrated the value of playful gustosonic experiences, but also provide design themes for analysing playful gustosonic experiences, as well as practical design tactics that aim to support interaction designers, food designers and creative developers in creating various playful gustosonic experiences.

Theoretical contributions

This work also contributes to theory by presenting a design framework for playful gustosonic experiences. This framework is the first theoretical conceptualisation of how to design playful gustosonic experiences. Through the empirical findings from the three case studies and my craft design knowledge gained from each case study, I have generated a design framework by detailing four key experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences for researchers to analyse and eight design features as a tool for HCI practitioners to guide the design of future works.
8.3 Limitations

I acknowledge that my work has limitations, especially around the case studies.

First, I used the RtD (Zimmerman et al., 2007) approach to understand the design of playful gustosonic experiences. I understand that three case studies are not a complete investigation into playful gustosonic experiences. Additional case studies might add more detail to the framework. For example, I used ice cream and beverages (water) as design materials in the playful gustosonic systems. Other food materials could be used to expand the understanding of playful gustosonic experiences in the future.

Second, I acknowledge that my participants in the three case studies reacted to the generated sounds based on their cultural conditioning and natural cognitive experience mapping, especially in Case Study 1. Further exploration of how sound content influences eating/drinking experiences might be needed to gain a complementary understanding of playful gustosonic experiences from a cultural perspective. Longitudinal studies, for example over months in different geographical locations and cultures, might unveil additional insights in terms of understanding the eating experience based on cultural differences. This might benefit from additional insights through the framework.

Third, my recruitment criteria were designed to target a diverse range of participants. Although my work suggests the potential of playful gustosonic experiences to encourage healthy eating/drinking behaviours, this work did not further investigate the impacts on health and wellbeing. I situated this work in understanding the UX of playful gustosonic systems and hence this understanding could benefit and inspire future investigations into how playful gustosonic experiences may benefit users across a range of domains, including those interested in the intersection between food/beverages and health, in particular wellbeing.

Fourth, I acknowledge that this framework could be extended with an enhanced understanding of gustosonic experiences and the advancement of better sensing technologies. For example, future sensing technologies might enable more precise audio feedback while the player is eating or drinking and more powerful microcontroller could be used to support more complex multisensory interactions. The design features of playful gustosonic experiences also do not form a complete list but, rather, can be an initial starting point of reference for designers.

Fifth, I acknowledge that the cultural backgrounds of my participants in the case studies probably impacted on the results in relation to the individual variability of sensory-based studies. Furthermore, the participants’ perceptions of sensory cues could have been different due to age differences. I therefore acknowledge that a study containing
a larger number of participants with more diverse cultural backgrounds might result in additional understanding of playful gustosonic experiences.

Sixth, the collection of quantitative usage data on Sonic Straws might improve my understanding of the potential applicability of playful gustosonic experiences. For example, a playful beverage-based gustosonic system might have the potential to influence users’ drinking behaviour. While sensing technologies are advancing and have become more ubiquitous, computing systems could act with autonomy and become more connected to our emotions and actions. A future gustosonic system might be able to log eating/drinking data automatically.

Seventh, I acknowledge that the so-called novelty effect could also apply to gustosonic systems, possibly affecting participants’ eating/drinking experiences. However, this novelty effect can also be valuable when it comes to facilitating positively anticipated experiences at the initial stage. I also note that this novelty effect of a gustatory innovation has a long culinary history when it comes to multisensory food explorations. For example, alphabet soup appeared 150 years ago and was considered a novelty in 1900, yet it still going strong (Edwards, 2014). To further understand the impact of the novelty effect of the playful gustosonic experience, a longitudinal study could be employed not just at home, but also in commercial dining settings such as restaurants and bars.

8.4 Future work

With the insights gained from the three case studies, I now speculate on future research directions that relate to playful gustosonic experiences.

Exploring playful gustosonic experiences in different domains

I acknowledge that my work was limited by the context and I believe future work could explore different domains, also, for example, designing for healthy eating education. This could involve exploring how a gustosonic system might work with vegetables or fruits to help children engage in eating these foods. Researchers could also create gustosonic systems with specially designed sounds to achieve functional outcomes, such as an augmented mouthfeel via sounds for elderly individuals, serving as an effective vehicle for the delivery of nutrients through sonic cues for people in aged care facilities. Moreover, future work could employ a playful gustosonic experience for food/beverages packaging to improve the customers’ eating/drinking experiences. Furthermore, future research could integrate artificial intelligence with gustosonic systems to assess eating behaviours in order to address eating disorders.
Developing related sensing technology for gustosonic experiences

To generate gustosonic experiences, future work might consider various sensing technology; for example, designers could embed advanced capacitance-sensing technology in order to provide more precise sensing data and support different playful gustosonic experiences. Future work could also embed additional sensors (e.g., accelerators, EEG or EMS) to provide more information for creating the playful gustosonic experiences. Moreover, designers could also consider designing novel everyday artefacts that embed a playful gustosonic system in eating/drinking contexts. For example, embedding a playful gustosonic system into a tableware could facilitate social eating experiences. Combining a playful gustosonic system with a smart agent, such as AR eating assistants or eating robots could enrich eating/drinking experiences in everyday life.

Exploring playful gustosonic experiences in longitudinal studies

In this thesis, I propose four experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences across different time aspects. These four experiential qualities enable designers to consider designing interactive technology for the different moments of playful eating experiences. However, it is important to note that the playful eating experience can also be characterised as subjective and dynamic. Playful eating reflects an attitude similar to “paidia” in that it is something not serious (Caillois, 2001), but people pursue the mundane activity of eating with pleasure rather than as part of a productive life. To understand the playfulness of gustosonic experience in depth, future work might consider a longitudinal study to understand the UX of playful gustosonic experiences. For example, designers could conduct a repeated testing study over time with weeklong breaks in between to understand how participants experienced incongruent multisensory food experiences through playful eating systems over the longer term.

Designing playful gustosonic experiences in the real world

Food is not only a source of nutrition for survival, but also plays a vital role in enriching our social experiences and expressing cultural features. Prior works suggested that food-related technology has potential to build on contexts, cultures and traditions that can inspire the design of playful food technology (Bertran et al., 2020). Through understanding the UX of three playful gustosonic systems, I found that the demographic of participants suggested interesting future work with different user groups and scenarios. For example, future work could explore how a playful gustosonic system potentially changed eating-disorder behaviours, in particular for female participants. Moreover, a playful gustosonic system could be designed as an interesting icebreaker for building connections between people who do not know each other in a social eating context.
Validating the framework

In this thesis, the design framework for playful gustosonic experiences is derived from my craft knowledge of designing three prototypes. The aim of this design framework is to guide designers and HCI practitioners in the design of playful gustosonic experiences. The next step would be to validate the framework further to identify its utility in different contexts. First, a comparison to other approaches to designing multisensory experiences (e.g. (Obrist et al., 2014a; Amores Fernandez, 2020; Obrist et al., 2014b)) could help in articulating the benefits of the playful gustosonic framework. Second, workshops could be conducted to invite HCI practitioners to engage with the framework, tasking them with the creation of a playful gustosonic experience. Third, end-user evaluations using playful gustosonic systems created with or without use of the framework could be used to validate the framework.

8.5 Final remarks

Through my case studies and the design framework for playful gustosonic experiences, I contribute to design knowledge around how to design playful gustosonic experiences. The design framework has been derived based on an empirical understanding of playful gustosonic experience across different time aspects. The framework comprises four experiential qualities of playful gustosonic experiences: exploration of eating sounds at the initial moment, self-expression via eating actions in the moment, relatedness of eating together at a shared moment and reflections on everyday eating activities beyond the moment. These experiential qualities offer a design space to support designing future multisensory food experiences either in one of these moments or over the whole journey. The design framework could guide food designers who are interested in incorporating digital technology into their practices, interaction designers who aim to create novel playful eating/drinking experiences through sonic interactions, game designers who aim to design novel gameplay around food practices and people from the hospitality industry who want to involve playful experiences into their products.

In this thesis, the three case studies have helped me understand the gustosonic experiences from a playful perspective. This has deepened my understanding of gustosonic experiences and enabled me to reflect on future opportunities when it comes to designing technology to support multisensory integration. As such, I share a design concept named gustosonic experience in HCI. With the presented design tactics for various playful gustosonic experiences and the design framework for playful gustosonic experiences, I contribute to furthering our understanding of technology-mediated playful multisensory
experiences and extend the possibility of designing a future multisensory integration with food.
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